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Foreword 

Science and technology policies are key components in the broader 
industrial policies of any country. The political environment cru
cially influences how such policies are developed and implemented. 
Without a clear understanding of this political environment, it is 
often difficult to make sensible recommendations about the type of 
industrial studies which are appropriate and likely to succeed. In its 
latest report on industrial policy, Forging the Links: A Technology 
Policy for Canada, Council stressed the importance of the country's 
system of federal-provincial relations for industrial policy. Subse
quently, it explored aspects of the issue in two of its occasional publi
cations, The Politics ofan Industrial Strategy, issued in March 1979, 
and The Limits of Consultation, published in May 1981. 

In The Challenge of Diversity, Dr. Michael Jenkin investigates 
more fully the severe problems posed by distinctive regional econo
mies, and their representation by provincial governments, for the 
development ofcoherent national industrial and technology policies. 
By examining the various attempts at interprovincial and federal
provincial cooperation over such policies, the author assesses the 
prospects for cooperation to produce an effective response to the 
country's industrial problems. In the process, he makes a number of 
interesting and constructive recommendations about how both lev
els of government, but particularly the federal government, can 
adapt to what seems to be an increasingly decentralized and region
alized industrial policy environment. 

In publishing this background study, the Science Council hopes 
to stimulate debate on the various ways Canada can help overcome 
its regional divisions and build a stronger public policy response to 
the problem of industrial change. As with all background studies 
published by the Science Council, this study represents the views of 
the author and not necessarily those of Council. 

wrtJJJL' 
Maurice L'Abbe 
Executive Director 
Science Council of Canada 
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Preface 

Canada faces a major challenge during the 1980s - how to restruc
ture the industrial base to adapt to rapid technological change and a 
hostile, and increasingly competitive, world trade environment. 
Developing coherent industrial policies that address this new envi
ronment, however, will be far from easy. Canada confronts a number 
of difficulties in forging a consensus on industrial policy, not the 
least of which is a pronounced growth of regional economic aware
ness, and the advocacy of that awareness by provincial governments. 
In many ways, therefore, the problem of developing an effective in
dustrial strategy in Canada has become a problem of intergovern
mental bargaining (and conflict) over the direction and content of 
the country's industrial policies. This study examines the problems 
that the growing awareness of regional economic interests pose for 
industrial policy makers and how these problems have become en
meshed in our federal system. The study emphasizes, therefore, the 
character of intergovernmental relations with respect to industrial 
policy and how these relations could be changed to promote a more 
effective response to the challenge of structural change in Canada. 

Another important aspect of the problem of industrial policy, 
however, is the generation of a consensus, or at least an effective 
working relationship, between the functional actors involved in in
dustrial policy: business, labour and government. The introductory 
chapter explains that the construction ofeffective links among these 
actors has been an important element in the success of industrial 
policy in other countries. Regrettably, Canada faces particularly dif
ficult problems in this area, partly because the highly regionalized 
nature of the country's economy works against the creation ofcoher
ent national interest groups. Surprisingly, therefore, the amount of 
academic research which has been carried out on the role and func
tion of industrial interest groups in Canada and their relationship to 
government is pitifully small, although a few interesting studies are 
now helping to improve our knowledge of the area. Hopefully, a suffi
cient level of research will be carried out in the near future to allow 
an indepth study on this important topic. 

One final point. This study is concerned with the problem ofhow 
to create a consensus on industrial policy in the intergovernmental 
context. As such, it is not directly concerned with the content of that 
policy, but rather with the process ofdeveloping an industrial policy. 
It is, however, very difficult to totally dissociate questions of process 
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from those concerning the content of an industrial policy, and, of 
course, the study does contain a number of assumptions about the 
character of industrial policy. Perhaps the most notable are the fol
lowing: that governments will continue to be deeply involved in lead
ing structural change; that such change often requires very detailed 
and specific modifications to the structure and conduct of industrial 
activity at the level of the firm; and that such government involve
ment must frequently stress the innovative and technological capa
bility of firms, be they in manufacturing, the resource sector or the 
service industry. That, however, is as far as this study takes the issue 
of the content ofindustrial policy. The issue is a broad subject, exam
ined in some detail in other reports by both the Science Council and 
other organizations and individuals. This study concentrates on the 
broader political economy constraints facing industrial policy mak
ers in Canada and how these constraints manifest themselves in the 
process offederal-provincial relations. With a clearer understanding 
ofthe limits placed by the regional structure ofour economy and our 
federal system on the development and implementation of indus
trial policy, we can deal more intelligently with the issue ofcontent. 

Because federal-provincial relations is a very broad area of pub
lic policy, often shrouded in secrecy, it would have been impossible to 
have written this study without generous assistance from a great 
number of people. Both in Ottawa and the provinces, many individu
als were kind enough to spend a great deal of time with me discuss
ing the issues addressed here. Civil servants and officials in intergov
ernmental organizations were also kind enough to comment on 
various parts of the manuscript. I am grateful for their efforts. 

I would also like to thank my colleagues at the Science Council 
for their support, encouragement and the time they took to discuss 
the study's progress with me: Guy Steed, Bill Forward, Jim Gilmour 
and Paul Dufour commented at length on several drafts ofthe manu
script and provided many helpful suggestions. I also benefitted from 
a commentary from Professor Donald Smiley of York University. In 
the long and tedious process of carrying on the research for this 
study, three very able assistants, Anne Smith, David Phillips and 
Nicholas Sidor worked long and hard hours ferreting out much of 
the information presented here. More important, they also con
tributed very substantially to the study's insights and analyses, and 
without their help this would have been a less substantial research 
effort. 

A researcher is only as good as the information at his disposal; 
and I was lucky to have access to the Science Council library. Special 
thanks to Frances Bonney, Faye Borden and Francine Benoit for be
ing able to obtain even the most obscure documents within fre
quently unrealistic deadlines. The charts and diagrams in the study 
were drafted by Leo Fahey, who was also an adviser on the graphical 
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presentation of much of the statistical information. David Morel ca
pably assisted in checking and assembling a wide variety of statisti 
cal information. 

My secretary, Cher Daley, provided invaluable assistance with 
the organization and management of the study from its inception, 
and typed, and retyped, drafts of the manuscript with skill and pa
tience; her good humour helped to make a long period of research 
more enjoyable. Patricia Teskey and Colleen Gray edited the manu
script and saved me from a number ofgrammatical and stylistic faux 
pas. 

Finally, I would like to thank my wife Phyllis for putting up 
with a frequently preoccupied husband, and for injecting a lot of 
common sense and analytical judgement into the process of the 
study. Naturally, any remaining weaknesses or errors are my re
sponsibility. 

Michael Jenkin 
January 1983 
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Part One 

Introduction
 



I.	 The International 
Imperative and 
Canadian Industrial 
Policy 

The Canadian Dilemma 
With the possible exception of the Constitution, more time has been 
spent debating industrial strategy than any other issue in Canadian 
public policy. The potential for unending balance-of-payments defi
cits, increased isolation from world-trading blocs and a weakening 
position in international economic forums are just some of the un
desirable trends that have brought to the fore the question: "What 
kind of industrial policy should Canada follow?"! 

Raising this question is, however, as far as we have come. At 
present we seem unable to decide which actions and strategies would 
pull the country out of its present economic predicament. The cur
rent debate over the future direction of Canadian industrial policy 
is, in itself, one of the most powerful symbols of this impasse, caught 
as it is (perhaps oversimplistically) between the two major compet
ing schools of thought, continentalist free trade- and economic na
tionalism.f 

The spectacle ofCanadian policy makers indulging in a Hamlet
like debate over whether to have or not to have an industrial policy 
while other countries move ahead to restructure their economies is 
exceeded only by the irrelevancy of the debate itself. Partly due to 
significant changes in the international trading system, the battle 
for "tariff-free" trade has been largely won. However, as tariffbarri
ers have been lowered throughout the industrialized world, nontariff 
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barriers to trade have grown significantly. Industrialized countries 
now deploy what are called "positive and defensive adjustment poli
cies," designed both to prop up ailing industries threatened by for
eign competition and to encourage the growth of new industries.t 
Even the former champion of world free trade, the United States, 
now talks not of i'free trade," but of l'fair trade.l" Thus, what we saw 
in the 1970s Was a resurgence of industrial policies designed both to 
insulate national economies from the effects ofgreater trade liberali
zation and to organize and restructure domestic firms to exploit new 
markets and technological advances. The liberalization oftrade rela
tions and the growing international mobility of capital and tech
nology are forcing many countries to explore new ways ofcontrolling 
their domestic economies and, in the process, they are being pushed 
to adopt more direct and forceful industrial strategies. 

Our hand-wringing over whether we need a strong industrial 
policy, similar to those being implemented abroad, is worrying. This 
problem is, however, compounded by the growing confusion about 
which level ofgovernment is responsible for fashioning Canada's re
sponse to the changing world trade environment. Provincial govern
ments are increasingly deploying industrial policies to serve their 
own specific needs, as part of a larger exercise in "province build
ing." At the same time, the federal government is under attack for 
the regional bias of its policies, and seems uncertain about its own 
role, or in what direction its policies should move. Indeed, we present 
a confused and incoherent picture to those outside Canada, and fre
quently to ourselves. 

Whereas political systems in other countries tend to emphasize 
the traditional divisions between business and labour on economic 
issues, in Canada territorial divisions predominate, and find expres
sion most frequently in federal-provincial, or interprovincial, con
flict. It is doubtful, therefore, that we will ever develop an effective 
approach to industrial policy making in Canada until the impact of 
intergovernmental relations on economic policy issues is fully ad
dressed. In a country where, historically, deep regional economic 
divisions have found effective expression through provincial govern
ments, it could hardly be otherwise. 

This study explores the problems of developing an industrial 
strategy in the federal-provincial milieu. By examining the struc
ture of regional economic conflicts in Canada, and by analyzing the 
attempts made in the past to overcome some of these conflicts, we 
can obtain a sense of the opportunities and limits for industrial 
policy formulation in a highly decentralized federal state. Before we 
can do this, however, it is important to outline the nature of indus
trial policy as it is practised both in Canada and abroad in order to 
understand the political demands that industrial policy formulation 
and implementation place on governments. 
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The Deep Roots of Intervention 
In many countries, the link between the economy and an interven
tionist state is deeply rooted. One has only to cite France's tradi
tional use ofthe economy as a tool offoreign policy.f or the role state 
intervention played in unifying and consolidating the economies of 
the German principalities into the German Empire during the last 
century to illustrate this point. And where the state has played a 
lesser role in economic development, it was usually because the 
countries involved so effectively dominated international markets 
that the "night watchman" state was seen to be all that was re
quired. This is evident, for example, in Britain's commitment to free 
trade in the 19th century and a similar commitment to free trade in 
the United States following World War 11.7 

The tendency for industrialized states to intervene in their 
economies has been reinforced by the economic, social and political 
problems of recent decades. In the postwar period, most industrial
ized countries have been unable to rely solely on market forces to ra
tionalize their economies. Tremendous efforts on the part ofgovern
ments were required after 1945 to rebuild the war-torn economies of 
Germany and Japan. In Britain, government intervention grew rap
idly after World War II because ofthe large number ofdeclining and 
uncompetitive industries. In other countries, for example France un
der de Gaulle, a desire to restore the nations' place in the interna
tional economic system and to challenge the technological and eco
nomic pre-eminence of the United States motivated government 
action.f 

Although state intervention in the postwar era began as a re
sponse to the problems of reconstruction, it often continued as gov
ernments grappled with such long-term structural issues as lack of 
competitiveness in traditional industries, employment mainte
nance, and regional development, to the point where in many coun
tries intervention became the norm rather than the exception. Dur
ing the 1950s and 1960s, government responsibility for the direction 
and shape of economic affairs reached its most explicit form with at
tempts at indicative economic planning in France, Belgium, the 
Netherlands and Britain. 

In recent years, problems posed by these long-term structural is
sues have been complicated by a number of significant changes in 
the international economic system. The rise of new industrializing 
countries (NICS), rapid increases in energy costs, and the growing im
portance of technology in determining comparative advantage in 
world trade? have forced a number of countries to re-evaluate their 
industrial structures. Faced with domestic industrial decline - in 
part because of increased competitive pressure from both lower-cost 
producers-? and the more technologically advanced countries - gov
ernments have been steadily forced to intervene to alleviate the ef
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fects of import competition upon declining industries and to build up 
high-technology industrial capacity. 

The nature and scope of industrial policies now deployed by 
most western countries range from a variety of industrial support 
services to outright nationalization.U These policies often involve 
quite novel institutional innovations, such as the National Enter
prise Board (NEB) in Britain, which combined the roles of state hold
ing company and venture capitalist to assist in the restructuring of 
existing manufacturing firms and the creation of new, high
technology businesses. A common thread in the recent evolution of 
industrial policy has been its tendency to become more focussed and 
specific. This reflects the disenchantment in many countries with 
the effectiveness of macroeconomic policy in promoting industrial 
development. A number of countries, notably Britain and France, 
had unsatisfactory experiences with Keynesian demand manage
ment techniques in the 1950s, and with more specific, but still macro
economic instruments such as indicative economic planning in the 
1960s.12 These macroeconomic policies, because they are aimed at 
broadly based economic phenomena, have often been ineffective and 
inappropriate for the rapidly changing and sectorally specific prob
lems faced by industry in the 1960s and 1970s. Indeed, much indus
trial policy today is based on highly discriminatory measures that 
distinguish not only between industrial sectors, but also between 
flrms.l-' 

This tendency has been reinforced as governments have been 
obliged to come to terms with growing corporate concentration re
sulting from domestic mergers and the presence of multinationals in 
many strategic economic sectors. Large firms, domestic or multina
tional, can frequently have a disproportionate impact on areas of 
traditional government interest such as export promotion, capital 
investment and employment.ls especially in high-technology indus
tries, where a specific firm, or group of firms, may be uniquely capa
ble of developing or marketing products or processes ofstrategic im
portance to a country's position in world markets.lf Frequently, this 
results in governments trying to back existing winners with various 
types of tax, financial and technical assistance, or to pick winners 
from a group of enterprising, smaller firms. 

In many cases, owing to the rapidly changing nature of indus
trial activity, governments are endeavouring to anticipate change by 
ensuring that a specific firm, or group of firms, is capable of meeting 
a new technological opportunity. In some instances, governments ac
complish this by requiring firms to merge to create either a single 
firm, or a few firms capable of taking on the challenge (as the Japa
nese did in the case of automobiles and electronicsl.If In other in
stances, a government may enter into a joint venture with a promis
ing firm, or even create a firm to meet a specific technological 
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opportunity. Once established or chosen, these firms frequently re
ceive not only selective financial assistance (for example, targeted 
R&D grants and tax breaks for capital investment), but also assis
tance on the demand side. Governments organize markets to create 
a demand for a favoured firm's product either by erecting nontariff 
barriers to imports, or by using public procurement (for example, of 
new telecommunications devices for state-owned telecommunica
tions utilities) to launch a product or to get it to a critical level of 
domestic market penetration, which can assure export success. In 
doing this, governments may appear to be ignoring markets, but 
they are actually trying to anticipate market opportunities and for
mulate government and private sector strategies accordingly. 

Thus, over the past 20 years, the character of industrial policy 
has changed as governments have attempted to come to terms with 
the social, political and economic implications of industrial change. 
Industrial policy has become more complex and microeconomic in 
focus as governments increasingly seek influence at the level of the 
industrial sector and now even at the level of the firm. However, it is 
important to remember, as well, that in industrial policy more than 
any other area of government activity, the rhetoric usually differs 
somewhat from the practice. Even governments that claim to follow 
the market in their economic policies can usually be found interven
ing in a highly selective manner in one industrial sector or another. 
The Conservative government in Britain, while espousing a free 
market approach to industrial policy, has engaged heavily in inter
ventionist policies in the microelectronics field. The present US ad
ministration's approach to industrial policy in the automotive field 
has also been contradictory. Despite its claims to support the "magic 
of the market" and the beneficial effects of international free trade, 
it has continued the rescue of the Chrysler corporation and has at
tempted to restrict the flow of automobile imports into the United 
States in the interests of "fair trade". 

A final element in the evolution of industrial policy making 
abroad has been the close association in most countries between in
dustry, government and, on occasion, labour. In some cases, tripar
tite institutions, such as social and economic councils, which involve 
both industry and labour, have been created. These councils have 
been used in the economic policy process in such countries as Bel
gium, France and the Netherlands, while in other countries, like 
West Germany, labour has been included less formally - mainly 
through codetermination arrangements on individual boards of di
rectors.l? 

Relations between industry and government have generally 
been much closer and more informal when they have not involved la
bour. In most advanced industrial economies, there are large, inte
grated, central business organizations, such as Japan's Keidanren or 
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the French Conseil nationale du patronat [rancais, that interact con
tinuously with government. In addition, there is usually a wide va
riety of relationships between government and individual trade as
sociations or single large firms. Indeed, because of the level of corpo
rate concentration in Europe and Japan, single large firms often 
have a special relationship with their governments. These firms can 
become, in effect, "national champions" and are frequently the focus 
of specific policies. Examples include Philips and Shell in the Neth
erlands, Renault in France and IRI in Italy. 

The Canadian Imperative 
Industrial policies are as necessary in Canada as elsewhere. Canada 
has a very open economy and the changes now occurring in the inter
national economic system will have a great impact on it. Further, 
the need for significant structural change in the Canadian economy 
is incontrovertible. Even studies published by organizations which 
once simply advocated trade liberalization to make Canadian indus
try more productive are now proposing at least some restructuring 
before embarking on further liberalization measures.If The 
Canadian economy's small size, and the growing uncertainty of re
source markets (and, indeed, the future competitiveness of many of 
Canada's resource sectors) have placed our traditional reliance on 
resource exports in doubt. As well, the structural weakness of 
Canadian manufacturing and the trend towards continental produc
tion and marketing arrangements-f suggest that our manufacturing 
sector will fare poorly in a more open world economy. Canada, like 
other countries, will have to embark on a restructuring of its indus
trial base, and the government will playa leading role. This does not 
necessitate elaborating a highly detailed national plan. Rather, it 
means a systematic attempt to assist successful firms and to identify 
and support those new industrial opportunities that have the most 
promising growth potential. 

Despite our poor prospects ifwe continue without restructuring, 
the federal government has been, at best, a reluctant supporter of 
the industrial strategy concept, and has usually avoided commit
ments to systematic industrial restructuring, except for isolated ad 
hoc projects.20 Part of the government's current reluctance is due to 
misgivings about the efficiency of intervention in social and eco
nomic affairs. As well, the development of an industrial strategy re
quires governments to make explicit choices about what sectors and 
firms to assist. Choices of this kind raise the prospect of failure as 
much as success. Under any interventionist regime, policy options 
become more stark and their potential for controversy increases - a 
situation most politicians and civil servants wish to avoid. 
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The federal government has usually preferred macroeconomic 
policies that reinforce the industrial status quo and do not discrimi
nate between firms or sectors. These policies, while having the ad
vantage of being less explicit and less politically visible, are, how
ever, increasingly ineffective in managing economic change. 

The Price of Policy Sophistication 
What demands does industrial policy place on a political system? 
What do the Japanese and Europeans do that we might emulate? To 
start with, Japan and Europe have a much greater range of policy 
instruments, which enables their governments to work at both the 
micro and macroeconomic levels. Some of these policies are highly 
innovative in coping with new industrial problems or opportunities. 
Like Canada, the Japanese and Europeans finance various forms of 
R&D, regional location and other types of assistance to industry. 
However, the amount of monetary support in these countries is fre
quently larger than in Canada, and is applied in a much more varied 
manner.s! 

But the greatest differences between the Canadian and the 
Japanese and European forms of industrial policy relate more to in
stitutional and political factors than to the scale of national re
sources directed to industrial support policies. In Japan and Europe, 
effective industrial policies have emerged from industrially partisan 
governments possessing specific relationships with individual com
panies and industrial sectors. Experience in these countries also in
dicates that extensive intervention in the economy carries with it a 
need for some central policy direction, through either a planning 
ministry or well-established interdepartmental cooperation. Most 
countries have gained considerable experience in this area, partly as 
a result of planning experiments in the 1950s and 1960s, and partly 
because of the volume of industrial restructuring since World War 
II. 

The political structures supporting industrial policy formula
tion in Europe and Japan are also well developed. Continuous links 
with trade associations and large firms allow governments to keep in 
touch with industrial problems and communicate policy objectives 
effectively. These relationships also make it easier for governments 
and industries to agree on sectoral restructuring. Furthermore, it is 
clear that industrial policy is more effectively formulated in econo
mies which are highly reliant on manufacturing. Clear national in- .. 
terests on issues relating to industrial development tend to come 
into focus more readily when this is the case. 

Ultimately, however, what is essential for the effective im
plementation of industrial policy is that the central government 
have the authority and capacity to influence companies and indus
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tries. The ability of the state to do this is primarily a function of its 
historical role in nation building. It is also the result of it being 
forced, for reasons of industrial collapse or crises, to become deeply 
involved in the workings of industry. 

The Canadian Case 
Compared to Japan and Europe, Canada seems a relative novice in 
the area of industrial policy. This is ironic because, historically, the 
Canadian government has probably played as significant a role in 
economic development as governments in Europe or Japan. Govern
ment involvement in the Canadian economy has ranged from sup
port for canal building in colonial times to the construction of rail
ways following Confederation, and the creation of manufacturing 
enterprises during two world wars.22 At both the federal and provin
cial levels, government has played a large role in the creation of 
transportation, energy, communication and other industrial infra
structures. Whether this significant level of government involve
ment contributed to Canada's transition to an industrial economy or 
simply reinforced its role as an exporter ofstaples is debatable.23 Yet 
Ottawa's capacity to promote significant economic change has never 
been in doubt. Indeed, the existence ofa Canadian national economy 
can in some measure be viewed as a triumph of political will - one 
which maintained an east-west pattern of trade when economic 
forces became increasingly north-south in orientation.24 Still, our 
economic history has severely limited our ability to implement in
dustrial policy in the manner of the Europeans or the Japanese in 
two ways. First, industrial interest groups have been highly diversi
fied and have had little in common. Second, these groups have had 
an uncertain commitment to policies supporting manufacturing. 
The reasons for this reflect Canada's historical emphasis on the ex
port of raw materials and agricultural products and the concomitant 
development of an economic infrastructure necessary to support 
those exports.25 Industrial and commercial interest-group activity 
aimed at supporting government measures which broadly benefited 
a resource-based production system. This included the construction 
of an efficient transportation network and the support of a commer
cial system (for example, banking and retailing) to facilitate trade. 
To a large extent, Canada is still a staples economy. Questions con
cerning resource policy and transportation remain central political 
issues. We still have heated debates over the construction of natural 
gas pipelines, the setting of rail freight rates and the ability of our 
rail system to carry grain exports to port. 

Since the beginning of this century, secondary manufacturing 
has grown in importance. But even at its peak in the late 1940s and 
early 1950s, manufacturing never accounted for more than a quar
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ter of the country's gross domestic product (GDP) and has never been 
the predominant sector in terms ofoutput.26 In fact, manufacturing 
has played a far less significant role in Canada than in virtually any 
other industrialized country (see Table 1.1). Moreover, the growth of 
manufacturing was not based on domestically owned firms as much 
as on foreign-owned branch plants. Between 1926 and 1970, foreign 
control of manufacturing rose to a peak of 61 per cent from 38 per 
cent.27 

Table 1.1 - Gross Domestic Product Accounted for by Manufacturing 
Activity, 1979 

Country Percentage of GDP 

Germany 37.6 
Japan 29.7 
France 27.1 
Netherlands 27.4 • 
Belgium 26.2 
United Kingdom 24.0 
United States 24.0 
Sweden 22.9 
Canada 19.5 
Norway 17.5 
Turkey 12.3 

• 1977 Figures
 
Source: OECD National Accounts, vol. II, Paris, 1981.
 

The consequences for industry-government relations are clear. 
Even in the relatively homogenous economies of Europe and Japan, 
building a consensus on industrial issues is never easy. But at least 
in these countries the structure of traditional industry-government 
relations, and the bias towards manufacturing, allows the develop
ment ofa consensus on specific issues. In Canada, manufacturing in
terests are overshadowed by the resource sector, and fractured by 
disputes between large and small business and domestic and foreign
owned firms. 

Perhaps even more important, however, has been the manner in 
which the character of economic development has profoundly af
fected the nature ofregional conflict. Canada is geographically large, 
as well as socially and economically diverse. Since its creation, it has 
had an industrially developed centre which has been primarily reli
ant on the domestic market, and a series of resource- or staples
producing regions on the periphery, largely dependent on exports. 
As a result, different patterns of economic development and in
terests have evolved, with provincial governments becoming a natu
ral focus for those interests. This has turned the issue of industrial 
strategy into one involving territorial-political conflict. The re
source-producing provinces view industrial-policy issues as basically 
special pleading for favoured treatment by an already wealthy in
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dustrial centre represented by Ontario and Quebec. Just as impor
tant, this regionalization ofeconomic interests has had an important 
impact on the structure of industrial interest-group activity. In
terest groups lack national coherence, partly because they are en
couraged to express their grievances and aspirations on a regional 
basis, often through provincial governments. 

In a similar manner, the direction in which industrial policy is 
evolving elsewhere, with its emphasis first on sectoral, and now on 
firm-specific action, poses special problems for a country with ter
ritorially diverse interests. The decision to support, or indeed, to ra
tionalize a particular form of industrial activity, especially at the 
firm level, inevitably has territorial implications when economic ac
tivity is so regionally specialized. Support for one industry or one 
firm is seen as support for one region or province rather than 
another. It is in this sense that it has become virtually impossible to 
discuss industrial policy in Canada without immediately addressing 
the problem of regional economic competition and its political mani
festations - federal-provincial and interprovincial conflict. 

These problems, combined with inexperience in the broad range 
ofindustrial-policy instruments and coordinating mechanisms exist
ing elsewhere, mean that we face particular difficulties in creating 
and implementing a national industrial strategy. Now, however, in
ternational economic trends are forcing us to find a way to overcome 
these difficulties. The question is: how? 

Given that the problem of developing an industrial policy in 
Canada is territorial in character and that in large measure the ter
ritorial conflict over industrial policy has found expression through 
the 11 governments in Canada, it is through these governments that 
at least a start to the solution of territorial conflict must be found. 
Accordingly, this study focusses on three specific questions: 1) the 
nature of the underlying regional economic conflict in Canada; 2) the 
manner in which it has found expression at the governmental level 
(in this case, the seeming weakness of the federal government and 
the growing assertiveness of the provincial governments in the area 
of industrial policy); and 3) the degree to which governments, either 
jointly or separately, can find a way to harness their resources to ef
fect necessary structural change. 

Organization of the Study 
The following chapter outlines some of the economic conflicts inher
ent in the Canadian federal system. Part Two reviews the emergence 
of provincial industrial strategies as a response to those conflicts and 
analyzes their significance for the development of national indus
trial policies. Part Three reviews the experience of federal
provincial and interprovincial collaboration on industrial policy and 
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related matters. It also seeks some lessons from that experience for 
developing industrial policy in an intergovernmental context. Part 
Three is complemented by a discussion in Part Four of the role, both 
past and present, of the federal government in economic policy mak
ing, its relevance to the changing nature of industrial policy interna
tionally and the shifting economic balance of power between the two 
levels of government. Finally, chapter XI offers some recommenda
tions on how the provinces and the federal government can improve 
their collaboration and what role the federal government should 
play in a policy area that is becoming increasingly decentralized. 
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II.	 Canada's Centre 
Periphery Economy 

To hear it discussed today, one would think regional economic con
flict is a relatively new phenomenon in Canada. The western re
source boom in the 1970s and recent concerns about the impact of 
this new growth on the structure of the economy and the political 
balance of power has made people forget the West's long history of 
relative economic stagnation. On the surface today, the problem of 
regional conflict seems to be a dispute between an aggressive and 
selfish Alberta and victimized consumers in Ontario. 

Historically, it was the reverse. Conflicts were between the 
wealthy and powerful industrialized centre, and a poorer and 
weaker group of commodity-producing regions. Even today, this 
broad and fundamental historical difference of interest is manifest 
in disputes over issues ranging from railway freight rates to the na
ture oftrade policy. It is important to realize, therefore, that many of 
the conflicts we see today over the direction of economic policy are 
largely the result of a staples economy which encouraged regions to 
become highly specialized and highly unequal. 

Canada has always depended upon the export of commodities.! 
Even today, commodities such as agricultural products and raw and 
semiprocessed materials (for example, smelted ores), comprise about 
two-thirds of the value of Canada's exports.f Not surprisingly, this 
continuing emphasis on raw materials and agricultural goods has 
prolonged past disputes. 

After Confederation, the implementation of the National 
Policy, and the consequent expansion ofboth primary and industrial 
production, the full regional implications ofa staples-based economy 
became a political issue. With the incorporation of Rupert's Land 
and British Columbia into Canada a few years after Confederation, a 
continent-wide staples economy was created. The planned and 
highly organized settlement of the Prairies, the construction of the 
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Canadian Pacific Railway and the introduction of tariffs to encour
age manufacturing were all part of an attempt, through the Na
tional Policy, to structure an integrated national economy. How
ever, it was to be a very particular integration, one which, ironically, 
institutionalized regional specialization and conflict. The West and, 
to a lesser extent, the Maritimes were to concentrate on the produc
tion of agricultural exports, and British Columbia, northern On
tario, Quebec, and the Maritimes were to provide mineral and forest 
exports. In return, these regions were to act as markets for the 
manufactured goods of southern Ontario and Quebec. 

Whether any different geographical division of economic ac
tivity would have occurred and whether the regions would have been 
any better off without the National Policy is unclear. Indeed, good 
reason exists to believe that the problems faced by the regional 
economies were due more to their geographic location and staples 
base than the machinations of central Canada's economic policy 
makers.3 It cannot be denied, however, that it was the regional 
economies of western Canada and the Maritimes which bore the 
principal costs of this staples-centred economy. They were the re
gions whose prosperity depended almost entirely on activities (such 
as agriculture) which traditionally generated lower incomes than 
those arising from manufacturing. Furthermore, such activities 
have generally offered less varied and secure job opportunities be
cause they are dependent on the boom-and-bust cycles ofworld com
modity markets. The legacy of this developmental pattern is an 
economy in which the regions have historically experienced very dif
ferent costs and benefits from economic integration. 

The Legacy of Inequality 
The issue of regional economic inequality was undoubtedly one of 
the principal areas of conflict after Confederation. Since the Great 
Depression, the issue of regional disparities, and attempts to over
come them through a process of national income transfers, have 
been central to the Canadian federal system. Canada now has one of 
the most highly developed systems ofregional transfers ofany coun
try and, indeed, one of the larger regional development budgets.s 
And well it should. Of the developed industrial countries, Canada 
has one of the greatest disparities in per capita income between its 
richest and poorest region. It is exceeded, depending upon the mea
sure used, only by Italy, and equalled only by France (see Table 11.1). 

Historically, the nonindustrialized regions of Canada have suf
fered below average personal incomes and above average unemploy
ment. For example, as shown in Figure 11.1, personal income per 
capita has been below the national average for the Prairies, Quebec 
and the Atlantic provinces.f Only Ontario and British Columbia 
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Table III  Regional Per Capita Product and Income Differences in Relation to National Average 

Level Level Mini Degree of inequality 
Income or Poorest region average Richest region average /max measured by Gini-' 

Country Year output measure! 
--_._- --_.'-_.•_---_.-.----,--_.-.-,_ ..._----'._.-- 

or state = 100 or state = 100 
,-._--..-----"•..--, ----------_.---'.'--,---_.',---  -

ratio coefficient 

Australia 1973/74 Personal income Tasmania ]87 New South Wales J105 1.2 0.03 
Canada 1973 Personal income Newfoundland 54 Ontario 117 2.2 0.09 
United States 1975 Personal income Mississippi 60 Alaska 175 2.9 0.09 51 states 

Washington D.C. 125 (1.4 0.06 9 regions) 
Connecticut 120 

Switzerland 1972 GDP Appenzell I.R. 69 Basel Stadt 151 2.2 0.07 
Switzerland 1967 Personal income Obwalden 72 Basel Stadt 143 2.0 0.07 
Germany 1974 GDP Schleswig-Holstein 84 Hamburg 149 1.8 0.05 

Bremen 118 
Nordrhein-West 104 

Germany 1970 Personal income Saar 81 Hamburg 133 1.6 0.05 
Bremen 113 
Baden-
Wurttemberg 108 

France 1970 GDP Bretagne 81 Paris 139 1.7 0.09 
France 1970 Personal income Midi-Pyrenees 80 Paris 139 1.7 0.09 
Italy 1973 GDP Calabria 55 Liguria 137 2.5 0.15 
Italy 1973 Personal income Calabria 60 Liguria 134 2.2 0.14 
United Kingdom 1974 GDP N. Ireland 74 South-east 117 1.6 0.07 
United Kingdom 1974 Personal income N. Ireland 69 South-east 119 1.7 0.06 

1.	 GDP at factor cost for Germany; market prices for other countries; regional GDP data do not exist for Australia, Canada and the United States. 
Personal income (as defined above) for all countries except Italy and Switzerland, for which net national product at factor cost is given, since official 
regional personal income data do not exist. 

2.	 The Gini coefficient of inequality is a weighted average of per capita income differences between regions, where relative population shares are used as 
weights. A value of 0.0 means exact equality; a value of 1.0 denotes all income concentrated in one region; a value around 0.05 indicates relatively 
small interregional inequality, whereas a value of 0.15 indicates already substantial interregional inequality. This use of population share weights 
takes into account both the size of regions and also the distribution of regions falling between the richest and the poorest. 

Source:	 Report of the Study Group on the Role of Public Finance in European Integration, vol. II, Commission of the European Communities, Brussels, 
1977, p. 122. 
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Figure ILl - Index of Personal Income per Capita by Region, 1930-1980
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have enjoyed above average income levels. More recent evidence in
dicates that provincial differences in per capita income are declin
ing, largely due, in the case of the poorer provinces, to increased fed
eral transfers. However, differences in provinces' gross domestic 
product per capita have increased. This indicates, according to Pes
tieau and Maxwell, that "disparities in the ability of provinces to 
generate their own income have widened considerably in the 
1970s."6 

Furthermore, unemployment data for the period 1946-80 (see 
Figure 11.2) indicate that these disparities have also manifested 
themselves in lost job opportunities. Despite its high per capita in
come level, even British Columbia has had unemployment rates well 
above the national average, and only Ontario and the Prairies have 
remained significantly below the national average." In the case of 
the Prairies, the level of employment maintenance was probably 
due, in part, to the high proportion of active farmers. Significantly, 
the only region which maintained both employment and income lev
els above the national average has been heavily industrialized On
tario.f 

Average rates of unemployment or income do mask, however, 
equally significant qualitative differences in opportunity for resi
dents of the various regions. The range ofemployment opportunities 
outside Ontario is less varied. And the facilities, both public and pri
vate, that residents have access to in Ontario are usually better than 
those elsewhere. There are also significant variations in such social 
indicators as accommodation, infant mortality and life expectancy.f 

With increasing energy prices in the 1970s, western provinces 
broke this differential. In Alberta, for example, unemployment has 
recently been relatively low, and per capita income figures have 
been above the national average. Whether this situation will con
tinue with the relative decline in oil prices is uncertain. Resource
based economies can, and do, experience boom-and-bust cycles as the 
staples they produce fluctuate in international markets. With pro
portionately fewer employment opportunities in other sectors, work
ers can find little in the way of alternative employment when the 
staple industry is in recession. In addition, seasonal unemployment, 
because of the staples nature of production (for example, in the for
est industry and fishing), tends to be much higher in the peripheral 
regions than in Ontario. Finally, as these regions are fundamentally 
dependent on natural resources for their standard of living and em
ployment, a decline in the economically exploitable reserves ofa par
ticular commodity can seriously cripple an entire provincial 
economy. The most dramatic example of this occurred on the 
Canadian prairies in the 1930s when a decline in international mar
kets for wheat was compounded by a long period of drought. So 
severe was the impact on Saskatchewan, which was wholly depend
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Figure 11.2 - Unemployment by Region, 1946-1980 
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ent on wheat, that by 1937 two-thirds of the rural population was on 
relief. Wheat yields fell from a predepression high of slightly more 
than 20.66 hectolitres per hectare in 1928 to about 2.42 hectolitres 
per hectare in 1937. By 1933 alone, it was estimated that per capita 
net income had fallen by 72 per cent.l'' 

The collapse of the Saskatchewan wheat economy is the most 
dramatic example; but, it is by no means an isolated one. Changing 
international markets and depleting natural resources were respon
sible for the significant decline of Nova Scotia and New Brunswick as 
prosperous lumbering and commercial centres in the last century. 
And with the development of steam-powered, steel-hulled ships and 
the later emergence of railroads, the Maritime's merchant marine of 
wooden sailing ships, built from the region's forests, became ob
solete. In addition, reduced demand for ship's lumber and over
cutting of forest stands led to a decline in the squared-timber indus
try.U 

All the country's resource-based regional economies have felt 
both the debilitating effects of collapse in international commodity 
markets for their products and the ever-present fear that their re
source base will be destroyed or exhausted. In large measure, it is 
this legacy of inequality and uncertainty that explains the guarded 
attitude of many provincial governments towards the development 
of their own economies. For example, Alberta, which views its re
cently expanded oil industry as essentially transitory and short
lived.l-' seeks to obtain the maximum revenues possible from pe
troleum development and intends to use those revenues to establish 
a broader economic base. The province aims to build its economy 
based on technology related both to the extraction and management 
of the province's renewable and nonrenewable resource base.If 

Our Divided Economy 
Another consequence of the staples nature of the Canadian economy 
has been the high degree of regional economic specialization. A gen
eral picture of this can be obtained by examining the location quo
tient for a particular industry. Using a standardized base for com
parison, location quotients indicate whether a particular region has 
a greater concentration in a type ofindustrial activity than would be 
expected if that activity were evenly distributed across the country. 
Table II.2 presents a series of location quotients for most ofCanada's 
primary and secondary industries using population as the standard
ized base and employment levels in the industry as the measure. A 
location quotient of one in a particular industry indicates that the 
province has the amount of employment in an industry which would 
be expected if that industry were evenly distributed by population 
across the country. Numbers above one show a greater concentra
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Table 11.2 - Location Quotients for Manufacturing Employment, 1979 (Population as Base) 

NFLD. PEl NS NB QUE. ONT. MAN. SASK. ALTA. BC 

Percentage of Canada's Population (1979) 2.42 0.52 3.58 2.96 26.55 35.92 4.36 4.05 8.50 10.86 

Forestry 1.26 0 X 2.52 1.00 .57 0 0 X 21){)
 

Fishing and trapping 3.83 X 4.92 X 0 0 0 0 0 l.Qii
 
Mining 1.77 0 .98* X .63 .56 .91* 1.33 .37 .95*
 
Agriculture 0 2.89 1.46 .51 .64 1.02 2.64 6.11 2.,44 .51
 
Mineral fuels 0 0 X 0 0 0 0 0 ~93 1.9Q
 
Metal minerals 3.48 0 0 X .87 1.17 2.00 X 0 126
 
Nonmetal minerals 0 0 0 0 1.71 0 0 2.26 0 0
 
Food and beverage 2.03 1.66 1.37 1.45 .97* 1.03 1.05 .57 .78 .77
 
Tobacco products X Q X X 1.75 1.00 X X X X
 
Wood .13 X .48 1.19 .90* .52 .38 .37 .67 3.85
 
Paper and allied X 0 .69 1.63 1.31 1.00 X X .24 1.52
 
Primary metals X 0 X X .89 1.65 .46 X .37 .67
 
Printing, publishing and allied .14 1.14 .42 .77 .95* 1.42 1.05 .53 .74 .74
 
Nonmetallic mineral products .38 X .38 .79 .92* 1.33 .67 .50 L2-5 .67
 
Petroleum and coal products X 0 .88 X .75 1.63 X X 1.25 .50
 
Leather X X X X 1.55 1.45 .45 0 X .09
 
Textiles X X .72 .14 1.83 1.28 .28 0 .14 .14
 
Knitting mills 0 X X 0 2.11 .89 .56 0 X X
 
Clothing X X X X 2.38 .69 1.57 .14 .24 .31
 
Furniture and fixtures X 0 .18 .41 1.36 1.32 .95* .05 .50 .32
 
Metal fabricating .10 X .25 .03 .91* 1.59 .14 .25 .67 .62
 
Machinery X .12 X .14 .79 1.65 1.02 .53 .63 .56
 
Transportation equipment X .13 .63 X .76 1.81 .80 .10 .21 .48
 
Electrical products X X .27 X .40 1.84 .43 .14 .20 .27
 
Chemical and chemical products .12 X .35 .14 Lli 1.59 .27 .05 .59 .30
 
Rubber and plastic products X X X X .27 1.81 .27 X 2.96 X
 
Miscellaneous manufacturing .11 .14 .14 .43 1.00 1.71 .46 .19 .39 .39
 

X = Confidential 
o = No significant change 
* = Values above 0.9, but below unity 
_ = Values above unity !Source: Statistics Canada, Manufacturing Industries of Canada: National & Provincial Areas: 1979, catalogue no. 31-203, and estimates based on 

~ unpublished Statistics Canada data. I
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tion of employment than would be expected if the distribution were 
even. A number less than one indicates a level ofemployment below 
that expected if there were an even distribution of employment. As 
Table 11.2 illustrates, employment in industrial activity is concen
trated in specific regions. Location quotients for resource production 
and the processing of raw materials are high in the peripheral econo
mies of western Canada and the Atlantic region. Indeed, there is 
even a high degree of specialization in manufacturing between the 
two industrialized provinces. Quebec, for example, specializes in 
such industries as textiles, clothing and knitted goods - labour
intensive items, most susceptible to low-wage foreign competition.R 
Ontario, on the other hand, seems to concentrate more on such in
dustrial sectors as transportation equipment, electrical and elec
tronic equipment and machinery. 

Although the data in Table 11.2give some indication of relative 
economic specialization, they do not provide any information on the 
economic linkages among the regions. Thus, while a region may spe
cialize in a particular form ofeconomic activity, the degree to which 
it is dependent on other regions of the country (or foreign countries) 
for markets cannot be measured by a location quotient. To form a 
better idea of this, the nature of interprovincial trade flows must be 
examined. 

Tables 11.3to 11.5outline the relative distribution ofinterprovin
cial and foreign trade flows for each province on the basis of total 
merchandise trade, trade in raw materials and primary manufac
tured products, and trade in manufactured end products. The figures 
which follow are based on the results of a special Statistics Canada 
analysis of interprovincial trade flows using, in part, the 1974 analy
sis of the destination of shipments of manufactured goods. A similar 
survey, carried out by Statistics Canada in 1979 and released as this 
study was in press, indicates that for manufactured goods at least, 
the situation has remained relatively ccnstant.lf Unlike the 1979 
survey of the destination of shipments of manufactured goods, the 
data presented here also cover raw material shipments and make 
some attempt to overcome the problems in the manufactured ship
ments data which, because they rely on the first and not the final des
tination of shipments from factories, can create problems when try
ing to accurately assign the actual shipments to each province. 
However, the statistics presented here do exclude interprovincial 
trade in services which are very large and could alter the overall dis
tribution of trade.lf Nevertheless, the figures do provide some basis 
for broad comparison. 

The general trade distribution in Table 11.3 demonstrates that, 
with the exception of British Columbia, Ontario and Quebec, no 
province manages to maintain more than half its trade within its 
own provincial boundaries. Furthermore, a large proportion of the 
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Table 11.3 - Distribution of Interprovincial and Foreign Merchandise Trade, 1974 (percentages) 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
Province	 Within province Within Rest of Canada 2 + 3 Exports abroad Total 

region! 

Newfoundland 23.4 0.9 7.2 (8.1) 68.6 100.0 
Prince Edward Island 45.4 18.9 27.0 (45.9) 8.7 100.0 
Nova Scotia 44.8 11.6 19.4 (31.0) 24.2 100.0 
New Brunswick 38.3 8.6 19.3 (27.9) 33.8 100.0 
Quebec 53.6 28.3 18.2 100.0 
Ontario 54.1 22.8 23.1 100.0 
Manitoba 46.0 10.7 21.5 (32.2) 22.0 100.0 
Saskatchewan 22.9 11.5 17.1 (28.6) 48.5 100.0 
Alberta 38.5 13.7 16.5 (30.2) 31.2 100.0 
British Columbia 52.7 6.3 4.4 (10.7) 36.5 100.0 
Yukon/NWT 7.1 10.4 6.7 (17.1) 75.8 100.0 

1 Regional trade for Atlantic region includes the four Atlantic provinces; for the western region the four western provinces plus the Yukon and NWT. 
Source: Unpublished data, Interprovincial Trade Project, Structural Analysis Division, Statistics Canada. 
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trade of most provinces in western Canada, and many in Atlantic 
Canada, is directed to destinations abroad. Many of these provinces 
also have a greater proportion of their domestic trade with the rest 
of the country rather than within their own region. 

The pattern becomes even more pronounced when you distin
guish between trade in raw and processed resource products and 
that in manufactured end products. Because all provinces other 
than Ontario and Quebec depend heavily for their industrial base on 
the production of raw materials, agricultural products and semi
processed resource products, the pattern of trade for the periphery 
in these products (see Table 11.4) becomes very revealing. Only On
tario and Quebec maintain over half the value of their shipments in 
raw and semiprocessed resource products within their own provin
cial boundaries, indicating their greater propensity to process re
sources into finished products. In contrast, virtually all the other 
provinces depend heavily on export markets and Canadian markets 
outside their own region. In fact, for most provinces, export markets 
are far more important than the Canadian market. 

Turning to shipments ofmanufactured goods, an inverse picture 
emerges (see Table II.5). With the exception of Newfoundland and 
Nova Scotia (which together account for less than three per cent of 
national shipments), only Ontario ships more than half the value of 
its manufactured goods out of province. Manufacturing activity out
side Ontario and Quebec is on a small scale (only about 17 per cent of 
shipments of manufactured goods originate outside those two prov
inces) and is mostly directed to local markets. Interestingly, only 
Nova Scotia, New Brunswick and Manitoba depend on regional and 
national markets for more than one-third of their market for manu
factured goods. None of the provinces outside of Ontario or New
foundland rely heavily on export markets for their manufactured 
goods. 

We seem to have several distinctive economies. In manufac
tured goods, Ontario, with more than half of the country's trade in 
manufactures, dominates and is about equally oriented to national 
and export markets. Quebec, with more than one quarter of 
Canada's total trade in manufactures, is much more dependent on 
national markets. The rest of the provinces only account for a small 
proportion of manufacturing shipments and are much more ori
ented, especially in western Canada, to local markets. 

On the other hand, in terms of primary products, Ontario and, 
to a lesser extent, Quebec are much more dependent on their local 
provincial markets, whereas the resource-producing provinces are 
heavily tied to export markets. In addition, trade in resources and re
source products is much more important for the regions than for On
tario or Quebec; in many cases, it accounts for over two-thirds of 
shipments. Thus, unlike Ontario and Quebec, the other provinces, 
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Table 11.4 - Distribution of Interprovincial and Foreign Trade in Unprocessed Materials and Primary ManufaCtured Goods, 1974 
(percentages) 

(lJ (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 
Province Within Within Rest of 2 + 3 Exports Total Primary Percent-

province region Canada abroad goods as age of all 
percent- Canadian 
age of primary 
province's goods 
total ship- shipments 
ments 

Newfoundland 20.2 0.2 3.6 (3.8) 76.0 100 67.2 1.6 
Prince Edward Island 43.5 18.2 28.9 (47.lJ 9.3 100 89.1 0.3 
Nova Scotia 42.5 8.2 16.7 (24.9) 32.6 100 50.3 2.0 
New Brunswick 32.1 5.5 20.9 (26.4) 41.4 100 73.3 2.8 
Quebec 54.7 20.0 25.3 100 44.7 22.0 
Ontario 65.2 17.0 17.7 100 37.5 33.7 
Manitoba 43.7 6.3 24.0 (30.3) 26.0 100 65.5 4.6 
Saskatchewan 18.2 10.6 19.7 (30.3) 51.1 100 84.7 6.8 
Alberta 30.1 12.7 20.0 (32.7) 37.3 100 69.0 11.0 
British Columbia 42.7 5.4 4.7 uo.n 47.2 100 75.3 14.8 
Yukon/NWT 2.6 11.0 7.1 ns.n 79.3 100 94.1 0.5 

100.0 

Source: Unpublished data, Interprovincial Trade Project, Structural Analysis Division, Statistics Canada. 
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Table 11.5 - Distribution of Interprovincial and Foreign Trade in Manufactured End Products, 1974 (percentages) 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 
Province Within Within Rest of 2 + 3 Exports Total End pro- Per cent of 

province region Canada abroad ducts as all Canadian 
percent- end prod-
age of ucts ship
province's ments 
total ship
ments 

Newfoundland 31.6 2.6 14.5 (18.1) 51.2 100 32.8 .7 
Prince Edward Island 74.6 20.4 4.6 (25.0) .4 100 10.9 .0 
Nova Scotia 48.5 14.8 21.6 (36.4) 15.2 100 49.7 1.9 
New Brunswick 52.8 16.9 18.0 (34.9) 12.3 100 26.7 1.0 
Quebec 52.9 34.8 12.3 100 55.3 27.4 
Ontario 47.7 26.0 26.3 100 62.5 55.7 
Manitoba 51.0 18.9 16.0 (34.9) 14.2 100 34.5 2.4 
Saskatchewan 73.6 19.3 4.4 (23.7) 2.8 100 15.3 1.4 
Alberta 64.3 17.0 6.0 (23.0) 12.7 100 31.0 4.9 
British Columbia 76.6 10.0 4.2 (14.2) 9.3 100 24.7 4.8 
Yukon/NWT 100.2 - 100 5.9 0.0 

100.00 

Source: Unpublished data, Interprovincial Trade Project, Structural Analysis Division, Statistics Canada. 



particularly those in western Canada, have a greater interest in 
markets within their own borders for manufactured goods and for 
markets outside Canada for their resources. 

This pattern becomes even clearer ifyou examine the proxy pro
vincial "balance of trade" which is derived from the shipments data. 
Figure II.3 presents these data broken down according to category of 
industry. Clearly, Ontario has by far the largest balance of trade sur
plus with the rest ofCanada, a situation almost entirely due to trade 
in manufactured goods. Apart from Ontario, only Quebec and Al
berta experience a substantial trade surplus with the rest ofCanada, 
but for opposite reasons: Alberta, through resource shipments (prin
cipally oil and gas) to the rest of Canada, and Quebec, through inter
provincial shipments ofmanufactured goods. It is significant to note, 
however, that while many of the resource-producing provinces have 
a domestic trade deficit, such is not the case with their export trade. 
British Columbia, Alberta, Saskatchewan and Newfoundland have 
positive balance of trade positions with countries abroad due to re
source exports, while all other provinces, including Ontario and 
Quebec, run deficits. 

Of course, these figures do not reflect total trade flows. As men
tioned before, they ignore service industries (which can account for 
substantial earnings) and financial transfers through the taxation 
system or through regional development assistance. In addition, 
they may overestimate Ontario and Quebec's import deficit in manu
factured goods, and may underestimate those of the resource prov
inces because Ontario and Quebec tend to be the ports of entry for 
many finished goods destined for other parts of Canada. 

While the figures tend to indicate rather severe differences in 
the benefits provinces obtain from Canadian trade, the total picture 
may be far less stark. More important is the high degree of regional 
specialization revealed by such figures, and the consequent differ
ences in economic interests. 

The Political Protest 
The great degree of economic specialization which has emerged in 
Canada has reinforced the traditional, and highly unequal, 
metropolis-hinterland relationship between the regions.!? This does 
not mean that such a relationship has necessarily led to a lower stan
dard of living in the hinterlands, although the evidence, until re
cently, suggests this has generally been the case. During periods of 
commodity power, when particular resources or staple products are 
in high demand, a regional economy can often have levels of eco
nomic activity, and, frequently, per capita incomes that may tem
porarily exceed those of the industrial centre. The boom-and-bust 
cycle, however, and the general uncertainty concerning employment 
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~ Figure 11.3 - Provincial Trade Balances in Crude and Manufactured Goods, 1974 (in Millions of Dollars) 
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and income levels from year to year have generally resulted in less 
stable economic growth. 

It is significant that the causes of the political protests which 
have emerged in Canada's regions since Confederation have not sim
ply been due to the lower standards ofliving. They are also the result 
of the uncertainty that surrounds resource production and what is 
perceived as a discriminatory political and economic system, a senti
ment most clearly articulated in the western protest movements of 
the 1920s.18 

By 1930 the Progressive Party had failed in federal politics arid 
regional protest was focussed at the provincial level with the emer
gence ofthe Social Credit party and the Cooperative Commonwealth 
Federation (CCF) in Alberta and Saskatchewan respectively. The 
political programs ofthese parties were originally directed at chang
ing the pattern of economic management in Canada. However, as 
each party made little headway in federal politics, its focus shifted to 
the provincial level where it formed the government. The parties 
then attempted to promote economic change either by attacking the 
federal government's monetary powers by developing a provincial 
monetary system (Social Crediti.l" or by attempting to use provincial 
Crown corporations to diversify the industrial structure of the prov
ince (the CCF).20 

Much of the rhetoric for change in western Canada during this 
period centred on the manner in which the federal government's eco
nomic policies (such as tariff protection for central Canadian manu
factures) and the operation of the country's transportation and fi
nancial system discriminated against diversified economic 
development in western Canada. These themes have been a remark
ably consistent aspect of western protest and can be seen even today 
in the communiques issued by the Western Premiers' Conference 
(wrc) on national economic issues.U 

Such protest has not been limited to western Canada. The Mari
time provinces' opposition to the existing economic system led, in the 
last century, to the passing of secession resolutions in provincial 
legislatures.e- In the early part of this century, discontent also pro
duced the growth of the Maritime Rights movement which ad
dressed itself to many of the concerns of the western protest 
parties.23 

The Rise of the Provinces 
Traditional regional grievances against the structure of the national 
economy seemed to be relatively mute after World War II. The domi
nance of the federal government during the economic expansion of 
the 1950s suggested that regional tensions might decline and that a 
greater level of national integration might ensue. By the early 
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1960s, however, a number of changes were occurring in the 
Canadian economy which would alter this trend. In the first place, 
the issues which had dominated the 1940s and 1950s - national de
fence, the rebuilding of the peacetime economy and Canada's role in 
assisting in the postwar international reconstruction process - no 
longer loomed as large. The central place these issues gave the fed
eral government on the country's political agenda consequently de
clined. The 1960s also saw increased attention to those issues 
primarily concerned with providing social equity and infrastructure 
following postwar economic expansion, such as the establishment of 
medicare and the expansion of welfare and educational systems. 
This greater emphasis on distributional questions also brought to 
the fore a growing awareness of regional economic disparities.24 

While the federal role in regional development expanded signifi
cantly during the 1960s, concerns over regional disparities naturally 
shifted the focus of political attention from national issues to ques
tions of regional balance. 

At a more concrete level, the expansion ofsocial welfare, health 
and educational services and the need to balance postwar growth 
with social infrastructure, led to an increase in the size and role of 
the provincial governments. This growth was truly remarkable. In 
1950, provincial and municipal government expenditures accounted 
for about 45 per cent ofall state expenditure, or about $4433 million. 
By 1978, this total had increased to $56 516 million, a 12-fold in
crease, and accounted for almost 60 per cent of all government ex
penditures in Canada.25 The growth also resulted in the recruitment 
of a more professional provincial public service and a general in
crease in the administrative and policy-making capacity of provin
cial governments. 

These alterations in public attitudes and provincial capabilities 
also occurred at a time of significant socioeconomic change in 
Canada's regions. By the early 1970s, Alberta, and later Saskatche
wan, were experiencing renewed economic growth based on energy 
and other resources. Along with British Columbia, they began to 
achieve per capita income levels approaching those of Ontario and 
growth rates which were considerably greater. This growth was ac
companied by the development of an indigenous business and com
mercial sector, most noticeably in Alberta, which created a political 
clientele anxious to see policies designed to encourage locally deter
mined industrial development.26 

In Quebec, as well, the early 1970s was a period of increasing 
self-awareness. The instruments for provincial economic develop
ment had been instituted during the Quiet Revolution (Hydro
Quebec, the Caisse de depots, Sidbec, etc.) in response to a perceived 
need for Quebecers both to obtain greater control over their eco
nomic development and to expand francophone employment oppor
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tunities.s? These initiatives were reinforced in the 1970s by two 
other trends. The first was a continuing concern with structural 
changes in the provincial economy which were widening the gap be
tween Quebec's standard of living and that of Ontario, a gap most 
visible in a much higher unemployment rate. 28 The second was the 
rise, as in Alberta, of an indigenous business elite, which viewed the 
provincial government as the guardian of its interests. 

An enlarged awareness of the very different economic situations 
of the regions, plus the enhanced capacity of the provinces to admin
ister complex economic policies, has focussed attention on the role of 
provincial governments in satisfying growing regional aspirations. 
This phenomenon was more starkly revealed during the 1970s when 
the regionalization of the federal party system effectively isolated at 
least one major region of the country from the national governing 
process. Western Canada, in particular, has failed to attain signifi
cant representation in Ottawa for most of the decade, due to the Lib
eral party's diminished representation there. And the short-lived 
Conservative government of 1979-80 was unable to gain representa
tion in Quebec.29 

In light of these significant socioeconomic changes, it is hardly 
surprising that the 1970s turned out to be the decade during which 
the provinces assumed an economic as well as a social policy-making 
role. As the following chapter demonstrates, many of the creative 
and innovative aspects of industrial policy today in Canada are to be 
found, not at the national level, but within provincial jurisdictions. 
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Part Two 

The Rise of Provincial 
Industrial Strategies 



III.	 Policies on the 
Periphery: 
Industrial Strength 
Through Resources 

The provinces on the periphery, particularly those in western 
Canada, have carried the concept of developing an indigenous pro
vincial industrial capability the furthest. This is perhaps a comment 
on the historical sense of alienation and the present divergence of 
economic interest existing between this country's industrial centre 
and its resource-based periphery. But how far have attempts at 
creating more self-reliant provincial economies, or "province build
ing" as it is more popularly known, really progressed? How different 
are the provinces' strategies from one another? As we will see, the 
form these attempts take, and even their objectives, are, in fact, 
somewhat different. However, the strategies share a common 
thread: the recognition that effective exploitation of resources is the 
key to prosperity. 

The West 

British Columbia 
Any consideration of British Columbia's development strategy has 
to take into account its physical setting and the unique structure of 
the provincial economy. The data presented earlier (see p. 35, 37, 39, 
40, Tables 11.2 to 11.5) clearly showed that the provincial economy is 
characterized by a high dependence on resource products, especially 
forest products and nonmetallic minerals. Prior to the 1970s, there
fore, most of the provincial government's efforts were directed 
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towards policies designed to assist these industries, rather than in
dustrial diversification based on manufacturing. Because of the 
province's rugged terrain, and its reliance on offshore export mar
kets, policies have been primarily directed towards the support of 
economic infrastructure, particularly transportation facilities. On a 
per capita basis, British Columbia has consistently spent more than 
most provinces on the development of such transportation facilities. 
This was particularly true during the 1950s when the province was 
heavily involved in road building.! But by the 1960s, the province 
also became significantly committed to other transportation services 
when it took over a major resources railway and an extensive coastal 
ferry network. Not surprisingly, therefore, government expenditure 
in support of trade and industry has traditionally been one of the 
lowest, on a per capita basis, of all the provinces, although its ex
penditure on the promotion of resource development is one of the 
highest.s 

While the province has issued no formal industrial-strategy 
statement, some indication of its stand can be gained from a 1978 BC 
government position paper, "An Industrial Strategy for Canada."3 
The paper outlined the government's commitment to a free trade 
strategy, a strong domestic common market with few barriers to the 
movement of goods or people, a minimum of government interven
tion, the encouragement of regional labour mobility and a de
emphasis on regional development programs. Naturally, such a se
ries of policies would significantly benefit a province that, as a large 
resource producer, needs to export widely, and prefers to import the 
least expensive manufactured goods from world markets. As a high
growth region, the province would also prefer a regional assistance 
scheme which encourages people and companies to migrate to 
growth centres rather than to provide financial assistance to expand 
industrial activity in the country's declining regions. 

The province has been very forceful in promoting a more liberal 
national trade policy. It has, for example, established an Interna
tional Economic Relations Branch within its Ministry of Industry 
and Small Business Development. This provided the analytical 
capacity for the government to become involved in federal
provincial consultations over the GATT negotiations and to make rep
resentations at the Federal Anti-Dumping Tribunal. In addition, the 
province assisted with the attempt by the 1978 WPC to present a com
mon "western front" on trade negotiations, and has recently been 
active in examining other aspects of federal trade policy (for exam
ple, quotas) that provide protection for industries in eastern Canada 
at the expense of western consumers.s 

Recently, a change has taken place in the priorities of the prov
ince's industrial and resources development policies. Due to the 
growth of concern in the past few years over the proper husbanding 
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of renewable resources, especially in forestry and fishing, greater 
emphasis is being placed on resource management and, in particu
lar, on cooperative efforts with the federal government over such is
sues as reforestation. While the promotion of large resource export 
projects remains a central part of the government's development 
plans, increasing attention has been paid to diversification in order 
to help overcome the cyclical boom-and-bust nature of resource
based economic activity.f 

This diversification policy has taken three forms. The first is an 
attempt to diversify activity outside the Lower Mainland to increase 
the stability of employment, and of economic activity in general, in 
the province's resource-producing regions. This has been attempted 
through the provision of a local industrial infrastructure, and loans 
and grants to businesses which are partly administered through 
a $110 million, shared-cost, Industrial Development Subsidiary 
Agreement with the federal government. A procurement policy for 
major resource projects has also been introduced to pressure re
source companies to procure goods and services locally. The second 
initiative has been to develop programs to expand export markets. 
Again, the objective here is not only to expand economic activity, but 
also to soften the effects ofhighly cyclical resource markets by diver
sifying the geographical location of those markets. Third, the gov
ernment is attempting to diversify the province's product mix by en
couraging more resource processing and enhanced secondary 
manufacturing. 

In this last case, the provincial government is placing an in
creased emphasis on technology-intensive industry. This has been 
given additional prominence with the establishment of a govern
ment ministry> to sponsor high-technology industry, the creation of 
a Science Council, and the funding ofa Discovery Parks Foundation. 
The foundation will establish research parks housing facilities for 
high-technology industries at four institutes of higher education. In 
addition to supporting industrial research through a provincial re
search council, the government, through its Secretariat on Science, 
Research and Development, administers engineering and tech
nology research awards and industrial postdoctoral fellowships to 
increase the availability of scientists to industry. 

While these policies represent an important political initiative, 
they are not significant in terms of the resources they consume; the 
Discovery Parks Foundation has been budgeted at about $3 million, 
and the BC Secretariat on Science, Research and Development dis
tributed only $1.25 million in research grants in 1979. What such 
policies do illustrate, however, is a growing awareness of the impor
tance of directing R&D and research funds into appropriate indus
trial development projects. Towards this end, most of the research 
priorities outlined by British Columbia's new Science Council em
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phasize the development of research capabilities tied to local re
source strengths, such as forests and forest products, ocean engineer
ing, mineral extraction, and remote sensing technology." 

What is significant about British Columbia's industrial policy is 
the degree to which it is informed by an understanding of the par
ticular needs of a resource-based economy. It advocates the max
imum possible access to world markets for Canadian resource pro
ducers, and for government to limit its involvement in the economy 
to the provision of industrial infrastructure for a rapidly growing re
source sector. This distinctiveness was perhaps most clearly recog
nized by Premier Bennett in his opening address to the First Minis
ters' Conference on the Economy in February 1978: 

"In listening to my fellow First Ministers here, I must say that 
what has come out clearly to me, is something British Columbia 
has advocated for some time, that we are not a single national 
economy; we are a country with distinct regions, with distinct 
economies unique to themselves, that need the attention and 
cooperation of the governments in meeting their own specific as
pirations and needs."8 

Alberta 
Of all the western provinces, Alberta has pursued an industrial 
strategy the furthest. Ironically, the province has never published a 
document outlining its strategy, although the premier has issued 
several detailed industrial-policy statements. 

The pressure to develop an industrial strategy comes primarily 
from two sources. First, from a widespread awareness in the prov
ince that its oil resources will be depleted in the medium term and 
will have to be replaced with other forms of economic activity. With 
about two-thirds of Alberta's industrial activity directly tied to hy
drocarbons and minerals, it is hardly surprising that the govern
ment is concerned about this issue. Indeed, in a major speech in 1974 
on Alberta's industrial strategy, Premier Peter Lougheed put the po
sition more personally: 

"Since entering public life over nine years ago, my theme has 
been that this province's economy is too vulnerable, it is too de
pendent on the sale of depleting resources, particularly oil and 
gas for its continued prosperity.... Frankly, I despair of the 
short-term thinking ofa few Albertans who believe we can coast 
on the sale of our depleting resources for our continued prosper
ity."9 

The second major driving force behind the provincial govern
ment's industrial policy is the emergence within Alberta of a confi
dent, local business community which used the oil boom of the 1950s 
and 1960s to build up large provincially based corporations such as 
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Nova Corporation (formerly Alberta Gas Trunk Lines (AGTL)), ATCO, 

Loram and Dome Petroleum. As Richards and Pratt have pointed 
out, it was these companies, along with the rising middle class of 
professionals attached to the burgeoning oil and gas service indus
try, which formed the backbone of support for the diversification 
strategy founded on locally based enterprise.J? 

According to the premier, the province's diversification policies 
are guided by three main principles or foundations: 

"The first one is to strengthen the control by Albertans over our 
own future and to reduce dependency for our continued quality 
of life on governments, institutions or corporations directed 
from outside the province. Secondly, to do this as much as possi
ble through the private sector and to only move through the 
public sector if the private sector is not in a position or not pre
pared to move in essential new directions and then only in ex
ceptional and very specific circumstances. And, thirdly, to 
strengthen competitive free enterprise by Albertans which to us 
means giving priority to our locally owned businesses. Our basic 
guide post was to maximize the number of our citizens control
ling their own economic destiny. (This is not to say that we do 
not recognize and respect the contribution of large national cor
porations - we do - but our priority is to small and locally-owned 
business)."ll 
The diversification drive has resulted in an emphasis on several 

aspects of industrial activity including: nutritive food processing; 
further upgrading of natural resources (especially petrochemicals); 
tourism (now worth over $1 billion to the provincial economy); the 
growth of a financial industry (for which the Alberta Heritage Sav
ings Trust Fund (AHSTF) has a special responsibility); the continued 
assurance of the province's role as an entrepot for the northern ter
ritories; and finally, the promotion of high technology industry. In 
promoting these policies, the government has made a particular ef
fort to stress the development of small business and to prevent con
centrated development in Calgary and Edrnonton.l-

As one would expect in a province experiencing rapid growth, 
the level of direct government financing for industrial diversifica
tion has been modest. In 1981-82, the province's Economic Develop
ment Department spent $20.9 million, including the wages and sala
ries of departmental personnel.tf In addition, the Alberta 
Opportunity Company (AOC) authorized about $41 million in loans to 
small business in 1982.14 Indeed, the province has not developed any 
grant schemes which provide direct financial support to industry for 
industrial development outside of a single federal-provincial agree
ment designed to support the establishment of food processing 
plants.lf Direct grants are provided, however, for technological de
velopment (see below). 
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The real thrust in the province's industrial policy has come from 
a series of unusual policy instruments which combine private- and 
public-sector capital. These include government-sponsored corpora
tions, joint venture companies with the private sector and a judi
cious combination of administrative pressure and government own
ership. 

The earliest of these instruments was AGTL, established through 
special provincial legislation in 1954. The move was designed to en
sure provincial jurisdiction over local pipeline companies; a move 
the government regarded as essential if Alberta was to maintain 
control over the depletion of its natural gas stocks. Although a pri
vate company, Nova's stock ownership has been arranged to ensure 
that effective control will always be divided among gas producers, 
distributors, exporters and the public at large. Some of the com
pany's directors are considered "government representatives." 

Nova, which originally had a monopoly on gas transmission 
within the province, has since diversified into a number of pe
troleum- and gas-related activities, often through joint ventures 
with Alberta companies. Nova is now involved in petrochemicals, 
pipelines, the manufacture of pipeline equipment and steel, and oil
and gas-producing properties (for example, Husky Oil). It is also in
volved, through Foothills Pipelines (Yukon) Ltd., in the Alaska Gas 
Pipeline project. 

But importantly, Nova has been a crucial element in the prov
ince's attempt to increase local resource ownership and to encourage 
resource-related industrial activity. Its substantial size (1980 reve
nues of$2.1 billion and assets of$3.6 bil lionllf and rapid growth 
have assured its influence, and that influence has usually been exer
cised in close harmony with provincial interests. As the company 
candidly admitted in its 1978 annual report, it "has always remem
bered the importance ofgovernment policy in its forrnation.t'I? Most 
revealing, however, was the rationale which the company provided 
for its dramatic expansion: 

"In the 1970s when this was thought out, there were noticeably 
few companies in all of Canada which had the necessary combi
nation of: autonomy for new investment choice; management 
and professional capability; and capacity to advance $5 million 
to $20 million of risk sponsorship funds to move on projects of 
sufficient scale to achieve national or international competitive
ness. The noticeably few companies which did exist in Canada 
were almost all concentrated in Toronto and Montreal as to cor
porate headquarters and natural regional priorities. We 
thought it would be good for both Alberta and Canada if a few 
such organisations began to develop in the West and that Al
berta Gas Trunk Line Company could be one."l8 
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The provincial government has reciprocated Nova's provincial 
bias by maintaining the company's gas distribution monopoly and 
ensuring that its petrochemical developments obtain favourably 
priced, assured supplies of feedstocks. 

More recently, the province established the Alberta Energy 
Company (AEC) which is 50 per cent owned by the government and 50 
per cent by private shareholders. The company now holds Alberta's 
stake in the Syncrude project, a major oil and natural gas field at 
Suffield, an electronics firm and a lumber company. It has been in
volved in petrochemical and steel projects with Nova and in joint 
ventures in coal, electricity generation and pipelines with other com
panies. Though not as significant as Nova, AEC had more than $700 
million in assets and generated about $232 million in revenues in 
1980.19 In keeping with the corporate objectives outlined in its 1977 
annual report, the company is providing a vehicle to increase 
Canadian participation in Alberta's resource development (in 1977, 
96 per cent ofAEC'S shareholders were from Alberta). It is also assist
ing with resource-related diversification through its investments in 
petrochemicals, electronic process control equipment and the manu
facture of pipeline steel. 

Perhaps the most remarkable instrument at the disposal of the 
government is AHSTF. It annually receives about 30 per cent of the 
province's oil and gas royalties. With $8.6 billion in assets in 1981, 
the fund is already a significant contributor to Canada's total invest
ment capacity.e" By the mid-1980s, however, some observers claim 
that the fund's assets will reach well over $30 billion, which, in the 
Alberta context at least, will make it a major investment pool.21 To 
date, the government has refrained from extensive use ofthe fund to 
finance industrial diversification. The province's treasurer has 
claimed that such an objective is secondary compared to maintain
ing an investment reserve for the province's future generations.22 

The greater part of the fund's resources (about 53 per cent) have 
been invested through the Alberta investment division in projects 
designed both to make a return to the fund and to assist in strength
ening or diversifying the provincial economy. To date, such invest
ments have included the debentures of Crown corporations in hous
ing, telecommunications, and industrial finance (AOC). Also in this 
category are investments in the Syncrude project and the govern
ment's equity stake in AEC.23 The last three items are the closest the 
fund has come to fostering industrial diversification. 

Considerable concern exists within the Alberta government 
about the future direction of investments of this kind as the oppor
tunities for industrial diversification, which also promise a return to 
the fund, appear to be somewhat limited.24 At present, there seems 
to be no great willingness to involve the fund in supporting large in
dustrial diversification projects. Indeed, the recent decision to 
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reduce the royalty paid into the fund from 30 per cent to 15 per cent, 
in order to finance a large incentive scheme for the oil and gas indus
try, and to use the interest on the fund's investments to finance a 
mortgage assistance program, would indicate that, for the time be
ing, the fund will be used primarily for purposes other than indus
trial diversification. As the fund grows in the coming years, however, 
and as the province's resource-based industry expands, opportuni
ties for such investments may increase. Significantly, in response to 
criticisms that the fund was too conservative, the AHSTF Act was 
amended in 1980 to allow investments designed to yield a commer
cial rate of return. And, to actively seek out profitable investments 
for the fund's resources, in 1983 the government announced in its 
budget the establishment of a Crown and venture capital firm, Yen 
Cap Equities Alberta Limited, to be funded by an initial investment 
of $200 million in Heritage Fund capital. 

Finally, two areas of provincial policy towards industrial devel
opment deserve special attention. The first, concerns the promotion 
of technology within Alberta, and the second, the use of administra
tive arrangements to influence industrial location. Over the past five 
years, the province has been particularly mindful of the opportuni
ties resource developments have provided for technology-intensive 
industries which can enhance natural resources exploitation. Early 
in the 1970s, the government established the Alberta Oil Sands 
Technology and Research Authority (AOSTRA) to develop in situ 
recovery technologies for bitumen oil sands. Apart from the signifi
cant expenditures on such research ($100 million from 1976-80), AOS

TRA maintains an ownership stake in the results. It also insists on 
the use, when feasible, of Alberta and Canadian expertise in the re
search work it funds and reserves the right to ensure that Alberta or 
Canadian companies obtain the first opportunity to license any re
sulting commercial technology.25 

The most comprehensive technology development initiative to 
date, however, has been the government's approval of a five-year 
R&D strategy by the Alberta Research Council.sf The strategy is an 
attempt to harness public and private technological resources to de
velop key economic sectors. The program emphasizes increased ef
forts in energy resources, especially heavy oil and coal, a higher level 
of technical assistance to industry, (especially small business), and 
the development of capacity in emerging technologies especially ap
plicable to Alberta. These include the use ofbiotechnology to develop 
crops suitable to the province's short growing season and the exploi
tation of existing technological strengths in the province (for exam
ple, telecommunications). 

A number of steps have also recently been taken to strengthen 
the government's ability to deal with science and technology ques
tions. A cabinet committee on research and science policy has been 
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established (the membership of which includes a number of minis
ters from departments concerned with science and technology and 
the president of the Alberta Research Council) to assist in focussing 
cabinet discussions on science - and technology - related issues. In ad
dition, a Research and Science Advisory Committee, composed ofse
nior government scientists and officials, has been established to pro
vide detailed advice on specific issues; this committee is assisted by a 
small office ofscience and technology which provides administrative 
and technical support. 

A second aspect of Alberta's industrial diversification policy is 
the administrative pressure the government brings to bear on com
panies applying to develop Alberta's natural resources.F? To obtain 
the maximum benefits for local companies involved in engineering, 
consulting and other services, the Department ofEconomic Develop
ment reviews in advance a company's plan for a resource develop
ment to make sure Alberta's capacity is being used. When the pro
ject is to be launched, the managing firm must apply for an 
industrial development permit which allows the government to re
view contracting arrangements. In addition, the firm is usually re
quired to carry out its detailed design and engineering work and lo
cate its procurement office for the project in the province. This helps 
to ensure that, when large projects are managed by foreign-owned 
firms, local firms have an opportunity to obtain some ofthe resulting 
subcontract work. 

In summary, Alberta is pursuing an industrial policy designed 
to increase the level of local involvement in natural resources devel
opment, particularly in resource-related manufacturing and service 
activity. At the level of industrial policy, very little of this activity 
would seem to result in increased competition with, and duplication 
of, industrial policy efforts of other provinces, largely because most 
of the industrial diversification being sought is in highly specialized 
sectors unlikely to be important elsewhere in Canada. However, in 
one area of the province's diversification efforts, the prospect of 
severe competition does exist. That is in petrochemicals, where On
tario has a significant national capacity dependent on Alberta feed
stocks. 

Concern about the implications of the province's diversification 
drive should also be tempered by the relative effectiveness ofthe gov
ernment's policies. Despite government efforts, there is now some 
concern within Alberta about the lack of an effective diversification 
ofthe structure ofthe provincial economy. Critics point out that dur
ing the 1970s the share of the provincial economy accounted for by 
manufacturing actually declined from about a fifth to about a tenth 
ofall economic activity, due, in large measure, to the rapid growth in 
oil and gas activity. Thus, despite an absolute growth in the value of 
manufacturing production in the province, it still has a relatively 
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low share of the provincial economy on a per capita basis (see p. 35, 
Table 11.2) compared to many other provinces. Indeed, it would ap
pear that the province is even more dependent on oil and gas produc
tion now than a decade ago. 

The significant challenge which Alberta's initiatives pose to 
other provincial governments is not at the level of industrial policy, 
but rather at the level of fiscal and investment policy. Alberta's 
desire to obtain a larger share of the wealth from oil and gas produc
tion, and to store a portion of that money in the AHSTF, may create 
problems both for the country's equalization system and for Ontario 
and Quebec's industrial structure; higher prices will have an impact 
by increasing energy costs to both provinces' secondary manufactur
ing sectors. Second, while the present structure of the equalization 
system compensates the poorer Atlantic provinces for some of the in
creased transfers out of the region due to higher oil prices, it is plac
ing a growing burden on the federal government and other prov
inces, most notably Ontario, to finance the system. One estimate put 
the increased burden on Ontario of oil-based equalization during 
1979-80 at $345 million.28 

Saskatchewan 
Saskatchewan, like Alberta, has attempted to develop an economic 
strategy. Unlike Alberta, though, it has placed significantly less em
phasis on industrial diversification, possibly as a result of the very 
disappointing experience with such schemes after World War 11.29 

Traditionally, agriculture has dominated the provincial economy 
and in 1975 it accounted for over halfoftotal primary and secondary 
activity compared to about 14 per cent in Alberta.i'? Recently, how
ever, resource extraction has come into increasing prominence with 
the growth of potash mining and oil production. Consequently, the 
last NDP government emphasized ensuring provincial control over 
resource exploitation as well as a high rate of return to the provin
cial treasury from resource-based projects. These objectives have 
been met largely through public ownership. About half the prov
ince's potash capacity was purchased by the government in the 
mid-1970s and there was to be a significant level of direct govern
ment participation in new private sector oil and mineral develop
ments (especially uranium). Government firms are also involved in 
processing resource products such as sodium sulphate and lumber. 

Saskatchewan, though, has pursued a relatively active develop
ment policy which has sought to encourage manufacturing and re
source processing. In 1976, the provincial Department of Industry 
and Commerce released a policy document, "An Industrial Develop
ment Strategy for Saskatchewan", which set out its priorities. These 
included the promotion ofgreater local manufacturing and resource 
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processing and the encouragement of balanced regional growth. To 
achieve these objectives, the government would rely principally on 
public enterprise for major resource and infrastructure develop
ments and joint ventures with the private sector in resource process
ing. With respect to secondary manufacturing, the government 
planned to depend much more on the private sector. 

However, due to the province's small base of large local compa
nies and a relative lack ofinterest in Saskatchewan's manufacturing 
prospects by foreign investors, industrial development efforts have 
had to be redirected to small local entrepreneurs. Saskatchewan has 
also had to be more activist than the Alberta government. Conse
quently, the Saskatchewan Economic Development Corporation 
(SEDCO) has a relatively important role. Its loan activities are 
broadly similar to its Alberta counterpart (the AOC), despite the fact 
that it operates in an economy less than half the size, a situation 
which may indicate the relative lack of private sector investment 
capital.U 

Apart from SEDCO the province runs a series of small business 
aid programs ranging from counselling and promotional services to 
grants for trade shows. The province's largest direct program was for 
a major expansion of the prairies' principal steel maker, IPSCO.32 

While the manufacturing sector is small relative to Saskatche
wan's population (for example, in 1975, only 7 per cent of the prov
ince's work force was involved in secondary manufacturing com
pared to a national average of 21 per cent)33, it is growing rapidly, 
particularly in specific sectors.34 Apart from steel production, the 
province has a number of specialist manufacturers of farm machin
ery and a growing number offirms benefiting from the rapidly grow
ing oil and potash resource base. Saskatchewan has also paid signifi
cant attention to technology. An expanding number of high
technology firms are being actively encouraged by the government, 
in part through the provision of financing and in part through the 
creation ofa research park at the University ofSaskatchewan.35 For 
its 1983 budget, the government announced the establishment of 
a $50 million endowment from the Saskatchewan Heritage Fund, 
yielding about $5 million a year in funds to finance investments in 
research and new technologies. 

In addition to a sizeable provincial research council which has a 
technology transfer role, and an advisory science council, the gov
ernment also seems to be willing to use the purchasing capacity ofits 
Crown corporations to develop new high-technology industrial 
capacity in the province. For example, the provincially owned tele
phone utility, Saskatchewan Telecommunications (SASK TEL), which 
is also responsible for cable TV distribution, is currently converting 
its trunk telecommunication lines to fibre optics cable. SASK TEL is 
one of the first telecommunications utilities to push the widespread 
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use of fibre optics. And, on the basis of this large-scale contract, it 
was able to encourage Northern Telecom to establish a manufactur
ing and product development facility for fibre optics in the 
province.36 

Presently, the province's development strategy seems to be at a 
crossroads. It is clear that, in future, resource developments, as dis
tinct from agriculture, will be a significant growth factor. And with a 
high level of government participation in many resource develop
ments, the question is: what forms ofeconomic activity should be en
couraged with resource revenues?37 Or indeed, what role should the 
province be expected to play in light of the election of a Progressive 
Conservative government in the spring of 1982? 

The new Conservative government has indicated its intention to 
emphasize private sector initiative in the development of the prov
ince's natural resource strengths, both through a more favourable 
tax environment and a restriction on the activities of the Crown cor
poration sector. A greater emphasis will also be placed on export pro
motion for both resource industries and secondary industry. How
ever, to date, no detailed statement on industrial development policy 
has been forthcoming.P' 

In summary, over the past decade the thrust of the govern
ment's industrial development policies seems to be favouring back
ward linkages to resource production (for example, agricultural ma
chinery, resource services) rather than significant resource 
processing. While manufacturing activity generally will likely re
ceive less attention, some attempts have been made to stimulate spe
cialized high-technology manufacturing in such areas as telecom
munications and process control equipment for agriculture. But a 
move to broadly based industrial diversification does not, as yet, 
seem to be a priority. 

Manitoba 
Compared to its western neighbours, Manitoba is growing much less 
rapidly. With the exception of hydro power, and possibly potash, it 
has no large, new, resource developments. Unlike its western neigh
bours, Manitoba depends to a significant extent on secondary manu
facturing for its wellbeing (over half its census value added in 1975 
was in secondary manufacturing). 

Although employment increased in secondary manufacturing 
during the 1970s, the sector's share of employment in goods produc
tion has declined slightly; in fact, the sector has generally had a 
rather mixed performance. Manufacturing's contribution to real 
provincial product grew during the 1970s and its growth rate of real 
output and employment was slightly higher than the national aver
age. By other measures, however, the manufacturing sector's per
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formance was less impressive. The rate of capital investment has 
been, until very recently, well below the national average, and the 
sector suffers from a number of structural weaknesses: many firms 
are small and tied to local markets while some are highly vulnerable 
to increased foreign competition (for example, the large clothing sec
tor in Manitobal.s" In addition, the growth of Edmonton, Calgary 
and, to a lesser extent, Vancouver, has outpaced the growth of Win
nipeg; these cities are gradually replacing Winnipeg's role as an en
trepot to the West. 

To a large extent, Manitoba's industrial policy over the past two 
decades has been directed at overcoming structural weakness in sec
ondary manufacturing, although no industrial strategy as such has 
emerged from the government. During the 1960s, a number of at
tempts were made to address the problem of industrial decline, 
partly through a series of industry-government conferences and the 
establishment of provincial agencies such as the Manitoba Design 
Council, the Manitoba Development Corporation and the Manitoba 
Research Council. In the 1960s and 1970s, many industries received 
assistance, and several were eventually bought by the government. 

Under the Conservative government of 1977, industrial policy 
shifted focus from individual projects to concentrate on selected in
dustrial sectors. A new industrial support program (Enterprise 
Manitoba), jointly funded by both the province and the federal gov
ernment, was established to increase the technological competence 
of local industry and provide industrial and financial assistance to 
small firms. * In addition, some attention was paid in the program to 
decentralizing the industrial base, now highly concentrated in the 
Winnipeg area. The industrial sectors which have been isolated for 
special attention are those in which there is existing commercial 
strength and those which have significant growth potential; they in
clude food and beverages, health care products, light machinery, 
transport equipment, and the aerospace and electronics industries.w 

Manitoba's future industrial development prospects will likely 
depend on its ability to maintain its position as a supplier of manu
factured products to the rest of western Canada. In 1974, for exam
ple, western Canada took over half of Manitoba's domestic ship
ments of manufactured goods. Manitoba's industrial policies are 
unlikely to run into problems arising from the industrialization 
strategies of its neighbouring western provinces. Its chosen areas of 
concentration are based primarily on specialization within its rela
tively diversified manufacturing base. The other western provinces, 
in contrast, are diversifying principally on the basis of backward 
linkages to resource activities. 

* A fuller description of Enterprise Manitoba is found in chapter VIII. 
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The East 
Until recently, the Atlantic provinces had little in the way of newly 
found natural resources on which to base their economic develop
ment. They have long played the traditional role of peripheral re
gions. Economically depressed and suffering a population shift to the 
rest of Canada, they have served essentially as a market for central 
Canada's manufactured goods while their own industrial and re
source bases atrophied. However, by the 1970s, circumstances in the 
Atlantic provinces began to change. With the declaration of the 
200-mile fishing limit in the early 1970s, one of the region's principal 
resource industries faced prospects of a revival. At the end of the 
decade, oil and gas discoveries off the coasts of Newfoundland and 
Nova Scotia offered hope ofa new resource base. Overall, though, the 
economic prospects of the Atlantic region are in a state of flux and 
the policies of the various provincial governments reflect this state. 
Although resource-based development offers hope for revived eco
nomic activity, there are still substantial problems. The population 
movement out of the Atlantic region ceased in the 1970s41, and its 
share of Canada's real domestic product remained constant,42 but 
unemployment rates are still the highest in the country. Further, 
evidence indicates that, despite the region's relative improvement in 
recent years, its dependence on outside sources of financial assis
tance is high and growing.w 

New Brunswick 
New Brunswick is heavily dependent on forest products and mining. 
But its industrial strategy has changed in the last decade; in the first 
halfofthe 1970s, extensive emphasis was placed on diversification of 
secondary manufacturing with the establishment of the New Bruns
wick Development Corporation and Multiplex, a joint federal
provincial Crown corporation which was to develop an integrated in
dustrial complex in the Saint John area. By the mid-1970s, the 
strategy was largely abandoned due to a lack of success with either 
corporation and a number of other industrial development failures, 
most notably the Bricklin car assembly plant. The two corporations 
were disbanded and their development promotion activity was taken 
over by the province's Department of Commerce and Development. 

More recently, greater emphasis has been placed on small busi
ness development and assistance, with less being placed on the 
"growth centre" approach to industrial diversification. In addition, 
attention has been focussed on forest products, mining and food pro
cessing - resource-based industries which were the economy's main
stays in the 1970s. Apart from the normal support assistance for in
dustry supplied by virtually all provincial governments, and the 
maintenance of a research and productivity council to assist indus
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trial research, the province kept a relatively low profile in the indus
trial development policy area in the latter half of the 1970s. 

In the spring of 1982, the Department of Commerce and Devel
opment released a document outlining an industrial development 
strategy.44 The document, essentially a review of past performance 
and the government's existing policy instruments for industrial de
velopment, did signal a greater concern for industrial diversification 
due to the prospect that low productivity and scarce resources would 
retard growth in the forest products industry and fishing in the 
1980s. Indeed, concern for the future productivity of the forest prod
ucts industry has been great enough to encourage the provincial gov
ernment to enter into a major modernization agreement with the 
federal government. While mining activity is expected to do well, 
much of the government's efforts will be placed on encouraging the 
expansion of secondary manufacturing - especially in the metal
working sector (for example, through encouraging the introduction 
of Computer-Aided Design (CAD)/Computer-Aided Manufacturing 
(CAM)) - and promoting the development ofsmall business. The docu
ment proposed no new industrial support programs or significant ex
pansion ofgovernment funding; but it did state that greater empha
sis would be placed on selectively tailored financial, infrastructure 
and technical assistance for major, new, nonresource industries. 

Nova Scotia 
Of all the Atlantic provinces, Nova Scotia has the most diversified 
economic base. It has significant fishery, mining, forest products and 
manufacturing sectors. But for a number ofcomplex reasons, most of 
these sectors have been experiencing slow growth. Mining suffers 
from an unproductive coal industry, the forest products sector has 
wood stock and cost problems, and manufacturing is saddled with 
weak iron, steel, and shipbuilding firms. 45 

The province has a long experience with industrial development 
issues; in the 1950s, it established Industrial Estates Limited, a 
Crown corporation, to promote industrial diversification and devel
opment, and in the 1960s it rescued the province's major iron and 
steel mill (Sydney Steel) which is now publicly owned. In this period, 
the federal government also established the Cape Breton Develop
ment Corporation (DEVCO) to phase down the coal mining industry 
and encourage alternative industries. More recently, the provincial 
government, through joint agreements with the Department of Re
gional Economic Expansion (DREE) in the mid-1970s, has set up com
prehensive development programs in the Strait of Canso and in the 
Halifax-Dartmouth harbour area.46 Despite all of these efforts, how
ever, only a limited amount of diversification has been achieved, 
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with a number of costly failures (for example, Clairtone and Der
teriuml.s? 

Recently, the provincial government published a green paper on 
what it sees as Nova Scotia's development issues and the potential 
role the government can play in economic development.v' In its 
view, the province's development prospects are principally in manu
facturing. It judges that the resource sector will be unable to supply 
sufficient expansion in future, either because of poor resource stocks 
(agriculture and forestry) or uncertain economic prospects (mining). 
Even the fishing industry, which has expanded significantly in re
cent years, promises only modest growth prospects and is currently 
in financial difficulty. Manufacturing, on the other hand, since 1972 
has expanded at a rate above the Canadian average.s" 

As well, the provincial government is dissatisfied with its previ
ous approach to industrial development which seemed to be a pro
cess ofsimply following federal precedents. It is proposing a series of 
industrial development initiatives based on a greater self-reliance 
for the Nova Scotia economy. This implies an increasing emphasis 
on technology-intensive and high-value added goods and services. 
Some of the initiatives include: 

•	 a focus on improving labour resources and productivity as 
opposed to infrastructure and physical capital; 

•	 greater stress on innovation, from product development to 
management and marketing;50 

•	 more emphasis on industrial cooperation, especially among 
smaller enterprises; 

•	 greater concentration on successful and innovative new in
dustries and a shift away from existing weak industries. 

Some ofthe mechanisms proposed to support these objectives in
clude revised training and educational programs to assist small busi
ness. On the technology development front, the government pro
poses a provincial patent and licensing agency to assist in the 
procurement of technology for Nova Scotia firms. It also wants the 
Nova Scotia Research Foundation to assist more effectively in prod
uct and process design work and industry-government-academic ex
changes of personnel. The government indicated that it would place 
greater emphasis on provincial assistance programs for export pro
motion and marketing, and encourage more business cooperation in 
such areas as bulk purchasing, marketing and research. Finally, the 
green paper proposed the establishment ofa privately run export de
velopment corporation and an advisory service for business methods 
in small firms. 

In terms ofconcentrating on existing strengths, the government 
advanced a "core enterprise program" to identify growth prospects 
for about 20 leading manufacturing firms and then tailor assistance 
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to these firms' needs. The government has also proposed measures to 
improve public sector efficiency, an important element in a province 
where the public sector plays a relatively large role. Proposals in
cluded: budgetary reform; negotiation of federal transfers to empha
size investment rather than consumption; regulatory reform; more 
emphasis on income generation from provincially sponsored institu
tions; and a greater emphasis on subcontracting government work to 
the private sector. 

Despite this emphasis on manufacturing, the Nova Scotia gov
ernment still realizes that industrial development associated with 
resource exploitation is important. The natural gas discoveries off 
Sable Island will provide a needed replacement for expensive oil im
ports, while offering opportunities for local manufacturers and sup
pliers. And because its industrial base and infrastructure are gener
ally more diversified than those of the other provinces in the region, 
Nova Scotia is also well placed to benefit from oil and gas activity 
elsewhere off the east coast. As a result, the government is aggres
sively pushing the province's capability in offshore work. In its re
cent agreement on offshore jurisdiction with the federal govern
ment, the province has not only managed to obtain all the significant 
government revenues which will flow from gas field development in 
the early years, but has obtained federal support for special develop
ment funds to assist with the provision of offshore industrial infra
structure, manpower training and R&D. 

In short, Nova Scotia is pursuing a strategy which now empha
sizes manufacturing over resource development, although it is cogni
zant of the opportunities posed by resource projects. And like New 
Brunswick, Nova Scotia has moved away from the pursuit of large 
industrial projects in favour of a more structural view of economic 
problems. This has meant a concentration on innovative small firms 
and targeted assistance to a few large "core" enterprises. 

Prince Edward Island 
Prince Edward Island has the smallest economy in the country and, 
in consequence, a somewhat limited industrial policy. In large mea
sure, the province's strategy is a function of the Comprehensive De
velopment Plan (CDP) which it signed with the federal government in 
1969. The province suffers from slow growth, high energy costs and 
high unemployment. It heavily depends on agriculture, food process
ing and tourism, none of which is capable of generating significant 
increases in the standard of living (although all sectors have been 
improving their performance since the early 1970s). 

The CDP has stressed improvements to the island's road network 
and assistance to increase productivity in agriculture, fishing and 
tourism. Some attempts have been made to reduce energy costs by 
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experimenting with renewable energy sources, small-scale elec
tricity-generation systems and the construction of a power cable to 
the mainland. Local industrial parks and malls have been created to 
attract secondary manufacturing, and low interest loans and grants 
are provided by the industrial development corporation, Industrial 
Enterprises Incorporated and the provincial department ofTourism, 
Industry and Energy.P! However, with very limited fiscal resources, 
the province's activity has been relatively modest and has to be im
plemented principally within the context of the CDP. 

Newfoundland 
Newfoundland's standard of living has increased substantially in re
cent years, but it is still the poorest province in Canada with the 
highest level ofunemployment. In 1979, for example, earned income 
per capita in Newfoundland was just over half the Canadian aver
age, and the unemployment rate, at 15.4 per cent, was more than 
double the national average.52 The economy depends heavily on ex
ports of unprocessed or semiprocessed resource products such as 
minerals (principally iron ore), forest products and fish, and serious 
barriers exist to the further processing of these products due to the 
nature of the province's export markets.53 As well, the economy has 
severe structural problems.54 

Like other Atlantic provinces, Newfoundland has experimented 
with a number of industrial diversification policies. In the 1950s, at
tempts were made to establish provincially owned small-scale enter
prises to shore up a declining manufacturing sector. The experiment 
failed and, in the 1960s, efforts were directed towards large-scale de
velopment projects such as oil refineries, liner board mills, shipyards 
and hydroelectric power projects. Many of these projects also ran 
into difficulties and suffered from unfavourable international mar
ket conditions. As they were poorly integrated into the narrow pro
vincial economy, they provided few spillover effects. 

In 1980, the government conducted a major reassessment of its 
economic development objectives and published a planning docu
ment, Managing All Our Resources. The statement set out in fairly 
explicit terms the government's current approach to industrial and 
economic policy. "The province," it stated, will "pursue a pattern of 
development based on the comparative advantages of the province's 
resource endowments. The primary objective is to retain as much as 
possible of the direct and indirect processing activity within the 
province."55 The government aims not only to increase resource pro
cessing but also to seek forms of industrialization based on "back
ward" or "upstream" linkages to resource activities (for example, 
the manufacture of equipment for the fishing industry). 
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To pursue these objectives, the government is attempting to act 
in several areas. First, by assuming provincial ownership of re
sources, the government can obtain rents to finance further develop
ment and can control resource exploitation in order to increase local 
economic benefits. Second, the province intends to embark on a local 
procurement policy. And to assist with the provision of the necessary 
technical expertise, the government has committed itself to a pro
vincial science policy.56 It also plans to expand technical training 
and development facilities, particularly in the fishery sector. These 
efforts will build on initiatives taken during the 1970s to establish a 
technology base in marine operations for hostile northern waters. A 
Centre for Cold Oceans Resources Engineering (C-CORE) has been es
tablished at Memorial University with federal and provincial fund
ing to conduct basic R&D work in marine engineering. On the opera
tional side, the provincial government and DREE also established a 
Crown corporation, Newfoundland Oceans Research Development 
(NORDCO), to assist in the accumulation of data on operating require
ments in the waters around Newfoundland and Labrador and in the 
commercial development of equipment and technology for marine 
operations. In addition, some attention is also being given to the im
provement of local managerial and entrepreneurial capacity. 

Much of the government's efforts will be directed to the prov
ince's newest resource sector, offshore oil and gas, although the fish
ing industry, with predicted heavy growth in catches until the mid
dle of this decade, is also of considerable importance. Along with 
Saskatchewan, Quebec and Alberta, Newfoundland has been most 
direct in stating its desire to control its own resource base for indus
trial development. It has also taken strong stands on control of fish
ing rights and new jobs in resource developments for local residents. 
These positions, along with demands for ownership of offshore re
sources, have made the province seem the "bad boy" of Confedera
tion. Yet, what is frequently not appreciated is that the government 
has little alternative. Its growing reliance on transfer payments and 
its lack of success with other strategies mean that it must pursue 
forthright policies which attempt to capture more of the value ofre
source developments. Such policies may offer the only way for the 
province to break out of its cycle of dependency.57 

Conclusions 
In the past decade the provinces of the eastern and western periph
ery have become aware of the importance ofobtaining greater bene
fits from their resources. This draws in large measure from their his
torical experience and a growing appreciation that there are 
essential differences ofeconomic interest between the centre and the 
periphery. They perceive that sustained economic development will 
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only come from local efforts. In some provinces, such as Alberta, Sas
katchewan and Newfoundland, this perception has resulted in a 
renewed commitment to obtain the maximum provincial share pos
sible from resource revenues, and indeed, control over the future 
pace and direction of such developments. Their objective is to ensure 
that the revenues are used as much as possible for local, as distinct 
from national, development. 

There is also a growing appreciation of the need to husband re
sources and to seek industrial diversification opportunities which 
build on existing strengths in resource industries. This is even no
ticeable in the Atlantic region where traditional industrial develop
ment approaches have largely been abandoned, partly in favour of 
more directed and focussed attempts at constructing backward and 
forward linkages to resource industries and to expand their existing 
manufacturing bases as a consequence. In their specialized diversifi
cation efforts, the western and eastern provinces are also placing a 
significant emphasis on the application of high technology. In effect, 
they are seeking a national, and international, market niche based 
on high-technology industry geared to their local resource endow
ments. 
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IV. A Troubled 
Heartland 

If the provinces on Canada's periphery are finding a new role for 
themselves in industrial policy, those of Canada's heartland are dis
covering a new role in response to industrial decline. Both Ontario 
and Quebec are starting to experiment with policies more ambitious 
in their intended impact than those ofthe past - policies which bring 
government into a closer relationship with industry, and indeed, 
with individual firms. Ontario and Quebec are vitally concerned 
with the problem of restructuring existing uncompetitive industrial 
sectors. In some cases, they are seeking to strengthen ailing firms, 
and in others, to shift capital and labour to new industrial capability. 

Despite their similarities, however, Ontario and Quebec are ap
proaching industrial restructuring from rather different perspec
tives. In Ontario's case, restructuring is a response to an obvious, but 
still nascent, problem of industrial decline. The response, as befits a 
province used to being the economic leader of Confederation, has 
been somewhat restrained. In Quebec, the response has been to an 
immediate and manifest economic problem, one made more urgent 
by a growing sense of political dissatisfaction with the federal sys
tem. Along with the traditional alienation of the francophone 
majority from the economic mainstream, these factors have resulted 
in an approach to industrial policy which has tended to stress the 
role of government intervention to a far greater extent than in any 
other province. 

Ontario 

New Problems 
To paraphrase a recent Ontario observer: "Other provinces have in
dustrial strategies, Ontario has industry."! Ontario has tradition
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ally been the economically and some would argue, politically domi
nant member of Confederation. With more than 50 per cent of the 
country's manufacturing sector, 35 per cent of its population, 41 per 
cent of the national domestic product and 44 per cent of its export 
trade, Ontario is clearly the single most important economic region.s 
Serious problems, however, face the provincial economy. In general, 
growth has been well below the national average; the province's an
nual rate of gross provincial product (GPp) growth between 1970-77 
was exceeded by seven other provinces and its share of gross na
tional product (GNP) over the same period dropped from 41.9 per cent 
to 39.9 per cent. By many measures, income growth was the lowest in 
the country. The value of manufactured shipments also declined, 
making Ontario's growth rate the third lowest in the country.f 
While these figures understate Ontario's still dominant position, 
they are indicative of a province whose growth is unable to keep up 
with the national average. 

There are also concerns about the future role of Ontario within 
Canada and the larger North American market. The province's com
petitive position is now being severely hurt by energy costs. It is 
faced with a major adjustment well after most other countries have 
incorporated high energy costs into their industrial structure.s Fur
ther, the province's most important economic sector, manufactur
ing, is undergoing considerable structural adjustment due to its 
heavy reliance on branch plants. This form of industrial develop
ment is being made rapidly obsolete due to changes in both loca
tional patterns of North American industry and the nature of inter
national competition. On the first front, the steady movement of 
America's manufacturing capacity away from the northeast to the 
sun belt, and the desire of large American firms to rationalize pro
duction on a continental basis, have reduced the attractions of 
Canadian branch plants particularly in light of the progressive re
duction of tariffs through the Multilateral Trade Negotiations 
(MTNs).5 These trends are reducing Ontario's locational attractive
ness as well as chipping away at the virtues of branch plants per se 
as a way to serve the Canadian market.f Second, the types of prod
ucts produced by Ontario's branch plants could become increasingly 
uncompetitive with imported manufactured goods. This partly re
sults from the traditional problem of productivity due to short pro
duction runs, but is also due to the changing nature of international 
competition. Canada's industrial trading partners have increasingly 
moved into technologically advanced production.? Unfortunately, 
the US parents ofmany branch plants are falling behind technologi
cally and, subsequently, are less able to supply subsidiaries with 
competitive technology. There are also indications that Canadian 
branch plants are getting what new technology is available from 
their US parents less quickly than before.f Many of Ontario's tradi
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tional branch plants may have considerable difficulties adapting to a 
trading environment based on technology-intensive products and 
production. 

Among domestically owned firms, there have been some suc
cesses in high technology, especially in telecommunications and 
aerospace products. However, the vast majority of the province's 
domestically owned firms are small and produce conventional manu
factured goods. In addition, lower-cost producers in the NICs of Asia, 
the Mediterranean and South America are able to mass produce 
many conventional and established technology goods much more 
cheaply.f Ontario has an advantage over Quebec in that it has fewer 
of the labour intensive manufacturing industries (for example, tex
tiles and footwear), which have been so adversely affected by compe
tition from the NICs. However, many of Ontario's most important 
specializations in manufacturing, as, for example, automotive as
sembly and parts manufacture, are already under pressure from im
port competition and production rationalization due to the advent of 
new technology, new products and changing patterns of industrial 
location in North America. 

Ontario has been uncertain about how to respond to this trans
forming climate. Traditionally, the province has benefited from size
able foreign investment in manufacturing and has relied on an open 
Canadian domestic market to maintain its dominant position within 
the country's economy. Indeed, during the 1980 constitutional dis
cussions, Ontario was virtually the only province backing federal 
proposals which would ensure the maintenance of a strong national 
common market.!" However, as the changes in the province's eco
nomic circumstances indicate, Ontario has also realized that its tra
ditional, relatively free-market approach to industrial development 
will have to change if the challenges facing its manufacturing sector 
are to be met.U As well, Ontario seems to be unsure about the future 
location of its markets. Much emphasis has been placed on seeking 
new opportunities for Ontario in the United States, particularly in 
the industrial northeast. However, difficulties with the auto pact, 
and an increasingly protectionist attitude in the United States, have 
tempered this enthusiasm. Recently, the province's former industry 
minister, Larry Grossman, claimed that moves to closer trade ties 
with the United States should be pursued on a case-by-case basis and 
should not be undertaken if they weaken Canadian economic inte
graticn.l- Finally, as its experience in energy pricing disputes indi
cates, Ontario can no longer rely entirely on the federal government 
to protect its interests, or to pursue policies which will automatically 
benefit the province. With western Canada emerging and Quebec 
still restive, Ontario's interests are not as central as they once were 
in Ottawa. Not surprisingly, therefore, a former industry minister 
recently stated that: «it makes sense to me that Ontario should 
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speak for manufacturing, just as the prairie provinces have tradi
tionally spoken for grain farming and the Atlantic provinces for fish
ing."13 

The Response 
In broad terms, the province's industrial development policy consists 
of the following elements: 

1.	 An attempt to improve the business environment through 
taxation, deregulation and reduced government expenditure 
on noneconomic development items.Is 

2.	 An emphasis on both export promotion and import replace
ment. Ontario has an extensive network of trade missions 
abroad and is expanding its export promotion and financing 
activities. In addition, the province is pressuring the federal 
government to pursue vigorously violations of the GATT 

agreement on nontariffbarriers which limit access to foreign 
markets for Ontario goods. The province has also launched 
an import replacement program designed to encourage con
sumers to buy Canadian-made goods and to inform Ontario 
manufacturers of import replacement opportunities. This 
program has been reinforced with a provincial government 
purchasing policy allowing up to a 10 per cent premium on 
Canadian goods purchases. This policy has recently been ex
panded to cover Crown corporations and the procurement of 
private firms whose expansion or investments are funded by 
government grants.Jf The government is also attempting to 
encourage other provinces to cooperate in the collective pro
curement of goods and services which have import replace
ment or industrial development potential.Jf 

3.	 A focus upon shifting North American industrial patterns. 
The first initiative in this area was the establishment of the 
Employment Development Fund (EDF). It was designed to 
meet the industrial incentives being offered by other jurisdic
tions in the United States. Its $200 million 1979-80 budget 
was intended to "top up" existing provincial investment in
centives. The EDF has been used for two major projects: a $28 
million grant for the Ford Motor Company to establish an en
gine plant in Windsor; and grants totalling approximately 
$100 million to Ontario pulp and paper companies to help 
purchase pollution abatement devices and modernize pro
duction equipment.l? With respect to the EDF, the govern
ment indicated that it formed a new direction in funding 
policy for industry, a policy which, in the words of a former 
industry minister, "must be based on... tough, shrewd, 
selectivity." This selectivity is to be based not only on the 
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government's assessment of a firm's viability, but also on the 
degree to which a firm fits the province's development 
strategy.Jf 

In November 1980, the Ontario government announced 
thatEDF was to be superseded by the new cabinet Board ofIn
dustrial Leadership and Development (BILD) as part ofa more 
intensive approach to industrial development. The board 
now coordinates all the government's development spending 
on industrial, resource, transportation and regional develop
ment, human resources and community infrastructure. 
These items were budgeted at just over $2 billion in 1980-81. 
In addition, BILD will manage a new series of economic and 
regional development incentives which will amount to $750 
million over the five years from 1980. In a move designed to 
increase the coherence ofOntario's relationship with the fed
eral government on economic development issues, the board 
will also be responsible for reviewing all federal-provincial 
consultation and cooperation.Jf 

4.	 A rationalization of its industrial strategy. Although the pro
vincial government has never issued an industrial strategy 
as such, nor has it isolated a group of industrial sectors for 
specific attention, it has published an outline of its economic 
development policies for the 1980s under the aegis of BILD. 
This isolates five aspects of the provincial economy for spe
cific policy attention: increased emphasis on nuclear genera
tion capacity and rail and transit electrification to reduce 
Ontario's dependence on imported oil; special attention to 
transportation, particularly in the manufacture ofadvanced 
transit systems; and resources development, principally cen
tring on agricultural and forest resource management tech
niques and mining machinery. In addition, the province in
tends to assist technology-intensive industry through a new 
Crown agency, the Innovation Development for Employment 
Advancement Corporation (IDEA Corporation). The corpora
tion will fund R&D projects with the private sector or public 
institutions and may also take an equity stake in private 
technology development ventures. It will also manage the 
government's share of a joint venture with a private firm to 
establish a major biotechnology company. Along with IDEA 
Corporation, the government established a number of tech
nology development centres in microelectronics, auto parts, 
CAD/CAM, resource machinery, robotics and farm equipment 
and food processing machinery. In total, the centres will re
ceive $128 million for their first five years of operation. Fi
nally, the province intends to increase the quality and level 
of on-the-job training, youth employment counselling and 
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additional assistance for postsecondary institutions to ex
pand high skill-training in such fields as, for example, 
microelectronics.e? 

5.	 Cautious moves in the direction of establishing private
sector advisory committees on certain key industrial sectors, 
or issues, in order to develop consensus on industrial policies. 
To date, joint labour-industry committees have been estab
lished in the electrical goods and microelectronics sectors, 
and a committee made up of senior executives of some On
tario multinationals was formed to advise the government 
on world product mandating.P! 

Summary 
The Ontario government realizes that significant structural changes 
are occurring in the province and that new measures are required; 
this is particularly noticeable in the major efforts being made to en
courage high-technology innovation and the institution of EDF and 
BILD. However, as the "catch all" nature of the new R&D program in
dicates, the government has so far refrained from advancing any 
overall industrial strategy. Indeed, the government has come under 
considerable attack; both the opposition and the press claim that the 
BILD program is merely a repackaging of existing support programs. 
Although some of the money spent for high-technology projects is 
new, a significant element in BILD's five-year, $750 million budget 
consists of infrastructure programs such as employment training, 
road construction and tourist facilities.22 

Many of the government's objectives, such as trade promotion, 
greater access to the US market and fostering a better business cli
mate, are based on the assumption that Ontario manufacturing is 
basically strong and that by removing certain market imperfections 
it will continue to prosper. The truth of this depends on the degree to 
which Ontario industry makes significant structural changes. How
ever, the indicators are not overly promising. The continued eco
nomic viability and importance of foreign-owned manufacturing 
subsidiaries and even the province's central role as a supplier of 
manufactured goods to all of Canada are by no means certain.23 The 
automobile industry, the backbone of the province's manufacturing 
sector, is also facing rather bleak long-term prospects. But at least 
the gradual move to address underlying structural weaknesses - as 
seen in BILD'S emphasis on skills training and technology develop
ment, and in the government's attempts to encourage branch plants 
to adopt world product mandates - indicates that the province is seri 
ously re-evaluating some aspects of its traditional industrial policy. 
How sharp and radical a departure this re-evaluation is, remains to 
be seen. What cannot be denied is that a new and more aggressive 
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pursuit of the province's industrial interests is certain to be a hall
mark of Ontario's future policies. 

Quebec 
Of all the provinces, Quebec has attempted to establish the most 
comprehensive industrial strategy. It also has the most clearly 
developed official analysis of its problems and prospects. Neither of 
these facts should be surprising given the socioeconomic circum
stances of the past two decades. Since the late 1950s, Quebec's rela
tive economic position within the country has declined. Population 
growth has been slow, its share of Canada's total population has 
dropped, and it has the country's second highest regional unemploy
ment rate. Personal income and investment growth has been signifi
cant, especially in the 1970s, but much of it has been due to transfer 
payments and public-sector investment. In manufacturing, growth 
in shipments, employment and capital expenditures were all below 
the Ontario and Canadian averages. The primary sector has ex
perienced a net decline in its contribution to GDP and employment. 
Agriculture, mining and forestry are experiencing significant prob
lems.24 

The province is faced with a number of notable structural prob
lems as well. Compared to Ontario, Quebec suffers from a dispropor
tionate share of uncompetitive industries in its manufacturing sec
tor producing nondurable goods. For example, traditional industries 
based on forest products, clothing, textiles and food processing pro
vide about 41 per cent of total manufacturing employment.25 These 
industries are under significant international competitive pressure, 
either because of a poor capital plant and dwindling resource base, 
as in the case of the forest products industry, or a high-cost labour 
content when competing against Third World producers, as in the 
case of textiles. In addition, manufacturing firms tend to be smaller 
than their Ontario counterparts, and less able to engage in market
ing, risk taking and R&D.26 Like the rest of Canada, Quebec suffers 
from low R&D expenditures; only about 275 firms are engaged in in
dustrial research.s? 

Finally, Quebec suffers from a poor integration of some indus
trial sectors with the rest of the provincial economy. This is particu
larly true of producer goods and consumer durables. In the primary 
sector, the processing of mineral products suffers from similar prob
lems; in some areas (for example, copper refining) processing facili
ties are isolated from their source of raw material. In others, re
sources are refined within the province but shipped out for final 
manufacturing (for example, asbestosl.P' 

All these factors are more striking when viewed in the context 
ofthe profound social changes over the past two decades. During this 
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period, the province's francophone majority began to move up the so
cial and professional ladder. Francophones have increasingly en
tered technical and commercial professions, the historical preserve 
ofthe anglophone minority. Many have interpreted the expansion of 
the state sector in Quebec and, in particular, the nationalization of 
the power companies and the establishment of numerous commer
cial Crown corporations, as an attempt to meet the aspirations of 
this rising francophone middle class.29 However, this is only a par
tial explanation of a much more complex socioeconomic process.30 

The need to generate more francophone white collar and profes
sional jobs in industry coincided with a significant growth in the size 
of the labour force during the 1970s and with rising unemployment 
which hit francophones more severely than anglophones. Clearly, a 
continued expansion of government would not generate the needed 
jobs. In addition, employment in the private sector was scarce, partly 
because of the structural problems of the economy, and partly be
cause anglophone or foreign-owned firms were not providing suffi
cient French-speaking employment opportunities, particularly in 
the skilled and managerial categories.v! And most francophone 
firms were too small to provide the needed French-speaking jobs. 

By the late 1970s the government faced a dual crisis: it had a de
clining industrial base; yet it needed to substantially increase em
ployment opportunities. To meet this challenge, it has been forced to 
seek far more comprehensive and radical policies than other provin
cial governments. One example has been "francization" of the work 
place under Bill 101. 32 More important has been the industrial 
strategy announced in the government's white paper, Biitir Le Que
bec.33 The strategy outlined in the document has basically five goals: 
i) to increase linkages between the resource and manufacturing sec
tors by tying resource development to industrial development policy; 
ii) to expand the level of government assistance available to the 
small and medium-sized business sector; iii) to protect declining in
dustries; iv) to use the public sector and Crown corporations to 
achieve major development goals; v) and to increase the level and 
quality of private sector R&D. 

Resource Linkages 
In the case of resource industries, the government is proposing to 
playa greater role in the management of resource development to 
ensure further processing in the province. A principal instrument 
will be its control over hydroelectric capacity. Electricity is impor
tant for industries such as smelting (for example, aluminum, zinc, 
magnesium), newsprint manufacture and the production of indus
trial chemicals. At present, only 38 per cent ofthe production ofsuch 
primary products is incorporated into other manufactured goods in 
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the province - the rest is exported. This compares to 90 per cent of 
such production being incorporated into manufactured products in 
the United States.s! To change this, new electricity supply contracts 
over 5MW will be subject to review, and applicants will be required 
to demonstrate some of the following: increased backward or for
ward linkages to the economy; integration with other planned major 
capital investments; employment of local residents; and the location 
in Quebec of head offices, management and other service functions. 

The government is also pursuing special efforts with respect to 
forest products. Because of its important role in the provincial 
economy, the forest products industry will receive financial assis
tance broadly similar to Ontario's. Grants to improve forestry roads 
and reforestation projects, plus tax incentives and grants to encour
age plant modernization, make up the principal elements. 

Finally, the government is seeking selective, direct participa
tion in the resource sector. Since the mid-1960s, Quebec has tried to 
influence the pace of resource development and the use of its re
sources through government-owned mineral and petroleum explora
tion corporations (for example, Soquem and Soquip). However, these 
firms have remained relatively small and have had a modest impact 
on resource development. Hydroelectric resources are, however, ef
fectively controlled by Hydro-Quebec and the James Bay Develop
ment Corporation, and these companies have tried to ensure that 
electrical energy projects promote provincial industrial develop
ment. So far, this has involved Quebec firms supplying goods and ser
vices to these corporations for ongoing operations and for massive 
hydro construction projects. 

Perhaps the most controversial use of public enterprise by the 
government in the resource sector, however, has been the attempt to 
nationalize the asbestos industry. Traditionally, the industry has 
been under total foreign control and most of the asbestos mined in 
Quebec has been shipped out or semiprocessed in the province. By es
tablishing a national asbestos corporation (SNA), the government 
hopes to capture the economic rent and to expand processing, includ
ing the incorporation ofasbestos into a wider range of manufactured 
products. To this end, the SNA has already purchased a significant 
proportion of the province's asbestos mines35 and has established a 
research facility to develop new products. In addition, the corpora
tion is investing in a plant to extract magnesium from asbestos 
residuals and in firms concerned with secondary products (for exam
ple, manufacture of brake shoes and linoleum backing). 

Small and Medium-Sized Firms 
Government support for small and medium-sized firms is designed 
primarily to help overcome the limitations of size, and to promote 
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growth through private-sector collective action in such areas as mar
keting, exports and R&D. As well, government resources and finan
cial assistance are used for expansion. Table IV.! lists some of the 
government's proposed actions. Particular attention is being paid to 
increasing linkages between small and large firms. 

Table IV.! - Proposed Quebec Government Actions Primarily in Support of 
Small and Medium-Sized Business 

•	 support in a variety of ways the amalgamation of firms for research, exporting, 
and transportation purposes; 

•	 eventually set up a subcontracting exchange in the Montreal region to facilitate 
contracts between major multinational corporations and small local suppliers; 

•	 provide technical and financial assistance to large firms for organizing exhibi
tions of products which could be manufactured by subcontractors; 

•	 strengthen the government's purchasing policy by emphasizing the following: 
pooling of purchases, closer supervision of construction estimates, maximizing 
technological impact; 

•	 expand existing programs aimed at bringing interest groups together: all types 
of mergers of interest groups would be eligible as long as they brought about sav
ings and accelerated development of the enterprises involved; 

•	 set up one-stop-shopping for government assistance by establishing multidisci
plinary teams in regional centres which could analyze the needs of people in 
business and inform them of the full range of government assistance available; 

•	 set up the Office quebecois du commerce exterieur (OQCE) to collect foreign mar
ket data, organize export promotions, and promote the organization of private
sector export consortiums; 

•	 set up the Societe d'exportation du Quebec (SEQ): this government corporation 
would be a minority partner in the organization of temporary or permanent ex
port amalgamations, corporations or consortiums. 

Source: Ministry of State for Economic Development, Challenges for Quebec: A 
Statement for Economic Policy, Editeur officiel, Quebec, 1979, pp. 168-172. 

Declining Industries
 
For industries in severe decline (for example, textiles), Quebec's re

sponse has basically been to pressure the federal government for ef

fective tariffand quota protection. However, the Quebec government
 
has also made it known that it will provide financial support to in

dividual firms which exhibit above average growth potential.tf
 

Use of the Public Sector and Crown Corporations
 
Much of the use of the state sector in the developmental process in

volves a greater coordination of the already existing, and extensive,
 
provincial participation in the private sector. In addition to the
 
Crown corporations' involvement in resource development, the gov

ernment has a significant presence in iron and steel. However, the
 
most interesting aspect of the government's Crown corporations is
 
the size and variety of the financial institutions involved. The gov
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ernment currently controls three financial corporations: the Societe 
generale de financement (SGF), an investment and holding corpora
tion; the Societe de developpement industriel (snr), a vehicle for the 
delivery of industrial development loans and grants; and La Caisse 
de depot et de placement (CDP), an investment agency for the assets of 
the Quebec Pension Plan. In the 1970s, the first two were particu
larly active in industrial restructuring. 

The SGF frequently pursues investments on ajoint venture basis 
with other firms. It has significant interests in pulp and paper, and is 
increasing local participation in this crucial industry. In addition, 
SGF is taking part in a major Montreal petrochemical project with 
foreign interests, has a significant stake in MLw-Worthington and 
has assisted in the merger of three furniture manufacturers. With 
assets of more than $800 million and interests in shipbuilding and 
machinery, SGF has become a major holding company and a vehicle 
for increasing local ownership.i'? 

Sm, on the other hand, has functioned as a traditional develop
ment corporation, providing loan capital at concessionary rates. 
While many OfSDI's loans are to small firms, it also lends significant 
amounts to larger firms. About 40 per cent of its loans are disbursed 
to firms owned by nonresidents.38 While it does act as an instrument 
of provincial policy, sot's loan pattern reflects more the existing 
structure of industry than that of the SGF. There are indications, 
however, that SDI will become a more direct instrument for indus
trial restructuring. The legislation which established snr has been 
redrafted to allow the corporation to administer government assis
tance programs to firms and to provide a wider range offinancing, in
cluding equity capital. Sm has also been given a special mandate to 
seek firms for assistance in microelectronics, biotechnology and 
high-technology service industries.s? 

Finally, is the CDP, better known simply as "The Caisse." It is 
one of the largest sources of capital in the province, but is also the 
least involved in industrial restructuring. Because of its pension 
fund role, it has traditionally avoided risky investments. In 1978, 
only 19 per cent of its capital was invested in corporate securities, 
when its allowable limit was 30 per cent,40 and, unlike the SGF, it has 
not taken an active management role in the firms it has invested in. 
It has, however, had a role in supporting the brokerage community 
in Montreal and 60 per cent of its industrial assets are invested in 
Quebec-based companies such as Provigo, Bombardier and Marine 
Industries Ltd.41 Recently, the Quebec government has indicated 
that it would like The Caisse to take a more active industrial invest
ment role in the province. But whether the government will be able 
to harness the CDP for a more active role is uncertain, as such a role 
has become an issue of some political controversy in the province.V 
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R&D 
R&D is the final area of significant government interest. Quebec for 
some time has had a number ofgovernment agencies responsible for 
assisting in the development of science and technology policy, in
cluding an advisory science policy council, and an office for science 
and technology in the Ministry of Education. In the industrial field, 
the province, like many others, has a provincial research council, the 
Centre de recherche industrielle du Quebec (CRIQ), although it is a 
relative newcomer compared to those in the other provinces.s'' In ad
dition, the government manages a mineral research centre and 
Hydro-Quebec operates a world-class electrical technology research 
centre, the Institute de recherche d'Hydro-Quebec (IREQ). 

The following year the government released another white pa
per, A Collective Approach: Statement of Policy Objectives and Plan 
for the Implementation of a Research Policy for Quebec, which seeks 
to recast and improve government policies and institutions in sup
port of scientific (including industrial) research.vi In the white pa
per, the government outlined general measures on scientific re
search, mainly concerned with improving the research 
infrastructure, the provision and use of research manpower, and in
creasing the coherence of government policy mechanisms for re
search policy, including the naming ofa minister of state for science 
and technology with a small support staff (known as the Ministre 
delegue a la science et ala technologiel. In the white paper, the gov
ernment also announced a number of initiatives to increase Quebec's 
industrial technological capacity. These proposals include expand
ing the budget and activities ofcRIQ and IREQ, particularly to provide 
consulting, testing and technological diffusion services to industry. 
Among the other diverse measures proposed by the government 
were: a series of awards to stimulate interest in industrial innova
tion; possible research subsidy programs to encourage industrial re
search, especially in electronics and textiles; and support ofcoopera
tive research programs carried out by industry associations. 

A New Departure 
Three years after its first major statement on industrial policy, the 
Parti Quebecois government released a new policy review in the 
spring of1982. Le Virage technologique,45 basically reaffirmed the di
rections laid out in the earlier Biitir Le Quebec. But it also elaborated 
the government's intentions in high technology. The review ad
dressed three main issues - new industrial development opportuni
ties, the adjustment problems ofexisting manufacturers and natural 
resources issues. In the latter two, it re-emphasized the pressing 
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need to improve the management, technology, marketing and export 
capabilities of many of Quebec's conventional manufacturers and 
the need to improve the efficiency of resource industries. 

More importantly, the review outlined a significant policy for 
new industries. Attention would be devoted to three principal areas: 
industrial spinoff's from megaprojects; financial and technical assis
tance for high technology service industries; and specific assistance 
programs for electronics and biotechnology. To implement these ob
jectives, the government has established the Office of Major Projects 
to assist firms in identifying commercial opportunities and to help 
them in marketing products and services to major project sponsors. 
In the promotion of new technology services, sur has been assigned 
responsibility, along with the Quebec office ofexternal commerce, to 
assist in the promotion ofengineering and other export-oriented ser
vices to federal agencies such as the Export Development Corpora
tion (EDC) and the Canadian International Development Agency 
(CIDA). Sm may also assist in the provision of finances to help estab
lish export consortia. 

In the area of new industries, the government is committed to: 
providing financial assistance through snr (including equity stakes) 
to electronics firms; establishing a development plan for specific elec
tronics specializations; establishing a state corporation, Societe de 
Developpement des industries de la culture et des communications 
(sonrcc) to promote the application ofnew electronics technologies in 
communications; and using CRIQ to provide assistance on product de
velopment in data processing, office automation, data communica
tions and telecommunications. In biotechnology, increased support 
will be given to research laboratories and institutes, and there will 
be a new emphasis on technology transfer from academic research 
establishments to industry. In addition, SGF and several Crown cor
porations are to make major investments in bio-technology along 
with private sector partners. The government has indicated that bi
otechnology specializations in the following four fields will have pri
ority: health, agriculture and food, forestry and the environment. 

Summary 
Quebec probably has the most diversified instruments to implement 
an industrial strategy. It also has the most pressing political impera
tive in light of its industrial weakness and its need to involve the 
francophone majority in the economy. Given the pattern of socioeco
nomic development, the Quebec government has long felt it neces
sary to play an active and interventionist role. But attempting a 
structural transformation of Quebec's manufacturing and resource 
sector will be a great challenge. 
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Whether Quebec will be up to the challenge is an open question. 
It is one thing to propose a policy, another, to implement it. With a 
marked budgetary crisis and an economy which has been particu
larly hard hit by the recent recession, the government's room for ma
noeuvre is somewhat limited. Its industrial development expendi
tures are already the highest of any provincial government (see 
Figure IV.!); and managing the short-term social problems created 
by the recession and expenditure restraints may sap a good deal of 
the current government's energy to promote change. In any event, it 
is still too early to tell whether the announced measures will all be 
implemented, or indeed, if implemented, whether they will be sue
cessful.w 

There are some indications as well that the Quebec government 
has avoided, or at least toned down, its significant commitment to 
the more difficult structural problems facing the provincial 
economy. In textiles, footwear and clothing, the sectors likely to 
cause the most significant problems in the coming years and in 
which there is a heavy proportion of the Quebec labour force, the 
proposed measures have been limited. Apart from some assistance 
with the promotion ofinnovation and exports, the provincial govern
ment has stated that it will be forced to rely on federal government 
initiatives to prevent further import competition in this sector. Thus 
a very difficult structural problem in the Quebec economy is left 
squarely on the federal government's doorstep. 

Certainly, Quebec's objectives pose little threat to the rest of 
Canada. Most of its present manufactured exports do not directly 
compete with those of the other provinces, and a strategy encourag
ing new manufacturing specializations that would compete with 
those in other provinces is unlikely for several reasons. The costs 
would be prohibitive and the social and economic uncertainty would 
be politically undesirable. Economic uncertainties and social dislo
cations are likely to be minimal if the government attempts to re
structure industry within the framework of the existing industrial 
base. In fact, in its most recent pronouncement on industrial policy, 
the government has explicitly stated that, in the area of new tech
nology support, it will ensure that its policies complement those of 
other provinces.t? 

In the resource sector, government policy is also unlikely to 
cause conflicts. With the exception of Ontario, only a small propor
tion of the province's resource wealth, which is shipped out in an un
processed or semiprocessed form, goes to other provinces for further 
processing. It is also evident from government statements that the 
principal target for further processing is export markets or markets 
within Canada which are met by imports. The most significant ex
ample of this is the attempt to ensure further processing of asbestos 
within the province. Problems can arise in areas where Quebec 
shares a similar resource-based industry with other parts ofCanada 
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Figure IV.l - Provincial Government Spending on Trade and Industry, 1976-1980 
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I Newfoundland's expenditure figures reflect the writing off of a very substantial industrial investment in 1978. 
2 Based on 1978 population estimates. 
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and pursues policies which essentially create surplus capacity. This 
is most likely in an industry such as forestry. However, as we shall 
see in chapter VIII, this particular 'problem has resulted in some 
very interesting forms of cooperation with Ontario and the federal 
government. 

The real potential for conflict may relate more to the manner in 
which government policy is implemented than to its objectives. For 
example, the extensive tariff and nontariff protection for the high 
proportion of Quebec manufacturing activity which is vulnerable to 
international competition will require the provincial government to 
pressure federal authorities for more protection and financial assis
tance. This will bring Quebec into conflict with western provinces 
pressing for trade liberalization, particularly in manufactured 
goods,48 and even the federal government, which is committed to lib
eralization under GAIT. Also, a good deal of the province's current 
economic performance has been maintained through transfer pay
ments and public investment. A sizeable element ofthis aid has been 
in the form offederal income support payments, financial assistance 
and incentives to investment.49 In future, though, Quebec may no 
longer be the pre-eminent claimant. For example, the current struc
tural problems facing the Ontario economy may cause that provin
cial government in future to seek increased federal assistance. Thus, 
although Ontario and Quebec are unlikely to engage in disputes over 
trade or industrial policy, significant differences could arise between 
the two provinces over the allocation of federal largesse for indus
trial restructuring. 

Another possible cause of tension is the degree to which Que
bec's desire for local control works against the interests of other 
Canadian firms in the province. This may lead to clashes that could 
even reach ideological proportions if, for example, provincial Crown 
corporations in Quebec expropriate private Ontario-owned assets. 
Significantly, differences between Ontario and Quebec over the cnr's 
plans to acquire companies through the Toronto Stock Exchange 
have already surfaced.P" Despite its commitment to greater local 
control though, the Quebec government has often chosen to assist 
and promote the expansion of foreign-owned firms when growth and 
employment prospects have been better than those available from 
locally owned firms.51 As a result, conflicts with other provinces over 
the promotion of locally owned firms would, at most, be limited. The 
fighting will more likely develop over Quebec's procurement policy 
where discrimination against out-of-province firms is significant. 
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V.	 Provincial Industrial 
Policies: Ten or One? 

In the last decade, the scope and range of provincial industrial poli
cies have expanded significantly. The provinces' functions are start
ing to mirror in extent, if not in form, those of the federal govern
ment. This is occurring at a time of rapid change in the various 
provincial economies, particularly in the role they play within the 
national economic system. In western Canada, economic expansion 
has created a renewed awareness of the importance of industrial 
diversification linked to resources. The economies ofQuebec and On
tario, meanwhile, occupy a less certain place at the centre of the na
tional economy; both provincial governments have to restructure an 
economic base which is now under increasing competitive pressure. 

There is clearly considerable variety and sophistication in pro
vincial industrial policies. But are they incompatible because of the 
new vigour with which they are practised? 

The Character of Provincial Policies 
The provinces have traditionally lacked the ability to practise the fis
cal and monetary stabilization policies on the effective scale avail
able to Ottawa. Consequently, they have been forced to rely on direct 
policy instruments such as the selective provision of grants and 
other financial incentives to firms. Further, because oftheir concern 
with the primarily local effects of industry, provincial governments 
have had a more direct political interest in the detailed conse
quences of business behaviour and have developed very specific, 
often interventionist policies to deal with them. For example, in the 
promotion of industrial R&D activity, provincial governments have 
been much more prone to take a direct role in technology develop
ment and diffusion through the use of provincial research councils 
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and organizations such as AOSTRA and NORDCO than to use the provin
cial tax system to promote R&D activity in industry. 

Interestingly, provincial industrial-policy instruments resem
ble those of other advanced industrialized countries more than they 
do federal policy instruments, mainly because of their emphasis on 
directly influencing individual firms. Like western European coun
tries, Ontario, Quebec and the western provinces have a similar need 
to restructure their economies. Hence, provincial governments have 
seen the need to create government corporations to guide resource 
and industrial development and to take an equity stake in important 
private sector resource and manufacturing companies. It may be, 
therefore, that the experience of provincial governments with these 
more direct forms of intervention enables them to practise the type 
of firm-specific policies which are becoming more common with 
many of our industrialized trading partners. This is not to say that 
the federal government has not been involved in similar activities, 
such as the operation of Crown corporations in industrial sectors, or 
direct types of intervention in the form of the regulation of specific 
corporate activities. However, these aspects of federal policy have 
usually taken a secondary place to demand management policies. 

This situation could well change with the growing limitations 
on federal fiscal and monetary policy resulting from accumulated 
deficits and monetarist anti-inflationary efforts. Such factors may 
shift attention to more selective vehicles for the provision of public 
funds to industry and the creative use of regulatory and administra
tive powers. Provinces, on the other hand, have more recently at
tempted to use those parts of the taxation system under their control 
(for example, sales taxes) to establish provincially specific stabiliza
tion policies.! 

A larger question, however, is the compatability of the various 
provincial strategies. In terms of their intent, they seem to fall into 
two categories. The first is the strategy ofdiversification based on ex
isting resource strengths. This, in essence, is the strategy of most, 
but not all, of the peripheral provinces, including British Columbia, 
Alberta, Saskatchewan and Newfoundland. The object is to increase 
further processing of resource products within the province where 
feasible, and to obtain the maximum employment opportunities 
from resource development. Where this is not feasible, the provinces 
usually attempt to ensure the maximum extraction of rents from re
sources to finance alternative activity. This surplus is then spent to 
improve the existing renewable resource base (as in Alberta's invest
ments in crop research and irrigation) or invested in industrializa
tion opportunities which service the principal resource industry (for 
example, oil extraction equipment and technology in Alberta or fish
ing equipment and technology in Newfoundlandl.s In large measure, 
these policies seem to be encouraged by a growing provincial recog
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nition of the very finite nature of nonrenewable resources, and their 
present limited capacity to fully regenerate many renewable re
sources, particularly forests. Because of their emphasis on diversifi
cation based on one or two principal resource strengths, these prov
inces' industrial policies tend to be more focussed and coherent than 
those of other provinces. This is particularly clear with respect to 
R&D strategy. Alberta, British Columbia and Newfoundland have 
placed a special emphasis on technology related to resource develop
ment and on mechanisms to implement effective research strategies 
(for example, AOSTRA, C-CORE and NORDCO). 

The second strategy is directed at restructuring manufacturing 
in light of significant changes in the capacity of each province's in
dustries to adapt to changing international, continental and re
gional trade patterns. This is characteristic of the industrial policies 
of Nova Scotia, Quebec, Ontario and Manitoba. Their approach em
phasizes the improvement of the technological, marketing and man
agement capacity of manufacturing firms and seeks to increase the 
sector's ability to maintain regional, national and international 
markets. 

Conflicting Strategies? 
Provincial strategies seem to be compatible, at least in intent. The at
tempt by many peripheral provinces to increase the processing of lo
cal resources does not appreciably affect central Canadian manufac
turing. This is because most resource production is destined for 
foreign markets in the first place and it is foreign, rather than 
domestic firms which are denied the added possibilities in further 
processing the resource. Indeed, with the exception of Prince Ed
ward Island, no province relies on the rest of the Canadian market 
for more than a third of its shipments of resource and primary prod
ucts (see p. 40, Table 11.5), and in many cases it is substantially less. 
In addition, further processing of raw materials benefits the entire 
country because it creates new markets for central Canadian suppli
ers of capital equipment and services. 

Further processing of resources has been seen as a problem al
most entirely because ofa dispute between Ontario and Alberta over 
the supply of feedstocks for petrochemical refineries.i' While this is a 
serious dispute, it is also one over a strategic commodity central to 
the economic prosperity of an industrial region. There would be a 
dispute whether the Alberta government wished to keep the re
source for further processing, or export it in crude form for higher 
royalties or taxes. It is unlikely this dispute would be repeated with 
any other resource commodity, given the pattern of Canadian inter
provincial resource shipments. 
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The restructuring strategy of the more industrialized provinces 
also raises few interregional problems. The attempt by Ontario and 
Quebec to shift away from uncompetitive industries can only 
strengthen the national economy, decrease protectionism and help 
provide cheaper and more technologically competitive goods. Dif
ficulties might arise ifnew industries were developed in an industri
alized province which were also being developed elsewhere. Fortu
nately, this does not seem likely; the provincial economies are 
already highly specialized and the directions for future specializa
tion outlined by the various governments do not appear directly 
competitive. For example, even though a number of provinces have 
announced plans to expand microelectronics research and there 
seems to be some duplication of effort, any duplication will be miti
gated if the commercial applications for such research differ in each 
province. There are indications that this is already happening. In 
Saskatchewan, for example, microelectronics research is directed at 
agricultural implement control and fibre optic telecommunications 
equipment, but in Manitoba it is linked with mechanical engineer
ing.4 

The real conflicts are more likely to be felt in two principal 
areas. First, arguments could arise over the modification of federal 
industrial and trade policies required by the restructuring ofQuebec 
and Ontario industry. Second, provinces may attempt to insulate 
their economies from the effects of economic forces at the national 
level. 

The first issue has already been partly discussed at the end of 
chapter IV and seems to divide into two parts. First, problems may 
emerge ifboth Ontario and Quebec require significant restructuring 
assistance from the federal government at the same time. Second, 
and perhaps more important, are the potential interregional con
flicts over the content of federal industrial policy. 

Conflicts between Ontario and Quebec over the allocation offed
eral funds may create a significant dispute in the future, particu
larly because, as recent developments in the automotive industry in
dicate, Ontario's economy is likely to become more vulnerable over 
the next decade. A demand by Ontario for more federal industrial as
sistance could cause serious problems for Quebec because, until re
cently, it has received by far the most significant levels offederal, in
dustrial-development assistance.f 

A broader concern, however, is the reaction of the whole country 
to the needs of the two central provinces. Not only will such central 
restructuring require federal funds, but it will also require signifi
cant federal trade-policy support, particularly to control imports in 
industrial sectors under pressure from such goods. Given the grow
ing militancy of the western provinces over protectionism and the 
traditional contention of both the western and Atlantic provinces 
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that Ottawa's industrial support policy unduly favours central 
Canada, trade policy could easily become an issue of considerable 
controversy.f 

From Strategies to Barriers: Conflict Between Centre 
and Periphery 

There is a more significant cause of interregional conflict however, 
relating to the manner in which provinces apply economic policies, 
as distinct from longer-term strategic objectives. In the attempt to 
implement their economic policies, provincial governments increas
ingly try to insulate their economies from negative national develop
ments, while seeking to capture all the benefits ofa particular oppor
tunity. All provinces seem to be doing this, regardless of their stated 
strategic objectives. It has even prompted a growing body of litera
ture about provincial infringements on the Canadian economic 
union.? The issue is complex, covering questions of constitutional 
authority, trade in goods and services, mobility rights ofworkers, fis
cal policy, and discretionary actions on the part ofprovincial govern
ments or provincial agencies in such areas as procurement and in
vestment. The attempt to insulate provincial economies derives its 
force from a perception in much of western and Atlantic Canada 
that the Canadian common market works against regional interests. 
This perception manifests itself in policies which treat much eco
nomic activity as a zero-sum game in which the benefits ofone region 
are the liabilities of another. These policies break down into two 
categories: restrictions and barriers, principally applied to goods and 
labour; and incentives, principally applied to capital investment. 

Barriers 
Barriers are by far the most plentiful of these policies and affect the 
free movement ofboth people and goods. In the area oflabour, elabo
rate provincial systems to regulate and set standards for professions 
and trades can pose significant barriers to movement.f While there 
are systems of reciprocal recognition of trade and professional 
qualifications, their application is uneven and inconsistent, as the 
recent dispute between Ontario and Quebec over construction work
ers illustrates.f Recent moves by both Newfoundland and Nova Sco
tia to limit employment opportunities from resource developments 
to local residents indicate that the scope for provincial action may be 
considerable. However, a province's ability to apply such controls in 
a highly restrictive manner to a wide variety ofemployment catego
ries may be limited in practice. Areas ofhigh growth to which people 
usually wish to migrate tend to be short on skills; so it is usually not 
in the interests of a provincial government to be unduly restrictive. 
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Many hiring restrictions, such as those of Newfoundland, Sas
katchewan (for northern development projects), and even federal in
dustrial development projects funded by DREE, exist simply to ensure 
that developments absorb as much of the locally unemployed as pos
sible before new workers come in from outside. It is hard to see how 
such restrictions harm other Canadians.l" Indeed, inefficiences 
could only result by insisting that local untrained labour be used in 
place of skilled external labour, and these can be overcome by phas
ing in local labour requirements in conjunction with training pro
grams. 

It is important to remember as well that other unintended barri
ers to interprovincial labour mobility are also present in our federal 
system. They include: provincial differences in educational 
systems.U differences in the level of social services; and, of course, 
language barriers. All of these in some way limit the mobility of la
bour. Further, it is not at all certain what real impact provincially 
imposed barriers have on a person's ability to relocate in Canada 
compared to more fundamental limitations such as income level or 
job skills. In short, the issue is complex and concern with explicit 
provincial mobility restrictions may be misplaced as these may be 
only a small part of the overall problem of labour mobility in 
Canada. 

Barriers to the movement of goods are, however, more numer
ous and varied. Perhaps the most controversial are provincial mar
keting boards. There are well over 100 in Canada-? under both fed
eral and provincial jurisdiction. Many, though not all, are concerned 
with supply management within a province of various agricultural 
commodities through the allocation of production quotas to farmers. 
In the early 1970s, there was significant conflict over interprovincial 
agricultural shipments (the "chicken and egg" war),13 and subse
quent court rulings have limited the ability of provinces to control 
imports from other Canadian provinces.H However, the net result 
has been the establishment of national marketing boards in com
modities where interprovincial shipments can cause disruptions 
(poultry, turkeys, eggs and potatoes). 

This re-emergence of national marketing boards, with signifi
cant provincial participation, indicates the strength of the "orderly 
marketing" concept in agricultural products. It also means that free 
movement of agricultural goods is restrained not only because the 
provinces want barriers to trade, but also because of the serious 
disadvantages posed by a common market on a large scale to many 
small commodity producers.Jf 

Another area where provincial barriers have been an issue is in 
the regulation of business and commercial activity. Provincial regu
lations relating to employment standards, industrial safety, product 
standards, consumer protection, contract law, and transportation 
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often mean additional expenses and complications for companies 
selling nationally.lf However, two factors must be balanced against 
these costs: first, there is a great tendency for provincial regulations 
to be broadly similar; indeed, in some areas institutional devices en
courage a certain commonality (for example, interprovincial regula
tions on truck transport). Second, in a country ofconsiderable social, 
geographic, cultural and economic diversity different regulatory en
vironments may be essential to ensure a good match between stan
dards and local conditions. At present, therefore, despite the pub
licity they have attracted, the barriers outlined above do not seem to 
significantly damage the relatively coherent nature of the national 
market. 

The most important provincial barriers to economic integration, 
however, relate to three areas: control over resource depletion, pro
curement policy and the regulation of capital flows. As owners of 
natural resources, provinces can set conservation regulations on re
source exploitation and insist that further processing be done within 
the province. A province cannot set the price of a resource entering 
interprovincial trade, nor restrain it from such trade, except for con
servation purposes.l" However, the ability to withhold a resource 
from trade, for whatever reason, or to be able to insist on a specific 
level of processing, is a significant power. It may also inhibit inter
provincial trade and cause interregional disagreements. The conser
vation power, for example, is the basis upon which Alberta withheld 
a certain proportion ofthe province's normally available oil reserves 
from production during its 1981 oil pricing dispute with the federal 
government. 

Another significant barrier to economic integration is provin
cial government procurement policy which discriminates against 
out-of-province producers. All provinces practise favouritism in one 
form or another. Some of these policies are outlined in Table V.l. In 
addition to these general government preferences, provincial Crown 
corporations, particularly hydro and telephone corporations, also 
practise some form ofdiscriminatory purchasing. Such practices ob
viously split the Canadian market and create barriers to large-scale 
capacity. And when combined with lowest-cost bid approaches, such 
preferences result in the purchase of many finished goods from 
abroad, particularly in provinces with a small manufacturing base. 
Yet attempts by Ontario to encourage "buy Canadian" procurement 
policies are viewed with some suspicion by other provinces as simply 
a device to encourage them to buy more expensive Ontario goods.lf 
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Table V.1 - Provincial Government Procurement Policies, 1981 

Newfoundland« 
15 per cent price premium for local suppliers, plus benefit/cost analysis (local 
preferred when benefit is 1.5 times added cost) 
four-tier preference policy on consulting contracts, (for example, by location of 
office in province)
 
overall Canadian preference
 

Prince Edward Islandb 
no stated local preference policy 
some informal preferences on local supplies 

Nova Scotia 
up to 10 per cent price premium, applied selectively to specific local industriess 
general local preference applied to smaller contractss 
restricted to local suppliers, if three or more are available, or in other selected 
circumstances-

New	 Brunswick 
since October 1977, evaluates tenders by both cost and local benefit 
includes subcontracting sources 
restricted to local suppliers, if three or more are available 
some development of local source through "cost plus" contracting and product 
development assistance 

Maritime Provinces" 
Council ofMaritime Premiers, 12 March 1980 announced changes in purchasing 
policy of New Brunswick, Nova Scotia and Prince Edward Island to include "re
gional" value - added in criteria for awarding contracts and purchase of materi
als 
informally, five to ten per cent premium accepted before contracts granted to 
out-of-region firms 

Quebec 
ten per cent price premium on contracts exceeding $50000C 

in some circumstances (related to amount of competition within Quebec) re
stricted to local bidss 
restrictions also used for provincial industrial development objectives 
local and Canadian content must be specified; this includes subcontracts 

Ontario 
ten per cent price premium to Canadian suppliers, also applied to all provin
cially funded agencies and industries receiving provincial assistance as of 
November 1980
 
preference to Ontario firms only when bids competitives"
 

Manitoba 
preference only if price, delivery, quality equals 

Alberta 
no local preference in purchasing ofsupplies, some large contracts (for example, 
tourism programs) let only to Alberta firms 
on natural resource exploration and extraction permits and leases, firms al
lowed to tender restricted to those licensed to do business in Alberta 
bidders on certain major projects (tar sands, pipelines) must specify local em
ployment, purchasings 
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British Columbia 
•	 ten per cent price premium 
•	 "committed" to provincial preference 
•	 may use regional or sectoral unemployment, general health of industry as pro

curement criteriao' 

Sources: (a) Government of Newfoundland, Department of Industrial Development; 
(b) Interview with Prince Edward Island official; 
(c) Government of Canada, Powers Over the Economy: Securing the Canadian 
Economic Union in the Constitution, CCMC, Doc: 830-811036, July 1980, 
pp.29-31; 
(d) J. Maxwell and C. Pestieau, Economic Realities of Contemporary Confed
eration, HRI, Montreal, 1980, p. 87; 
(e) Council of Maritime Premiers, "Regional Preference in Provincial Pur
chasing and Tendering Policies," press release, March 1980; 
(f) F.S. Miller, Supplementary Measures to Stimulate the Ontario Economy, 
Government of Ontario, November 1980; 
(g) Interview with officials, government of Alberta. 

It is very difficult to measure the market-splintering impact of 
provincial procurement policies because these policies are fre
quently hard to identify even when they are operating. For example, 
preference policies can take the form of a price premium to local 
firms or an outright limitation of contract awards, or bidding, to lo
cal firms. All of these practices are usually invisible, unless they are 
stated public policy. However, one area where provincial procure
ment policy does seem to have had a particularly negative, and visi
ble, effect is in public utility supply contracts. The major manufac
turers of equipment and supplies for public utilities such as 
provincial hydro and telecommunications corporations often find 
that, to obtain access to a provincial market, they must establish a 
local production facility. As is often the case, a suboptimal facility 
manufacturing an existing product line is established. This makes it 
difficult for the industry to make full use of the economies of scale of 
the entire domestic market. It also makes Canadian industry inter
nationally uncompetitive by restricting export opportunities and 
promoting import penetration. There may be some link between this 
situation and the fact that Canada is the only major producer ofelec
trical equipment which also has a sizeable trade deficit in this 
sector.I? 

The final category of provincial economic barriers is capital 
flows. This barrier is relatively new, reflecting in part, a growing 
desire by provincial governments to exercise some control over capi
tal movements. Interestingly, although the federal government has 
control over banking and credit, there are no constitutional prohibi
tions against the provinces limiting capital movements.20 Much of 
this potential control derives from the provinces' ability to regulate 
provincially incorporated companies. The most significant provin
cial powers to this end are regulations governing financial institu

I tions such as trust companies, caisses populaires, credit unions and 
insurance companies. Quebec, Manitoba and British Columbia have 

1
I 

legislation requiring insurance companies to have a certain portion 
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oftheir assets in the province of incorporation. Quebec also has a law 
requiring that loan and mortgage companies' transfer of shares be 
approved by the government. As well, British Columbia and Quebec 
(in different degrees) require that their pension funds be invested in 
their province, and under an agreement with the federal govern
ment, Canada Pension Plan funds are reinvested in all provinces (ex
cept Quebec, which administers its own fund) in proportion to their 
cont.ributions.e! 

Apart from restrictions concerning the investment of pension 
and insurance funds, provinces have not actively used their powers 
to block the movement of capital. However, in exceptional circum
stances, they are willing to use both their normal financial regula
tory powers and other areas of jurisdiction which impinge on busi
ness (for example, control over natural resources) to control capital 
movements. This has happened when there were regional concerns 
about the loss of local control over important financial or industrial 
companies. The most celebrated was the Quebec government's use of 
its legislative powers to prevent the sale of Credit Foncier to non
Quebec interests, and its threat to use its regulations over the loca
tion of investment to prevent Sun Life from moving its head office 
out of the province. Most surprising, however, was British Colum
bia's move to prevent the sale of MacMillan-Bloedel to Canadian 
Pacific Investments, particularly in light of the province's often
stated opposition to foreign investment controls and its desire to 
have unimpeded access to foreign investment. Clearly, if these ac
tions were repeated in a number of cases, they could seriously affect 
ownership patterns throughout the country. 

Despite these exceptions, the barriers issue seems of limited im
portance. And the degree to which it has attracted the attention of 
policy makers over the past few years is probably the result of the 
few isolated and spectacular cases which have arisen. Barriers are 
still the exception rather than the rule, and their real impact on the 
efficiency of the Canadian market is as yet very much a hypothesis. 
What they do demonstrate, however, is the potential for disruptive 
action if many of the larger provinces were to decide that their in
terests lay in thoroughly challenging the existing economic struc
ture of the country. 

Incentives 
More important than barriers to the movement ofgoods, labour and 
capital in Canada are the inducements that provinces can use to in
fluence industrial location and development. These relate primarily 
to expenditure and taxation powers. 

Traditionally, the provinces have not competed among them
selves in taxation rates and methods. In 1981, the lowest provincial 
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personal income-tax rate was in Alberta (at 38.5 per cent of the fed
eral tax) and the highest in Newfoundland (at 58 per cent). But the 
corporate income tax has been much more standard, ranging no 
more than about six percentage points. However, Ontario, Quebec 
and Alberta have implemented separate corporate tax systems 
which allow them greater flexibility in tailoring fiscal policy to local 
requirements, and in the case ofthe wealthier provinces, allow lower 
tax rates. Some provinces have also established special taxation 
provisions to encourage investment in companies carrying on all, or 
a substantial part, of their activities within the province.s-

These new forms of fiscal inducement have sometimes taken 
quite bizarre turns. In 1975, when the Ontario government tem
porarily suspended the retail sales tax on motor vehicle sales to 
boost automobile production, it declared the reduction applicable 
only to cars assembled under the Canada-United States Automotive 
Agreement, 1965. Volvo cars assembled in Nova Scotia from im
ported Swedish parts were excluded. Ironically, the result ofthe pro
gram was a tax stimulation encouraging the sale in Ontario of cars 
assembled under the agreement in the United States - while dis
criminating against cars assembled in another Canadian province. 

In addition to fiscal incentives, the provinces provide a signifi
cant level ofdirect financial support for firms. Provisional estimates 
for 1979-80 indicate that the provinces spent a total of about $330 
million in direct support of trade and industry. Of this amount, 
about a quarter probably consisted of direct cash transfers to busi
nesses.23 In addition, provincial governments, often through devel
opment corporations, lend significant sums ofmoney to businesses to 
assist with new plants or expansions. At the end of 1977, for exam
ple, loans outstanding to business and industry from provincial gov
ernments came to $779 million.24 Obviously, these significant in
ducements are open to abuse in the form of competitive bidding 
among provinces. Although in principle such activities can be kept 
to a minimum by ensuring that provincial industrial policies are 
complimentary rather than competitive, evidence exists that this is 
not, in fact, what usually happens. 

Several provinces have attempted to compete by encouraging 
the establishment of industries, or maintaining declining industries, 
despite the fact that similar, and successful, industries already exist 
in other provinces (for example, steel in Saskatchewan, Quebec and 
Nova Scotia and automobile production in Nova Scotia, New Bruns
wick and Quebec).25 In most of these cases - steel in Quebec and 
Nova Scotia and automobiles in New Brunswick - such competitive 
facilities have not been successful. Further, it is difficult to know the 
extent to which additional industrial capacity in automobiles and 
steel- which is commercially viable - has harmed Ontario producers 
of similar products. At least in those two sectors it would seem less 
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likely that market fragmentation has occurred owing to the special
ist products of the steel facility in Saskatchewan and the car assem
bly plant in Nova Scotia. 

On the other hand, as Allan Tupper has pointed out, competi
tion among provinces also allows businesses to play one jurisdiction 
off against another to obtain the best subsidy. In regions which may 
not be able to offer the locational advantages of central Canada, or 
the resource endowments of the west, such bidding tends to have a 
negative impact on other areas ofgovernment policy. Provincial gov
ernments such as Nova Scotia, for example, have felt it necessary to 
enact restrictive labour legislation to prevent the organization of 
workers at specific factories in order to ensure a sizeable foreign in
vestment. 26 

In the past, the poorer provinces have attempted to influence 
the location ofnew industries, or the expansion ofexisting ones, with 
various forms of industrial incentives. Now, however, even the more 
wealthy provinces are willing to dangle carrots. In the case of On
tario and Quebec, industrial incentives are used largely to restruc
ture their industrial bases. For the western provinces, particularly 
Alberta, the temptation will be great to use accumulated resource 
rents to bankroll new industrial development - which may pre-empt 
developing industries in central Canada. 

In such a competitive environment, the weaker provinces will 
suffer dearly. As Figure IV.! (p. 83) illustrates, the resources provin
cial governments have to devote to industrial development are 
clearly uneven. The burden placed on the poorer provinces to sup
port industry, as seen in the per capita expenditures on trade and in
dustry, is already significantly greater than it is for wealthier prov
inces. In a highly competitive environment, these inequities can only 
increase. 

Conclusions 
Provincial barriers to trade and competitive economic incentives are 
more embryonic threats than immediate crises. Certainly, as the 
previous discussion indicates, the capacity for "barrier and bidding 
wars" is great; yet, despite the potential for harm, the provinces 
have, until now, been relatively restrained. The existing barriers and 
incentives are, with some exceptions, either symbolic or have been 
implemented to offset the negative effects of the Canadian common 
market in particular provinces. Further, the provinces do not seem 
to have set out to actively compete with one another in setting indus
trial priorities - which is hardly surprising, given the highly special
ized structure of the Canadian economy and its rather weak internal 
linkages. What the various divergent provincial industrial strate
gies do indicate is a drifting apart of economic interest, a desire to 
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seek provincial, rather than national or regional solutions to indus
trial problems. 

However, the significant changes occurring in the country's eco
nomic structure and the growing sense ofdiffering regional interest 
suggest that embryonic conflicts over industrial policy could grow. 
The problem is how to overcome these difficulties and, at the same 
time, lay the institutional framework and policy objectives that will 
encourage provincial policy makers to work in harmony and contrib
ute to a national industrial policy. The next section reviews some of 
the recent attempts to accomplish this at the intergovernmental 
level. 
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Part Three 

Intergovernmental
 
Coordination and
 
Industrial Policy 



VI.	 A Nation of 
Governments 

More than any other federation, Canada relies on intergovernmen
tal negotiation to help resolve political differences. This is partly be
cause many of our political differences are expressed in regional 
rather than class, ethnic or religious terms. The fact that both levels 
of government are responsible for a wide range of functions also 
makes contact between them essential and unavoidable. This ap
plies particularly to industrial policy inasmuch as the question has 
often been not simply what industry to promote, but where the bene
fits are to be located. 

The geographic distribution of industrial activity in Canada 
tends to overshadow questions ofefficiency (which type of activity to 
encourage), or even those concerning the social distribution of indus
trial benefits. But how effective are our intergovernmental mech
anisms for settling regional industrial policy disputes? Are they ca
pable of generating consensus and coherence in the design and 
implementation of industrial policy? The following chapters seek to 
answer these questions by examining some of the attempts at inter
governmental cooperation over the past decade. The case studies 
that follow have been broken down into two major categories - inter
provincial collaboration and federal-provincial collaboration. The 
former includes both attempts at regional cooperation (for example, 
the Council of Maritime Premiers (CMP)) and more broadly based 
intergovernmental collaboration (for example, interprovincial in
dustry ministers' meetings). The latter comprises attempts at mul
tilateral collaboration (that is, the federal government and several, 
or all ten, provinces) and on a bilateral basis (the federal government 
and one province). 
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The Extent of Intergovernmental Relations 
It is not possible within the confines of this study to review the extent 
of interprovincial and federal-provincial collaboration and consulta
tion in any depth.! In general, however, it would be fair to say that 
intergovernmental activity has increased substantially in recent 
years. A vast network of federal-provincial and interprovincial or
ganizations now exists, ranging from large formal organizations 
with their own permanent staffs (for example, the Council of Minis
ters ofEducation and the CMP) to informal working groups concerned 
with a specific technical issue or problem. Between these two ex
tremes there is virtually every combination and permutation imagi
nable. 

It is perhaps a comment on the fluidity of intergovernmental re
lations that no authoritative statistics exist on the actual number of 
intergovernmental organizations or the frequency of their meetings. 
In 1972, the Privy Council Office (pca) prepared a list of 482 federal
provincial organizations, but estimates since then have grown con
siderably.f Gerard Veilleux, a senior federal official, has undertaken 
a survey on the number offederal-provincial consultations and some 
of his results are presented in Table VI.1. As he readily admits, the 
list greatly understates the potential activity.f Nevertheless, it does 
indicate that intergovernmental activity increased dramatically be
tween 1957 and 1977. 

Table VI.1 - Number of Federal-Provincial Organizations" and Frequency 
of Their Meetings 

Category 1957 1967 1973 1977 

Ministerial 
Organizations 5 14 20 31 
No. of Meetings 17 30 39 

Officials 
Organizations 59 105 62 127 
No. of Meetings 142 121 296 

Total 
Organizations 64 119 82 158 
No. of Meetings 159 151 335 

'Organizations defined either as a continuing conference, committee or working 
group. 
Source: Gerard Veilleux, "L'evolution des mecanismes de liaison 
intergouvernementale," in Confrontation and Collaboration: Intergovernmental 
Relations in Canada Today, R. Simeon ed., Institute of Public Administration of 
Canada, Toronto, 1979, p. 37. 

The activity is not limited to meetings of civil servants and min
isters, however. In 1982, there were several hundred formal agree
ments between the federal government, the provinces and 
municipalities involving over $9 billion of annual federal expendi
ture, exclusive of equalization payments.s These figures do not in
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elude provincial expenditures under those agreements, nor the large 
number of interprovincial agreements in existence. 

The system has become so vast and complex that most provin
cial governments, and Ottawa, have created special organizations 
simply to handle intergovernmental relations. The organizations 
vary in size and significance (see Table VI.2), but it is noteworthy 
that five of the largest provinces and the federal government have 
felt that intergovernmental relations are sufficiently important to 
require the establishment ofseparate ministries.f In Quebec and Al
berta, these ministries exercise significant control over the manner 
in which negotiations are conducted by provincial line departments 
with other provinces or the federal government, and their consent 
must be obtained before any intergovernmental agreements can be 
signed. Further, all the intergovernmental affairs' agencies attempt 
to ensure that their province adopts a consistent "line" or position in 
dealings with other governments. As well, they try to keep their own 
government informed of policies being pursued by other federal and 
provincial governments. 

Table VI.2 - Intergovernmental Affairs Agencies Within Canadian 
Governments, 1981 

Date 
Government Agency Created Type 

Canada Federal-Provincial Relations Office 1974 A 
Newfoundland Intergovernmental Affairs Secretariat B 
PEl Executive Council Committee! 
Nova Scotia Department of Intergovernmental 1980 C 

Affairs 
New Brunswick Office of the Premier B 
Quebec Ministere des Affaires 1968 C 

intergouvernementales 
Ontario Ministry of Intergovernmental Affairs 1978 C 
Manitoba Cabinet Committee on Dominion-Provincial B 

Relations! 
Saskatchewan Department of Intergovernmental Affairs 1979 C 
Alberta Department of Federal and 1972 C 

Intergovernmental Affairs 
British Columbia Ministry of Intergovernmental Affairs 1980 C 

Types: A. Independent department, headed by prime minister 
B. Part of executive council 
C. Full department with minister in cabinet 

1 Financial issues usually dealt with by provincial Treasury Department, 
constitutional affairs by the attorney general's department, other issues by line 
departments. 

The Quality of Intergovernmental Relations 
Despite the new ministries, the intergovernmental process is un
evenly developed. In policy areas such as taxation and equalization, 
there have been fairly structured arrangements for collaboration 
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since the mid-1950s. Intergovernmental consultation also seems 
highly developed in health and welfare, transport and natural re
sources (including agriculture and the environment.If In other 
areas, and most notably in industrial policy, this is not the case (see 
Table VI.3). 

Table VI.3 - Number of Federal-Provincial Liaison Organizations by Sector 
of Government Activity, 1977 

Sector No. of Organizations Meetings 

1. General government services 40 105 
2. Justice, protection of persons and 

property 12 16 
3. Transport and communications 25 44 
4. Health 11 27 
5. Welfare 2 3 
6. Culture and recreation 8 12 
7. Education 6 16 
8. Natural resources and primary 

industry 49 100 
9. Industrial and commercial 

development 5 12 

Total 158 335 
---------- - --_._----

Source : Veilleux, op. cit., p. 50. 
---_.-..---

One should be very careful, however, about confusing institu
tional arrangements and effective action. As the Council ofMinisters 
of Education illustrates, even an elaborate secretariat and regular 
meetings ofofficials and ministers has done little to produce a coher
ent and integrated educational system across the country. The best 
the council can do is provide a useful arena for information exchange 
and technical cooperation." 

This spotty record raises the question: what intergovernmental 
processes are the most useful for industrial policy issues? Unfortu
nately, most of the research on federal-provincial collaboration has 
been concerned with issues which do not bear on industrial policy 
questions as such. The areas of policy most heavily studied include 
fiscal and equalization issues, constitutional questions and topics 
relating to pensions, health and social security, manpower, and re
gional development policy.f The conclusions from these studies have 
been rather mixed in that they relate to both the process of federal
provincial relations and the substance of the issues involved. 

On the process side, the elements which seem to have en
couraged harmonious federal-provincial relations include, first, 
shared professional norms and commitments which allow policy is
sues to be reduced to technical questions, and second, formal or in
formal networks connecting officials and ministers from different 
jurisdictions. In addition, institutional arrangements promoting 
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continuous liaison have helped governments sort out problems and 
promoted collaboration early in the development ofpolicies. Success
ful intergovernmental negotiations also depend in particular on the 
degree to which the governments involved are flexible about achiev
ing objectives and the degree to which they are willing to involve the 
other level of government at an early stage.f 

Federal-provincial relations have succeeded largely because 
both levels have recognized the need for a common solution, or at the 
very least, an acquiescence by one level of government to the objec
tives of the other (for example, collaboration over medicare and pen
sions). This acquiescence is usually due to the superior resources one 
government can bring to bear on an issue - a situation common dur
ing the 1940s and 1950s when Ottawa dominated the federal system 
due to both its superior financial resources, and its greater access to 
bureaucratic expertise in proposing and implementing policies. 

Intergovernmental Collaboration and Industrial Policy 

Ifwe apply the above experience to the industrial policy arena, inter
governmental cooperation should be based on well-organized, highly 
specific, technical subject areas. Further, the process would be best 
conducted on an incremental basis, using agreements on specific sub
jects to build an even wider consensus on broader issues. 

Such a scenario is not fully applicable. First is the problem of 
developing policies in an environment characterized by agreements 
on isolated issues. This is by no means unacceptable, especially in 
areas requiring technical collaboration, but it cannot be the sole ba
sis on which industrial-policy collaboration proceeds. If a govern
ment has a coherent industrial policy, positions on specific industrial 
development opportunities are linked to the overall industrial 
strategy. Changes weaken the strategy, making bargaining over spe
cific industrial-policy issues difficult. Indeed, the process of trying to 
develop an industrial strategy highlights the existing regional differ
ences in the country's economy. It can make manifest conflicts which 
in a disorganized and ad hoc policy environment were largely dor
mant. This is not to say that some progress cannot be made, as some of 
the following case studies will illustrate, but simply that very special 
difficulties must be faced. 

There is also disturbing evidence that the direction of federal
provincial relations will make intergovernmental bargaining over 
industrial policy more difficult. There is a growing tendency for gov
ernments to attempt to rationalize the policy-making process 
through methodologies such as planning by objectives, and through 
institutions such as central policy coordination agencies. 10 In the in
tergovernmental arena this has manifested itself in the creation of 
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intergovernmental affairs' departments. In the words of one promi
nent observer: 

"These central agencies restrict the capacities of program offi
cials and departments to effect federal-provincial agreement 
based on professional and/or technical norms... the thrust of 
federal-provincial relations agencies is to link narrower pur
poses with broader and more political ones, and in respect to 
these latter it is less likely that federal and provincial govern
ments will agree. This implicit and single-minded purpose of in
tergovernmental affairs managers at the provincial level is to 
safeguard and if possible to extend the range of jurisdictional 
autonomy, including of course the revenues that provincial gov
ernments have under their unshared control."ll 
This general politicization of intergovernmental bargaining has 

been compounded by a growing tendency for each level of govern
ment to take a keen interest in affairs under the exclusive jurisdic
tion of the other level, be it federal interest in civil rights or provin
cial interest in international trade policy.l- The result has been that 
the scope ofsubject matter under consideration at federal-provincial 
meetings has increased markedly. Most notably, questions of eco
nomic policy have loomed large on the agendas, either as subjects 
themselves as, for example, at the First Minister's Conferences on 
the Economy in 1978, or as aspects ofother negotiations, as in the de
bate during the 1980 constitutional discussions over the mainte
nance of the Canadian common market. 

Despite what seems to be substantial inherent limitations, seek
ing an intergovernmental route to harmonize industrial policy in 
Canada and harness the country's collective efforts in industrial 
policy has a number of attractions. It does provide a channel to rec
oncile and harmonize regional political and economic differences. 
Because intergovernmental relations are inherently regional in 
their structure they address this fundamental problem directly. The 
real question, however, is what type, or form, of intergovernmental 
relations are best suited to solve the problem? The next two chapters 
address this question in some detail. 
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VII.	 Interprovincial 
Collaboration in 
Action 

Extensive cooperation among provinces has become a permanent 
feature of the Canadian federal system. Much of it is related to tech
nical issues, such as the harmonizing oftransport regulations, where 
the actions ofone government can seriously affect another. Such col
laboration is not limited to geographically linked provinces nor even 
to widely separated provinces as the large number of cooperative 
agreements with American states indicates.! A good deal of this ac
tivity is informal and difficult to investigate. 

In the area of industrial policy there have been a number of in
terprovincial cooperative initiatives, but the most notable is the con
ference of provincial ministers of industry. It has been held for a 
number of years, usually on an annual basis, to discuss issues of 
mutual interest. (Provincial deputy ministers of industry also meet 
to prepare agendas for the ministers' meetings and to exchange in
formation.) 

It is less than clear exactly what is accomplished in these meet
ings as they are held on a confidential basis and communiques are 
rarely issued. In fact, apart from keeping their colleagues up to date 
on their respective industrial policies and activities, the meetings 
seem geared to federal-provincial conferences inasmuch as they pro
vide provinces with an opportunity to review their reaction to fed
eral industrial policy initiatives. Indeed, this latter role seems to be a 
common one for many interprovincial meetings. For example, in 
November 1977, the Council of Provincial Energy Ministers was es
tablished. Its official role is to provide a forum to "develop policies, 
priorities and programs, including guidelines and strategies for re
search and development."2 However, its principal achievement in its 
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first year of operation was, in the words of the Alberta Department 
of Federal and Intergovernmental Affairs, "the development of a 
unified provincial position on the [federal government's] Canadian 
Home Insulation Program for the federal-provincial energy minis
ters' conference."3 

There is also some reason to suspect that the exchange of infor
mation and positions at these meetings may not be as full and frank 
as possible when it comes to industrial policy. Provincial industrial 
policy can involve the attraction ofnew industrial investment either 
from existing firms in the province or from outside companies. Natu
rally, provinces compete to a certain extent when it comes to such is
sues as public assistance to firms, procurement policy and so forth. 
Thus, the extent to which such interprovincial meetings are capable 
of producing effective initiatives in industrial collaboration is, to say 
the least, open to question. 

The most developed forms of interprovincial cooperation do not 
take place nationally, but regionally, as can be seen in the work of 
the CMP and the WPC. These organizations have moved the farthest in 
terms of interprovincial cooperation and reveal the limits ofsuch ac
tion, given a degree ofcommon regional interest in, and need for, col
lective action, and an established institutional mechanism for carry
ing out such activity. In addition, because both these organizations 
have taken public action, it is possible to evaluate the results in a 
way that is not possible with the normally highly secretive interpro
vincial conferences. 

The Council of Maritime Premiers 

Established in May 1971 by the three Maritime provinces, the CMP 

was a response to the recommendations of the Maritime Union 
Study commissioned by Maritime governments several years 
before.f This study had recommended a more elaborate structure 
which, in addition to a premiers' council, would have established a 
maritime provinces' commission and a joint legislative assembly. In 
effect, it sought a structure somewhat like that of the European Eco
nomic Community (EEC) and intended to create an administrative 
and political structure which would encourage unification. By opting 
for a premiers' council, the heads of the three provinces decided to 
institutionalize cooperation rather than work towards political 
union.f The legislation which established the CMP requires that the 
premiers meet four times a year and that council decisions be unani
mous. A secretariat of about 20 employees provides basic adminis
trative and policy coordination. 

In 10 years, the CMP has encouraged a significant level of re
gional cooperation. In addition to the secretariat, the CMP has estab
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lished a number of regional agencies which provide services to all 
three provinces in such areas as higher education, municipal train
ing and land registration (see Table VII.l). The council was also inst
rumental in founding the Atlantic Policy Academy to train munici
pal police officers. Of the council agencies, the most significant in 
terms ofpolitical cooperation is the Maritime Provinces Higher Edu
cation Commission. This commission is now responsible for making 
recommendations to the three provincial governments on higher 
education funding and administering transfer payments to universi 
ties for out-of-province students as well as the universities' operating 
and capital grants. It also encourages regional planning for higher 

Table VII.l - Agencies of the Council of Maritime Premiers, 1982 

Budget 
Agency Created Staff 1981-82 Function 

(Person years) ($ 000) 

Land Registration 
Information 
Service 

1973 211 8802 A common, 
comprehensive land 
registration system 
(including mapping) 
for the Maritime 
provinces. 

Secretariat 1972 22 1111 Administrative 
coordination. 

Maritime Resources 
Management 
Service 

1972 70 28981 Provides specialist 
technical services for 
government and 
private sector 
developments, 
including engineering 
services, air photo 
and mapping and 
planning services. 

Maritime Municipal 
Training and 
Development Board 

1974 4 200 Funds development 
implementation of 
training programs 
for municipal 
officials. 

Maritime Provinces 
Higher Education 
Commission 

1974 11 5712 University funding. 

Total 318 13582 

1 Operates on a fee-for-service basis.
 
2 This commission is budgeted to distribute in 1981-82 capital and operating
 
assistance grants to the universities of about $215 million.
 
Source: Council of Maritime Premiers, "Estimates of Revenue and Expenditure
 
for the Fiscal Year 1982-83," Halifax, 1982.
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education facilities and courses. The commission has played an im
portant role in rectifying problems arising from interprovincial 
movements of university students and in helping to prevent the 
costly duplication of specialized training facilities. 

The CMP has also encouraged the development ofa large number 
of interprovincial committees on a variety of technical issues. A re
cent estimate by the CMP secretariat claimed that, of 41 Maritime 
and Atlantic regional bodies, the council has influenced the creation 
of24.6 Progress has been most marked in standardizing government 
regulations in such areas as securities and the environment. The 
most developed of the technical committees is the Maritime Prov
inces Transportation Commission which comprises the senior trans
port policy official from each province. It has made significant pro
gress in standardizing regulations on trucking and highway 
transport, traffic safety, and the transferability of licences and vehi
cle registrations within the region. The commission has also helped 
develop a regional position on federal transportation policies, and, in 
particular, the attempt by the federal government to incorporate a 
"user-pay" principle into the National Transportation Act. 

However, while the provinces have cooperated on specific tech
nical questions or issues relating to federal policies, the level ofcoop
eration on broader economic policy issues has been less impressive. 
This lack of progress is doubly discouraging in light ofthe significant 
initiatives, particularly in recent years, taken both by the premiers 
and by officials of the council to encourage cooperation. 

The basic problem seems to be that economic cooperation can 
often clarify the trade-offs essential for joint action and make the 
process appear to be a zero-sum game (that is, one party is the win
ner, the other, a loser). In some cases, ofcourse, collaboration can be 
either inexpensive (such as when there is agreement on a regional 
position on a federal policy), or involve cooperative projects in which 
the benefits are easily divisible (such as when a service is established 
that brings equal savings or benefits for alll.? In these cases, coopera
tion can be fairly easy to promote and maintain. However, if cooper
ation takes on the character of a zero-sum game, (for example, a 
facility can be located in only one province), problems can develop. It 
has taken more than five years, for example, to settle the location for 
a regional veterinary college, due to the inability of the Maritime 
governments to agree on which province was the most suited to 
house the facility. In the end, agreement was reached only when two 
ofthe provinces finally threatened to go ahead and build the $27 mil
lion college if the third, Nova Scotia, refused to join.f 

Early in its history, the CMP did attempt to formulate a regional 
economic development policy through the ministerial Committee on 
Economic Development and Transportation. Unfortunately, the 
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initiative met with little success, and a more recent effort has also 
been deferred. But in the area of government procurement, some 
progress has been made. An effective regional purchasing policy di
recting more government procurement to firms in the region is of 
some relevance to the Maritimes due to the losses they incur as a re
sult of substantial purchases of manufactured goods from central 
Canada.f Regional purchasing policy has been discussed off and on 
by the council since it was first established. A concerted effort has 
been made since 1977 to work out a procurement policy and the 
premiers approved it in principle in 1978. The chief roadblock to 
agreement on this policy had been an inability to find an effective 
mechanism to ensure regional preferences when procurement deci
sions were made by each government. The result, after three years of 
negotiations, was a policy statement in March 1980 which commit
ted each province to give preference to regional suppliers if no local 
(that is, provincial) supplier exists. In addition, each province is 
pledged to standardizing purchasing practices and exchanging infor
mation on local suppliers. The three provinces have also agreed that, 
where no regional supplier is available, they will support the estab
lishment of such a supplier in the Maritimes.l'' 

Although this effort is clearly superior to three separate pro
curement policies, it does suffer from a number of weaknesses. It 
only provides a regional governmental market in those sectors 
where there is a single regional supplier. This is a problem because 
there are suboptimal producers in each province in many industrial 
sectors. Regional procurement could provide perhaps one or two sup
pliers in such sectors with large enough contracts to allow them to 
produce as efficiently as out-of-region suppliers, but the new policy 
does not require this. It is also less than clear how the three prov
inces are to decide where to locate the new industrial capacity they 
are to encourage through purchasing. Efficiency may dictate a single 
location, but the structure of political accountability within the re
gion is unlikely to allow this to happen ifit appears that one particu
lar province will benefit more than the others. 

Perhaps even more indicative of the limits of regional coopera
tion, however, is the saga of the Maritime Energy Corporation (MEC). 

All the Maritime provinces suffer from unusually high electricity 
costs and Nova Scotia and Prince Edward Island are particularly de
pendent on imported oil to generate electricity.U Regional energy 
policy began to be discussed in 1976 after the federal government 
refused to provide additional oil import subsidies for electricity gen
eration. In early 1977, the CMP decided that a regional energy agency 
would benefit the Maritimes by allowing the development of large
scale energy projects such as Fundy tidal power. The three provinces 
and the federal government agreed in February 1977 to establish 
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MEC to study regional power projects, and if approved, develop them. 
MEC was also to manage the region's power grid. 

By January 1978, agreement had been reached on funding, with 
the Maritime provinces and Ottawa each contributing $5 million to 
MEC'S initial capitalization.l- In the following months, progress was 
slow, partly because the federal government was reluctant to com
mit its funds until the provinces had agreed on the corporation's first 
major power project.l-' By February 1979, a new agreement had been 
reached between the three provinces and Ottawa on the projects to 
be undertaken by MEC.14 Under the new agreement, the Point Le
preau nuclear project in New Brunswick, which had been experienc
ing serious cost overruns and delays, would be taken over by MEC. 

The federal government, in turn, would take an equity stake in the 
corporation and guarantee its loan obligations, thus reducing its bor
rowing costs.tf What followed this agreement, however, is a classic 
case study in the problems of negotiating intergovernmental cooper
ation. 

In the spring of 1979, when the Liberals were defeated by the 
Conservatives, their energy policy was put under review. Ottawa be
gan to raise questions about its original promise to guarantee MEC 

borrowing. Some officials speculated that the federal government 
had too little control over the corporation and that it was reluctant 
to finance regional energy projects not a part of an overall national 
policy.lf 

Growing federal reluctance, however, was only part of the prob
lem. In the face of Ottawa's lukewarm commitment, the Maritime 
provinces began to reassess their positions. New Brunswick's princi
pal interest was to find a vehicle to fund the mounting costs of its nu
clear power station at Point Lepreau; iffederal participation did not 
lower its financing costs, there was no particular attraction to join
ing MEC.17 Nova Scotia, on the other hand, was concerned that MEC 

would be principally a device to fund New Brunswick's power devel
opments and that no benefits, aside from less expensive nuclear 
power for a part of its energy requirements, would accrue. The new 
Conservative administration in Nova Scotia, like its Liberal prede
cessor, also wanted to see greater emphasis placed on indigenous 
power generation based on coal-fired generating stations using Cape 
Breton coal. In fact, a provincial energy review had indicated that 
the development of coal resources and potentially, tidal power, 
should be its top priority. Finally, a new Conservative government 
elected in Prince Edward Island was totally opposed to nuclear 
power. It hardly wished to participate in a corporation whose first 
project was to be a nuclear power station. 

By the early summer of 1979, it looked as if the project was 
doomed to failure. However, that fall, the CMP made one last attempt 
to revive it. After some hard bargaining, it was agreed that the cor
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poration's second project would be to increase the capacity of a new 
coal-fired generating station at Lingan, Nova Scotia, a station that 
was to use Cape Breton coal. The new arrangement would also allow 
Prince Edward Island to participate on a selective basis, so that it 
would not have to contribute to the Point Lepreau project, but would 
contribute to the coal-fired station in Nova Scotia. The form of the 
federal government's financial participation, however, was still un
certain.lf 

Despite the agreement, the provincial commitment to MEC 
waned in 1980 as each province concluded that its own objectives 
could be accomplished outside MEC. Even the study of Fundy tidal 
power, a project originally envisaged as one of MEC's principal re
sponsibilities, was arranged in this period on a bilateral basis be
tween the federal government and Nova Scotia. Consequently, at its 
September 1980 meeting, the CMP decided not to proceed with MEC.l9 
In its place, the CMP and the federal government agreed to establish 
an informal organization to provide studies and advice on future en
ergy developments. This has since been modified into a co
ordinating committee ofthe three Maritime utility companies whose 
function is to assist in planning new exchanges in power generation 
capacity and provide a regional focus for future projects and R&D ac
tivities.s" 

Thus, even when it was possible to arrange MEC operations to en
able each province to eventually experience some direct investment, 
the desire to seek individual solutions still prevailed. This situation 
also greatly diminished the ability of the provinces to argue for the 
type of financial assistance they required from the federal govern
ment. But it must also be remembered that MEC was a unique depar
ture in the region. Upon its creation, the corporation would have im
mediately possessed assets ofabout $1.7 billion and been responsible 
for the region's future major power projects. It would have been a 
unique intergovernmental undertaking without precedent in North 
America.sl It is hardly surprising that such an ambitious project met 
with difficulties. 

Despite these less than impressive results, the CMP still has a 
firm commitment to continue to take initiatives in economic devel
opment, partly because of a realization that a firm base of economic 
cooperation is essential for the region's future prosperity. In the last 
half of the 1970s, the Maritime governments became increasingly 
aware of their economic vulnerability. The election of a separatist 
government in Quebec raised the possibility that the region could be 
geographically cut off from the rest of Canada. There was also a 
growing realization that the region was becoming too dependent on 
federal transfer payments, a dependence indicating that self
sustaining growth was not developing in the region. 
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To helpmeet the need for more cooperation in the area of indus
trial development strategies, and to help construct a political con
sensus in the business community for a regional strategy, the council 
established the Voluntary Advisory Committee on Regional Eco
nomic Development (VACRED) in 1978. 22This committee, made up en
tirely of businesspeople appointed by each premier, has met several 
times with the council on regional development issues and acted as a 
catalyst for establishing the regional purchasing policy. VACRED has 
also been instrumental in encouraging the council to commission a 
study on fisheries and development opportunities available to ma
rine and offshore industries, and to establish a committee on re
gional R&D.23 

Despite these more recent initiatives, however, the council has 
been able to encourage only modest economic cooperation. This limi
tation can be attributed to the structure of the council itself. It can 
only proceed on a project when it has the full agreement ofall three 
heads of government who are, in turn, responsible to three different 
political constituencies. When the council was created, it was de
cided that no attempt would be made in the foreseeable future to cre
ate an institution with a political life or constituency of its own. In
stead, the premiers decided to establish a body directly under their 
own control. The lack ofsuccess the council has had in the economic 
arena is fundamentally linked to this lack ofa regional political con
stituency, a situation against which the original Maritime Union 
Study cautioned the three governments. The study's authors 
thought that establishing a body such as a premiers' council was 
inadvisable, for: 

"While many useful things could be accomplished in this way 
[that is, by creating a Council ofMaritime Premiers] in regard to 
professional, technical and specialized matters, not much ofsub
stantial significance could be expected in the realm of basic 
policy decisions. The political representatives who must make 
these decisions will continue to be responsible to provincial 
legislatures and their political lives will continue to be depend
ent on local political support.... In these circumstances it is 
very difficult to cope effectively with the interests of the region 
as a whole especially when compromises and accomodations in
side the region are involved, as they almost always are."24 
Certainly, the council has dealt effectively with technical col

laboration, and it is doubtful that the cooperation achieved to date 
on more substantial matters would have occurred without the coun
cil's presence. But the political mechanisms necessary to promote a 
regional consensus on economic issues, independent of the provin
cial constituencies represented by each premier, are clearly absent. 
In the words of one former premier: 
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I rather think that, although the Council of Premiers is an 
absolute necessity at the present time, it will have to be aug
mented by other structures to bring about alterations to the 
manner in which government has functioned traditionally."25 

The need for an extraprovincial political entity which could provide 
greater impetus for regional development and act as a regional lobby 
(for example, a Maritime commission or ajoint legislative assembly) 
has been advocated by Premier Hatfield and will be essential if pro
gress is to be made on economic policy issues.26 

While all three provinces need to seek cooperative action, their 
economic difficulties sometimes work against it. The great need for 
outside investment, for example, can cause governments to compete 
more vigorously. And a modest level of prosperity means govern
ments are more reluctant to sacrifice any existing benefit or oppor
tunity no matter how much sense it makes in terms of increasing re
gional economic efficiency. Cooperation usually occurs only when 
the returns to all parties are immediate, equal and obvious.s? 

In addition, there are often sufficient differences in the structure 
of the various provincial economies to thwart collective action, even 
in a region as seemingly homogeneous as the Maritimes. Indeed, 
even when there is a perceived common need or problem, the solu
tions required for each province are often quite different. This was 
readily seen in the attempt to establish MEC. The project involved a 
complex, and ultimately unmanageable, series ofcompromises to en
sure the participation of each province. Clearly, even in a highly 
structured example of interprovincial cooperation, such as the CMP, 

the opportunities for significant collaboration on economic or indus
trial development policy appear to be limited. 

Western Premiers' Conference 
The WPC began as the Prairie Economic Council (PEC) in October 
1965. It was founded by the three prairie provinces to encourage eco
nomic cooperation within the region.28 The council met annually 
and was composed of the premier, plus an additional minister, from 
each government. An informal secretariat was provided by the host 
province and the provinces agreed to share the costs ofcollective stu
dies. The council mainly emphasized seeking solutions to the peri
odic conflicts which emerge among the prairie provinces. As such, 
the issues which came before the PEC tended to be discussed in an iso
lated context. Issues covered at these meetings included provincial 
preferences in procurement policies, interprovincial highway trans
portation and the use of the port of Churchill.sf 

In 1968, however, attention shifted to broader regional positions 
on national issues. PEC developed a western position on transporta
tion policy for the December 1969 constitutional conference.30 This 
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resulted from the growing dissatisfaction in western Canada with 
what was regarded as federal insensitivity to western Canada's in
terests. The council's move to stress regional perceptions of national 
issues was reinforced in 1973 when the federal government decided 
to hold a Western Economic Opportunities Conference (WEOC) to re
store its profile in western Canada.31 The federal government in
tended the conference to be a platform from which it could demon
strate how federal policies could be tailored to suit the needs of 
western Canadians. However, the prairie provinces saw the confer
ence as an excellent opportunity to present a unified western posi
tion on a number of national issues. Consequently, they invited Brit
ish Columbia to join them in the preparation of several detailed 
position papers consolidating their views on transportation policy 
and industrial development assistance for WEOC.32 In addition, the 
four provinces agreed to monitor the progress achieved on the sub
missions after WEOC was over. This new group, the Western Eco
nomic Council, held its first meeting in March 1973. The following 
year, its name was changed to WPC in keeping with the broader role 
of the organization and its emphasis on executive action. 

Since 1974, WPC has held annual meetings in all four western 
provinces and has been responsible for a number of intergovernmen
tal initiatives. Most of these have occurred in transportation and 
economic development policy, and constitutional or jurisdictional 
questions. Cooperation has grown at the practical level as well. A 
Prairie Agricultural Machinery Institute was established to assist in 
the development of agricultural equipment and a joint Veterinary 
Infectious Diseases Organization was created to help overcome com
municable diseases in livestock. In addition, various exchange ar
rangements have been implemented which allow regionalization of 
specialized postsecondary training programs. The provinces have 
also cooperated in grain handling, the investigation of fertilizer 
prices and feasibility studies of a western Canadian power grid.33 

Some idea of the extent of this cooperation can be seen in a recent 
survey for the wrc; it revealed more than 300 cooperative agree
ments among the four western provinces on technical or administra
tive matters.34 

But while much of this cooperation has been practical and use
ful, cooperation on broad policy matters has been directed much 
more at taking regional stands on national issues. This is clear from 
the very successful initiatives taken to develop a common western 
position for the MTN S35 and the lobbying of Ottawa to ensure that 
western interests were represented in Canada's negotiating position. 
WPC has also issued a series of l'constitutional intrusions" reports.36 

These reports in particular have resulted in joint action by the two 
levels of government to reduce outstanding constitutional disagree
ments over federal actions in what the western provinces feel are 
areas of provincial jurisdiction or interest.s? 
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In both constitutional issues and trade negotiations, a common 
regional perception of the inappropriateness ofnational policy made 
joint action possible. In fact, a perusal of the communiques issued 
after each premiers' conference indicates that most of the items dis
cussed relate to difficulties with aspects of federal policy rather than 
with interprovincial cooperation.sf This is confirmed when one looks 
at the indifferent results from attempts at cooperation on interpro
vincial economic policy issues. 

In 1974, the Committee of Western Industry Ministers was 
formed to increase industrial cooperation, and it met with modest 
success.39 It was responsible, for example, for drafting a western po
sition on tariff and trade policy for the federal government prior to 
the MTNs in Geneva. In addition, it also initiated a western Canadian 
trade mission to Latin America.s" However, despite attempts to 
work out coordinated regional approaches to industrial development 
(for example, attempting to establish a common western procure
ment policy) this committee has made little progress - indeed, in re
cent years it has met infrequently. 

In 1979, the premiers established the Western Economic Policy 
Liaison Committee to identify common aspects of federal-provincial 
financial and fiscal relations. The idea was to develop a coherent 
western position in such areas as transportation, trade policy, and 
R&D.41 This committee, composed of the deputy minister of finance 
and the deputy minister of intergovernmental affairs from each 
province, met on a regular basis. It was hoped that this group would 
build on the initial success of the Committee of Western Industry 
Ministers in developing a common trade position, and attack other, 
broader policy areas. To date, though, the group seems to have had 
very little success in developing common positions, even on federal 
financial policies. 

The problems facing WPC in generating significant levels of 
policy cooperation relate to the underlying structure of the four 
western economies. As resource-based, export-oriented economies, 
all four provinces share certain common economic objectives, par
ticularly in national transport and trade policy. In addition, due to 
geographic proximity and some shared problems, a great deal of 
practical cooperation has developed, particularly in the agricultural 
area. These factors have encouraged two types of collaboration: 
1) limited technical cooperation on specific issues; and 2) broader 
policy cooperation on common concerns about national policies. 
What is missing is a significant level of interprovincial cooperation 
on exclusively regional issues. 

The reasons for this lack of cooperation are complex, but they 
are partly the result of the rather different economic structure of 
each province (see p. 37, Table 11.3). As well, provincial governments 
have, at times, been of considerably different ideological persua
sions. The former factor has prevented cooperative economic devel
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opment projects because, with very different resource-based, export
ing economies, the provinces have had very little need to collaborate 
on specific areas of resource or industrial development. Cooperation 
comes only where there are issues which affect resource or staples 
production in general (such as a federal transport policy) or the prov
inces' access to the international trading system (such as a federal 
trade policy). The different political persuasions of the governments 
has also meant that appropriate policy instruments are difficult to 
achieve. This is due in large measure to their very wide differences of 
opinion about the proper role of government in society - a situation 
that prevents agreement on the form that policy instruments should 
take, or indeed, even on the necessity for public sector action. 
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VIII.	 Federal-Provincial 
Collaboration Over 
Industrial Policy 

Federal-provincial collaboration is probably the most widespread 
and highly developed mode of intergovernmental cooperation in 
Canada. In general, it takes two forms: multilateral cooperation in
volving the federal government and some or all provinces; and bilat
eral cooperation, involving the federal government and only one 
province. From the point of view of developing an industrial policy, 
each form has its own drawbacks and advantages. 

Multilateral Relations 
This form of collaboration is the one familiar to most Canadians 
when they think of federal-provincial relations. It is, in short, some 
variation of the traditional meeting of the representatives of 
Canada's 11 governments. Unfortunately, as indicated in chapter 
VI, despite the highly developed nature of this type of intergovern
mental collaboration in Canada, federal-provincial relations in in
dustry, science and technology are poorly developed. 

A conference of federal-provincial industry ministers usually 
meets annually and is preceded by a federal-provincial meeting of 
deputy ministers of industry. However, in recent years such meet
ings have tended to be sporadic. The deputies' meeting is usually 
concerned with preparing the agenda and exchanging information. 
As is the case with interprovincial meetings on industrial issues is
sues, these meetings and their agendas and minutes, are confiden
tial. But from interviews with the participants, it would seem that 
they exist mainly to exchange information and to discuss issues of 
common concern, or as is frequently the case, disputes over federal, 
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industrial-policy initiatives. Interestingly, apart from meetings con
vened by nongovernmental groups such as the Association ofProvin
cial Research Organizations, there are no regular meetings of pro
vincial and federal ministers responsible for industrial R&D policy, 
despite the growing importance of such policy at both the federal 
and provincial level. 

To get a better appreciation of the nature of federal-provincial 
collaboration, three case studies are examined. These studies pro
vide at least some indication of the nature of the process and its limi
tations, especially because they vary from a highly institutionalized 
process embracing many issues over the long term (the Canadian 
Council of Resource and Environment Ministers (CCREM)) to an es
sentially ad hoc process limited to a single issue (the modernization 
of the forest products industry). 

The Canadian Council of Resource and Environment Ministers* 
While not directly concerned with industrial policy issues, CCREM is 
the closest example of intergovernmental economic cooperation that 
has involved the establishment of a permanent organization or se
cretariat. It provides us with an excellent case study of what inter
governmental cooperation can achieve when it has two important 
advantages: a relatively uncontroversial policy area ofcommon con
cern to all 11 governments; and a permanent secretariat which is ca
pable of providing continuous and fairly intensive bureaucratic sup
port. This latter feature is very important. On the list of a public 
servant's priorities, intergovernmental relations rank very low, un
less, of course, he or she is an intergovernmental relations official. 
Thus, the presence ofa permanent secretariat to structure relations, 
maintain dialogue and keep attention focussed on common issues 
prevents individual provincial and federal officials from concentrat
ing exclusively on issues within their own jurisdictions. 

CCREM grew out of concern expressed in the late 1950s over 
Canada's renewable resource base, particularly in forestry. This re
sulted in the Resources for Tommorrow conference, held in Mon
treal in 1961 at the initiative of the federal government. Demonst
rating to the federal and provincial governments the need for a more 
coherent national approach to resource management, the confer
ence was a success; many of the participants realized that a continu
ing forum on renewable resource issues would be useful. In early 
1964, the two levels of government decided to establish a Canadian 
Council ofResource Ministers with a secretariat in Montreal! to fos
ter better management of renewable resources - later this mandate 

* Much of the material for this section was drawn from a paper on CCREM prepared for 
the Science Council by Professor M.S. Whittington of Carleton University. 
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was extended to include environmental protection. The council's 
membership consists of the federal and provincial ministers respon
sible for renewable resources or the environment.f although many 
officials from both levels of government participate in CCREM's work 
through various coordinating committees and working groups. Un
like a number of federal-provincial organizations, CCREM decided to 
establish a permanent secretariat, independent of any government, 
which would provide professional and administrative support. In the 
nine years to 1973, the council grew in size and scope. By 1973, it had 
a permanent staff of about 16, half of whom were professionals, as
sisted periodically by consultants and part-time employees. Apart 
from holding an annual ministerial meeting, the council became in
volved in activities ranging from workshops on resource and envi
ronment issues to the publication of periodicals, newsletters and 
conference proceedings.f A sophisticated network of ministers and 
officials concerned with environmental and resource issues was con
structed through CCREM'S working groups and the secretariat staff 
This network acted as a catalyst for new collective projects and as a 
clearing house for information. In a policy area in which technical is
sues assume some importance, and where, in the late 1960s, there 
was a favourable public attitude towards conservation, conditions 
encouraged close intergovernmental collaboration. CCREM, in fact, 
provided an excellent institutional base from which to consolidate 
and increase intergovernmental collaboration. 

The result was not only considerable informal cooperation in 
the environmental field, but a growing similarity across the country 
in environmental and renewable resource policies and legislation. 
Michael Whittington has noted that a good deal of this similarity 
can be attributed to the council's ability to act as a bridge builder: 

"Many resource administrators interviewed mentioned... that 
the jargon, the vocabulary of the environmental policy area, had 
become similar in all parts of the country, largely as a result of 
the information distributed by CCREM. This was... borne out in 
practice by the fact that the same "buzz words" kept coming up 
in interviews with these people. Moreover, what was objectively 
apparent in these interviews, was that the same basic priorities 
were articulated by resource administrators from St. John's to 
Victoria. When asked to comment on major trends in the future 
of the field and major new policy concerns for the provinces to 
tackle, it was remarkable how close the responses were to the 
current concerns expressed by the members of the [CCREM] Se
cretariat. "4 

The council still exists with many of its earlier functions intact, 
but there was a decline in its role after 1973; the reasons for this are 
significant. In 1973 CCREM held its largest gathering, the Man and 
Resources conference, to herald a new phase in its work. Involving 
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more than two years of organizational work and a lot of CCREM'S re
sources, the conference was intended to include the general public, 
as well as academics and civil servants, in a wide-ranging discussion 
of Canada's renewable resource and environmental policies. In a 
sense this inclusion of the public was the culmination of a gradual 
change in the CCREM secretariat's view ofits role; rather than serving 
the information and liaison needs of the provincial and federal gov
ernments, CCREM now felt its job, at least in part, was to encourage 
public discussion of resource and environmental policy issues. This 
new role caused concern in government circles because public re
views of existing policies, and public input on the direction offuture 
programs seemed to question the legitimacy of the policy-making 
process within the member governments. 

This concern over CCREM'S changing role was parallelled by a 
growing uneasiness in smaller provinces because of the time
demands CCREM'S activities made on their limited staff resources. 
Their financial contribution was never great, but the smaller prov
inces had always had difficulty contributing fully to CCREM'S ongoing 
staff work. Indeed, there was some resentment that CCREM'S profes
sional staff was often as large as those of some smaller provincial 
governments in such policy areas as natural resources or environ
ment. These resentments came to a head in the early 1970s when the 
workload of the Man and Resources conference began to eat into the 
council's resources and make increasing demands on provincial offi
cials. 

There were other problems as well. After 1973, rising oil prices 
and a general perception of resource shortages diminished public 
concern over environmental issues. And by the early 1970s, several 
provincial governments were establishing, on their own, substantial 
capabilities in intergovernmental affairs. That made them less de
pendent on CCREM as a provider of information - a role which com
prised an important part of the council's total functions. To these 
governments, CCREM'S usefulness seemed to decline at the very time 
when the secretariat was trying to generate public awareness - a 
task which seemed more likely to create problems than benefits. 

CCREM also faced more mundane organizational problems. After 
the Man and Resources conference, CCREM's secretary general left 
the organization. He has been the director of the organization since 
its inception and in many ways the person to be credited for CCREM'S 
sense of purpose and direction. Some ofCCREM'S identity and purpose 
went with him, a loss compounded by a wholesale change in official 
and ministerial representation on CCREM. The council lost many of 
its original supporters, particularly on the bureaucratic side. 

The result ofthese changes was a significant scaling down of the 
organization and its activities. Today, the council consists of a small 
staff of five with offices in Toronto. The annual ministerial meetings 
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I	 are still held, and the structure ofa coordinating committee ofsenior 

I
I	 officials and various working groups of more junior officials has been 
!	 maintained. CCREM also holds workshops and seminars for ministers 

and officials on policy issues of common concern and assists in draft 
ing reports for ministers. Most of the council's current work, how
ever, is intergovernmental consultation - attempting to provide a 
framework in which government policies and potential opportuni
ties for shared action can be discussed. Recently, it was involved in a 
major review of provincial forestry policies resulting in publication 
of a compendium study of management policies.f The study con
tributed to the launching of a major federal-provincial effort to im
prove forest management techniques and the operating capacity of 
the forest products industry. It also appears that, in contrast to ear
lier years, the council is putting greater emphasis on substantive 
ministerial consultations on policy issues, rather than relying on 
more extensive meetings of officials.f 

The expansion and contraction OfCCREM tell us a little about the 
dynamics of a federal-provincial organization. In the first place, such 
organizations do playa useful role in helping to structure a network 
ofofficials and ministers. They can create an environment conducive 
to the development ofcommon policies or practices in a specific area. 
In the environmental and renewable resource area, this role was 
reinforced by the fact that the issues themselves were, relatively 
speaking, not controversial. There were no fundamental underlying 
differences between governments over broad objectives, and the 
mechanisms which could achieve those objectives were technical 
enough to depoliticize any latent conflicts. CCREM probably had the 
most favourable circumstances for cooperative intergovernmental 
activity, and indeed, it met with some success. 

A permanent organization such as CCREM has its costs, however. 
Continuous consultation bonds officials and ministers from several 
governments; but it makesdemands on the staff resources ofsmaller 
governments. In addition, once a separate intergovernmental bu
reaucracy has been created, there is a risk that the organization can 
develop its own internal objectives and work towards goals which 
may not be shared by the member governments. 

It is far from clear if the permanent and highly organized form 
of intergovernmental collaboration that was reasonably successful 
in the case ofCCREM can be applied in a policy context where the is
sues are more contentious (for example, industrial policy). Indeed, 
CCREM'S success may have been due to both a unique combination of 
organizational structure, which encourages governments to meet, 
and an uncontentious policy area. 

The following example shows just how limited collaboration can 
be when there is no such institutionalized process and when the 
policy area under discussion is more likely to be contentious. 
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The 1978 First Ministers' Meetings on the Economy 
Ofall the examples of intergovernmental bargaining over industrial 
and economic issues, the first ministers' meetings on the economy in 
1978 were the most significant federal-provincial attempt to deal 
with intergovernmental economic policy making. Two separate first 
ministers' conferences took place that year, one, in February and the 
other, in November. Each conference was preceded by a series of 
meetings of senior officials and ministers from the "economic" de
partments (for example, industry, agriculture, energy, and natural 
resources). The whole process was a gargantuan effort, involving 
hundreds of individuals in a complex series of meetings and the 
drafting of literally dozens of position papers, reports and com
muniques. 

It is not possible in the space available to provide a detailed re
view of the events surrounding the conferences, and in any case, 
they have been fully described elsewhere." What will be attempted 
here is a brief overview of some of the conferences' strengths and 
weaknesses, and what had been achieved by the time the confer
ences were over. Before doing so, however, it is necessary to outline 
some of the special factors which both provided the political commit
ment to hold the conferences and prevented the participants from 
making effective decisions. 

The most obvious pressures encouraging the governments to 
participate were the twin problems of low economic growth and high 
inflation that characterized the economy at that time. Considerable 
uncertainty also arose over how the economy would perform after 
the removal of wage and price controls, which in the 1976-77 period 
had moderated the rate of inflation. Finally, there was also a concern 
that business needed to be given a firm signal that government poli
cies would assist, rather than hinder, economic expansion, particu
larly after the extensive period of government intervention during 
the controls period. 

Despite these real incentives for all governments, and particu
larly the federal government, to take joint constructive action on the 
economy, a number of constraints were operating as well. The con
ferences were scheduled in the midst of another massive set of inter
governmental negotiations, the constitutional conferences which di
vided the attention of the politicians and bureaucrats, and also 
complicated the economic conferences by injecting jurisdictional 
and other constitutional issues into them. It was also known at the 
end of 1977 that the federal government would be facing a general 
election within a year to eighteen months - raising suspicions that 
the conferences were partly a political exercise for Ottawa. To com
pound these problems, the lead time to the first conference was so 
short that thorough preparation was impossible. The prime minister 
raised the possibility of an economic summit with the premiers in 
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the autumn of1977, confirmed the conferences in mid-December and 
held the first session within two months. That it would be possible in 
such a very short period to provide the analytical basis for the 11 
heads of government to discuss what the prime minister hoped 
would be a medium-term economic strategy for the country seemed, 
at the very least, optimistic. 

In any event, the prevailing political mood was not very condu
cive to a major governmental initiative to establish an industrial 
strategy. If there was any political consensus among the 11 govern
ments, it was that the role ofgovernment should be curtailed rather 
than expanded and that deficits and expenditures should be reduced. 
Indeed, the medium-term strategy which was to be the focus of the 
conference had much more to do with monetary and fiscal restraint 
than industrial policy. Nevertheless, the conferences remain the 
best example of a concerted attempt to develop joint economic poli
cies. 

Because of their complexity, an assessment of the conferences is 
best made at two levels: first, the problems raised by their organiza
tional form; and second, the substance, or content, of the conference 
discussions and of the resulting policy initiatives. 

Perhaps the most serious organizational problem facing the con
ference officials was that of focussing an agenda that was an eco
nomic "grab-bag." It was intended that the conferences address 
broad macroeconomic questions (for example, the labour market, 
economic outlook, regional development, energy and trade policy) as 
well as much more specific issues such as the prospects and policies 
for particular industrial sectors. Some attempt was made to ration
alize the issues by having senior officials, and then ministers, meet 
before each first ministers' conference - it was hoped that this would 
assist in structuring the discussions at the first ministers' meetings 
by obtaining prior agreement on less controversial issues and setting 
out the alternatives open to the first ministers on the more difficult 
questions. But the strategy did not work as planned. The ministers' 
conferences lacked a sense ofdirection and the ministers were reluc
tant to make decisions.f Despite the large number of papers pre
pared, and the fact that seven of the nine ministerial meetings pro
duced reports for the first minister's conference.f most issues 
remained unfocussed and unresolved. Consequently, the first minis
ters faced a barrage ofdiverse and controversial issues which had to 
be settled in a few days of discussion. Progress was slow and the 
areas of final agreement were few in number and general in content. 

These problems were not helped by the uncertain role played by 
the federal government in the conference discussions. In some cases, 
particularly at the ministerial level, there were complaints that fed
eral departmental consultation with the provinces had been weak or 
ineffective. Some provinces also found that a federal leadership role 
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was lacking. Federal preparations for the conference were basically 
a "bottom-up" exercise: policy papers developed by separate depart
ments were reviewed, first by the Committee of Deputy Ministers on 
Economic Issues and then by the Cabinet. The federal position pa
pers were thus largely an amalgam of departmental views, rather 
than a coherent federal economic development strategy - probably a 
reflection of fundamental uncertainty within the federal govern
ment itself about the content and direction of an industrial strategy 
for the country.l? One participant, a provincial official, commented 
that the lack offocus and clarity was due, at least in part, to the fact 
that the federal role was too diffuse. In other words, the federal gov
ernment had no clear idea ofwhat it wanted from the process. As the 
provincial official put it: 

"[Consultation] has to be part of any effective policy, but the 
problem is that consultation can so easily be an alternative for 
policy. I think that the frame of mind ofthe federal government 
in 1978 was such that, in practice, the consultative process was a 
substitute for policy, not a means for getting policy."ll 
The final difficulty with the conferences was their highly public 

nature. Preliminary meetings were held in private, but the two main 
first ministers' conferences were open to the press and televised na
tionally by the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation (CBC). This led to 
two rather different types of problems. In the first place, the presen
tation created unrealistic expectations in the public mind about 
what could be achieved. Second, it encouraged the premiers to speak 
to their home audiences, making them reluctant to become involved 
in any real bargaining because their constituents would see them 
making concessions over regionally sensitive issues. The result was 
little opportunity for the "horse trading" essential to good bargain
ing. The only opportunities for private bargaining came during 
luncheon and dinner breaks - hardly enough time for indepth dis
cussion. 

However, more fundamental than the organizational and opera
tional difficulties were the deep divisions over the content of eco
nomic and industrial policy. The consensus on the broad outlines of 
economic policy barely survived the level ofpious hope. Each provin
cial delegation came with its own particular view of the issues. On 
commercial and industrial policy, for example, delegates agreed that 
the private sector should be encouraged to adapt to changing inter
national circumstances and that government intervention should be 
rolled back (significantly, Quebec and Saskatchewan were silent on 
this issue). But how these objectives should be carried out was open 
to considerable disagreement, partly because the manner in which 
they would be implemented could have very different implications in 
different parts of the country. For some provinces, less intervention 
meant a relaxation of regulations and a reduction in direct subsidies 
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to individual firms. For others, it simply meant a more positive atti
tude to the private sector's needs, such as the provision of more effec
tive financial and fiscal benefits. For British Columbia, effective com
mercial policy consisted of infrastructure support for industry 
(transport, power, etc.) and seeking a more open environment for in
ternational trade.l- For Ontario, on the other hand, effective com
mercial policy was understood more as assistance to specific firms 
and sectors facing severe international competition.lf The two prov
inces thus had very different views on the substance of commercial 
policy and the manner in which it should be implemented, despite 
what initially seemed to be a consensus on the appropriate role of 
government in the economy. Similar differences in interpretation 
surfaced in other policy areas, especially regional development and 
energy. 

The final conclusions to the February first ministers' conference 
(which turned out to be the high point of intergovernmental agree
ment) demonstrate the general and rather diffuse nature of federal
provincial cooperation in economic policy matters. With respect to 
medium-term economic objectives, a good deal of the agreement was, 
in the view of one observer, platitudinous.U It stressed the impor
tance of private-sector employment expansion and a desire on the 
part of the governments to restore price stability. Unfortunately, it 
was not made clear how this would be achieved. 

Some progress was made in the area of expenditure restraint. 
Governments agreed to limit total spending to less than the growth 
rate ofCanada's GNP, to accept the Bank ofCanada's strict monetary 
targets and to be commited to preventing public sector compensation 
from leading private-sector wage settlements. Governments agreed 
that the Economic Council of Canada (ECC) would establish a wage 
and price monitoring agency and launch a study on government 
regulation of industry. An agreement was also reached to review pe
troleum and mining taxation, and a promise extended from Ottawa 
to continue to involve provinces in GAIT negotiations and to press for 
greater access to world markets for Canada's processed raw materi
als. Finally, it was decided to proceed with two energy projects (a hy
dro development in Newfoundland and a heavy oil plant in Sas
katchewan), and a list of 12 priority projects for federal-provincial 
attention was drawn up. Typically, the 12 projects provided some
thing for each province, from a grain-handling terminal for British 
Columbia, to a joint effort to increase investment in the auto indus
try for Ontario. The first conference was not without its achieve
ments; but most of the agreements were general and lacked coher
ence. 

At the second conference in November 1978, very few new 
initiatives were taken. The federal government expanded its GAIT 

commitment to include efforts to seek freer international markets 

•
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for Ontario and Quebec's high-technology industries. In addition, 
the first ministers agreed that, as a principle, the Canadian market 
should not be fragmented "unnecessarily" by government purchas
ing policies - although no mechanisms were established to prevent 
this from happening.If An Alberta and federal task force was set up 
to study expansion ofnatural gas pipelines to eastern Canada, and a 
consensus was reached on the taxation of resource industries. 

The two other principal areas of agreement, transportation and 
regional development, provide a classic example of the bargaining so 
typical of federal-provincial conferences. On regional development it 
was agreed that assistance should only be provided to "viable eco
nomic opportunities resulting from natural strengths,"16 a position 
reflecting British Columbia and Ontario's concerns that some re
gional development assistance was affecting harmfully existing in
dustry (by subsidizing regional competition or preventing productive 
capacity from moving to high-growth regions). On the other hand, it 
was agreed that the federal government's proposed National Trans
portation Act should explicitly state that transportation policy is a 
tool for regional development, a position which pleased the Atlantic 
provinces and western Canada, but which rejected Ontario's support 
for a "user pay" principle. 

In short, the achievements of the two conferences were limited 
by the need to reach a consensus in a group whose participants had 
very different economic interests. On balance, the conferences were 
capable of galvanizing the various governments to act on issues 
where there was an emerging consensus (for example, limiting gov
ernment expenditure). However, in practical terms, the specific poli
cies that emerged were those not seriously affecting the interests of 
any of the participants. The results of the conferences tended to be 
either agreements on general principles that later turned out to hide 
very real differences, or agreements on isolated issues which did not, 
in themselves, add up to a coherent program of political action (for 
example, the trade-offs over regional development and transport 
policy). 

The major achievement of the conferences may have been the 
development of a more sophisticated process for intergovernmental 
consultation. Indeed, many of the participants saw this, rather than 
policy making, as their role.!? The conferences provided a valuable 
experience for the participants in learning to coordinate a broad and 
complex economic-policy agenda. As well, the first ministers tended 
to delegate complex issues to specialist working groups. Both these 
developments could increase the capacity for such intergovernmen
tal meetings to deal more effectively with economic-policy issues. 

However, underlying these assumptions is a belief that a more 
sophisticated approach to the process of intergovernmental negotia
tion will assist in overcoming significant differences of economic in
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terest over the content of policy. This proposition is by no means 
proven. Indeed, there was a growing gulf evident at the conferences 
between those officials concerned with intergovernmental relations 
who saw the conferences primarily as a process, and those officials 
from the various "line" departments who tended to see the confer
ences mainly in terms of the substantive policy initiatives which 
were taken. The former group was, relatively speaking, rather 
pleased with the outcome (particularly that of the February confer
ence). The latter group was disappointed at what they saw as a dis
jointed and minor achievement in policy terms.lf An emphasis on in
tergovernmental negotiations tends to heighten the importance 
attached to the process of intergovernmental meetings. It may be 
that if we came to rely on such meetings to develop industrial policy, 
that is how our success will be judged. 

Unfortunately, therefore, given their present state of develop
ment and their emphasis on process rather than substance, intergov
ernmental meetings of the first ministers' variety seem unlikely to 
produce the type of coherent and forceful policy on industrial issues 
that are essential for an effective national industrial strategy. 

The Federal-Provincial Forest Products Strategy 
When we consider an example of successful federal-provincial co
operation involving a specific industry, we find the process much 
more focussed and the outcome much more positive. Understanding 
the reasons for this requires some background on the industry itself 
and on the pattern of federal-provincial interaction. 

The forest products industry is one of Canada's largest indus
trial sectors, accounting directly and indirectly for about 900000 
jobs19 and approximately 40 per cent of Canada's exports of fab
ricated products.s" In addition, the industry represents a vital com
ponent of some provincial economies; in the case of New Brunswick 
and British Columbia, it amounts to almost half the value of all pro
vincial manufacturing activity.s! The political importance of the in
dustry is further heightened by the fact that it is frequently located 
in communities which are almost entirely dependent on it for em
ployment. 

By the 1970s, a number ofstructural weaknesses in the industry 
became manifest. New producers of pulp and paper, particularly in 
the southern United States, began to compete effectively in tradi
tional Canadian export markets. Their access to lower labour, pro
duction and resource costs, plus a wood supply that regenerates it
self more quickly meant that these producers had a considerable 
price advantage. Also during the 1970s, studies suggested that 
Canada's economically exploitable forest resources were much less 
plentiful than expected.22 A lack of long-term planning had resulted 
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in insufficient forest protection and poor use of some timber species. 
In addition, poor harvesting techniques and rudimentary silvicul
ture practices meant that much potential usable timber was wasted 
and that reforestation did not keep pace with harvesting.23 

In eastern Canada, these problems were compounded by out
dated capital equipment in the pulp and paper sector that wasted en
ergy, caused pollution and required labour-intensive production 
techniques. Also, low profit margins and low energy and wood supply 
costs gave little incentive to producers to re-equip. Thus, by the 
mid-1970s, a significant investment backlog had developed. Produc
ers faced rising energy costs, more stringent pollution control regu
lations and machinery that was rapidly reaching the end of its pro
ductive life.24 The need for forceful public action was obvious, and 
the particular structure within which forestry issues were discussed 
gave the forest products initiative both its unique character and suc
cessful outcome. 

Traditionally, there has been considerable informal cooperation 
between the two levels of government on forestry issues. Ottawa 
does not have formal responsibility for forests under the Constitu
tion Act, but it has taken an interest in the industry because of its re
sponsibilities for commerce and international trade and concern 
with industrial development. In addition, the federal government 
has traditionally provided technical services such as resource map
ping, and research on silviculture techniques, pest and disease con
trol, forest protection and the manufacture of forest products.25 The 
provinces, as the principal owners of forest reserves, have been re
sponsible for setting and collecting royalties for the timber har
vested by private companies. They also have the ultimate responsi
bility for ensuring effective reforestation and for providing the 
protection necessary to maintain the forests' productivity (for exam
ple, pest and disease control programs and fire-fighting services). 

There has, in consequence, been a good deal of informal coopera
tion between the two levels of government, with each having a more 
or less complementary set of responsibilities. This pragmatic cooper
ation has been reinforced by other characteristics of forestry policy 
making. In the first place, a number ofmechanisms promote federal
provincial dialogue. Since the mid-1960s, CCREM has acted as a major 
forum for forest resource management issues. As mentioned earlier, 
the council sponsored a major cooperative review of forest manage
ment practices in the mid-1970s which provided a stimulus for the 
provinces to reform their forest management practices. There have 
also been a number of federal-provincial working groups in the for
estry area, the most notable being the Forest Industry Development 
Committee (FlOC). Second, the policy area has been dominated in 
large measure by technical and professional considerations. Effec
tive forest management is highly specialized, and matters for policy 
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consideration tend to be very technical or scientific. As a result, con
clusions about appropriate policy tend to vary between governments 
only to the extent that the physical conditions of their forests differ. 

There are, however, significant differences between the struc
ture of the forest products industry in eastern Canada and in British 
Columbia. In British Columbia the emphasis is more on the produc
tion of lumber and plywood; in eastern Canada it tends to be on pulp 
and paper.26 Eastern companies have older equipment, a greater 
need for pollution control and, accordingly, greater capital invest
ment needs. West-coast firms generally possess newer equipment, 
but depend on export markets (for example, the construction indus
try in the United States) that tend to be more cyclical. 

Even so, similar problems and well-developed mechanisms to 
reach a consensus have produced a fairly coherent national ap
proach to forest management policy. In the mid-1970s, a number of 
provinces changed their forest management programs, placing 
greater emphasis on reforestation and restructuring royalty pay
ments to encourage better conservation practices and a more effi
cient use of various tree species.F? In order to assist the provinces, 
DREE has signed forest management agreements with all five eastern 
provinces and with two western provinces (Saskatchewan and Brit
ish Columbia). The programs, representing a total expenditure by all 
governments of about $677 million, of which about $451 million 
comes from the federal government,28 are designed to improve sil
viculture techniques, pest control and road access to timber reserves. 

The most interesting example of federal-provincial cooperation 
in the forest products industry was, however, the attempt to improve 
and modernize pulp and paper mills in eastern Canada.29 This pro
gram in a sense dates from 1970-71 when senior officials from On
tario, Quebec and the federal government formed a committee with 
private-sector executives to review the structural problems of the 
pulp and paper industry. By 1973, the federal Department of Indus
try, Trade and Commerce (IT&C) recommended to cabinet that a mod
ernization program be implemented and administered by DREE. The 
recommendation was never taken up. The following year a Forest In
dustry Development Committee (FIDC) was established. Composed of 
the representatives of seven federal departments and two represen
tatives from each province, it was intended to encourage cooperation 
on forestry development.F' By 1976, from FIDC deliberations and vari
ous studies by both levels of government, it was clear that action on 
pulp and paper plant modernization was needed. Both the FIDC and a 
number of federal interdepartmental committees began to examine 
the potential policy alternatives. In addition, both Ontario and Que
bec approached DREE about subagreements for the pulp and paper in
dustry. 

....
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By 1978 Ontario and Quebec had become impatient with the 
process and started to push the federal government to take action. 
With the depreciation ofthe Canadian dollar and resulting increases 
in pulp and paper exports, the provinces felt that the industry's fi
nancial position was sufficiently strong enough for investment in
centives to produce an industry commitment to new capital equip
ment. Ontario and Quebec were both anxious that the incentive 
program be composed largely of grants; but federal departments 
were divided over what form assistance should take. In order to in
crease the pressure, both provinces announced their own incentive 
schemes (Quebec in June 1978 and Ontario in January 1979). 

Even though a consensus had been reached on the need for mod
ernization, in the summer and autumn of 1978 federal officials 
became concerned that uncoordinated provincial programs would 
create unnecessary competition over the location of new capital in
vestments and that announced and contemplated provincial policies 
could stimulate surplus production capacity. A positive federal re
sponse to provincial action was delayed, however, until February 
1979, in part because of reorganization of the federal government's 
economic policy-making machinery. The new Board ofEconomic De
velopment Ministers (BEDM) reviewed the various federal policy 
proposals that had been worked on by four departments and coor
dinated the assembly of a final package announced by BEDM Presi
dent Robert Andras on the first of February 1979. 

The federal assistance offer consisted of a $235 million grant 
program for the modernization ofplant equipment and the purchase 
of pollution abatement equipment. To be administered by DREE on a 
cost-sharing basis with the provinces for five years, the program 
would apply to all provinces willing to establish their own programs 
meeting federal criteria.s! 

Over the following months, negotiations were pursued with On
tario and Quebec, the two provinces which had announced moderni
zation programs. While the federal government had gone some way 
to meet provincial objectives (for example, a grant-based, as opposed 
to a tax-based incentive scheme), several outstanding differences re
mained. While Quebec wanted the joint program to include expan
sion ofproduction facilities, Ontario favoured a fairly broad program 
to improve production facilities. By mid-May 1979, however, there 
was sufficient agreement to allow two programs to be established, 
one for Ontario and the other for Quebec. Broadly, they followed the 
federal proposals; no production expansion was to be allowed and 
funds could only be used for modernization of plant or pollution 
abatement equipment. However, there were some differences be
tween the two programs. The application procedures for assistance 
varied, as did the relative provincial contributions. In Quebec, the 
program amounts to $150 million of assistance with the provincial 
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share 40 per cent of the total. In Ontario, the provincial share is 60 
per cent of an identical budget.32 In addition, Quebec operates a sep
arate, modest incentive program designed to encourage the expan
sion of pulp and paper production facilities. 

Approximately a year later, in August 1980, a third moderniza
tion program was established with New Brunswick. In recognition of 
New Brunswick's less significant revenue base, the federal govern
ment agreed to contribute 80 per cent of the funds.F' 

Like most DREE agreements, each program has a joint federal
provincial management committee to review applications for assis
tance and oversee its operation. So far, the programs seem success
ful. Ontario moved the most rapidly and, by the end of March 1980, 
had six modernization agreements in place, representing more 
than $880 million in investment,34 and, Quebec had implemented 
three, representing slightly more than $100 million.P In Ontario's 
case, more than seven dollars of private-sector investment has been 
attracted for every dollar of public incentive - considerably more 
than expected. Further, in both the Quebec and Ontario cases, 
Canadian procurement has been favoured in the agreements; in On
tario, a 10 per cent Canadian procurement premium is required for 
all private-sector investment covered under the agreement. Provin
cial officials estimate that, of the total planned procurement covered 
by the program in the province, more than 80 per cent will be 
sourced in Canada. 

The modernization program can be criticized with respect to the 
advisability of granting large subsidies to firms which are usually 
part of corporate conglomerates with significant capital resources of 
their own.36 However, a number ofimportant industrial policy objec
tives have been achieved through the program. First, progress has 
been made towards improving the productive efficiency of a 
Canadian industry which is a major employer and exporter. Second, 
despite the fact that responsibility for the industry's development is 
effectively split between two levels of government, it was possible to 
develop a coherent, noncompetitive approach to industrial assis
tance that provided for a consistent policy, but also one flexible 
enough to allow adaptation to specific provincial circumstances. This 
success was in large measure due to the relatively well-developed 
federal-provincial consultation on forestry issues which helped to 
promote a consensus; and the proven DREE mechanism of subagree
ments which provided a model on which to structure modernization 
agreements. Indeed, the consensus and the subagreement mech
anism allowed a rapid federal-provincial decision on the issue of 
plant modernization once a federal commitment had been made. For 
example, the two agreements between Ontario and Quebec and the 
federal government were negotiated, ratified and implemented 
within about four and a half months of the federal government's 
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policy announcement. Perhaps even more important, however, the 
provinces managed to avoid being competitive as they rebuilt a ma
jor industry. Without federal participation, there is every indication 
that Ontario and Quebec would have engaged in competitive bidding 
since both were anxious not only to modernize, but also to expand 
pulp and paper production. 

One final advantage to this form of federal-provincial policy 
making needs to be mentioned. Plant modernization in the pulp and 
paper industry was a problem unique to eastern Canada. Although 
money was made available for all provinces, in fact none was taken 
up in western Canada because of the different structure of the indus
try. In consequence, the federal government proposed a separate 
program for the special needs of the western industry.37 The federal 
government, then, specifically tailored its forest products industry 
assistance for two very different regions of the country. This flexibil
ity in program design and implementation, essential if the federal 
government is to maintain its leadership in industrial restructuring, 
suggests that mechanisms allowing specific bilateral compromises 
within broader multilateral programs are also imperative if such 
programs are to be successful. We now turn to this essential bilateral 
element. 

Bilateral Relations 
When a number of provinces are involved, generating sufficient con
sensus to allow cohesive action is often difficult, if not impossible. 
One solution is to narrow the range of the subject matter to a specific 
set of shared problems in the anticipation that this will focus atten
tion on a mutually acceptable solution. This strategy has been fol
lowed in the case of CCREM and the forest products industry. 

Another solution is to work bilaterally so that a number of is
sues can be discussed between two governments who share a desire 
to come to an agreement. This working strategy has a number of ad
vantages, not the least ofwhich is the ability to seek agreement over 
a wide range of issues. With respect to an industrial strategy, this ad
vantage is particularly important, as the coordination of policy in a 
wide variety of areas is required if the strategy is to be truly effec
tive. 

The General Development Agreements 
Bilateral agreements between Ottawa and individual provinces over 
industrial policy issues have not been numerous.38 One exception, 
however, to this otherwise rather underdeveloped area of federal
provincial relations is the General Development Agreement (GDA) 

system created by DREE. The GDA system is significant on two counts. 
First, is the sheer scale offinancial commitment to these agreements 
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by both levels ofgovernment - commitments amounting to over $4.3 
billion in 1979-80.39 Second, these agreements have provided a 
framework making it possible to use bilateral relations to attack the 
general question ofeconomic development, rather than some specific 
issue relating to a province's economic structure. 

The GDA system is quite complex, but basically works as follows. 
The federal government, through DREE, and a particular province 
negotiate an agreement (known as a GDA) outlining objectives both 
governments are willing to support with respect to the development 
of the provincial economy. The objectives are usually phrased in gen
eral terms that indicate the particular economic problems the two 
governments wish to overcome and the aspects of the provincial 
economy they wish to see developed. Under this umbrella agree
ment, usually based on some form of agreed analysis of the provin
cial economy's problems, there are a series of subagreements on spe
cific development opportunities or problems; they are the GDA's 
policy instruments. Subagreements are usually implemented by a 
provincial government department and supervized by a manage
ment committee of federal and provincial officials. Usually a prov
ince suggests the subject matter for a particular subagreement and 
submits it to the local DREE office for analysis and negotiation. 

Subagreements range widely in subject matter from the provi
sion of infrastructure (for example, funding the building of provin
cial highways) to assistance programs for specific sectors (for exam
ple, tourism, mining, forestry, agriculture, etc.). In some cases, more 
general social development issues such as community infrastructure 
and job-training problems are tackled in these agreements as well. 
The instruments used can vary from traditional grant and loan pro
grams to the establishment of provincial Crown corporations. Such 
corporations have been set up under subagreements to encourage 
the establishment of an integrated manufacturing complex in St. 
John, New Brunswick (Multiplex Corporation) and in Newfound
land to assist with the development of marine technology (NORDCO). 

Enterprise Manitoba 
Perhaps the most interesting subagreement signed to date is the In
dustrial Development Sub-Agreement (Enterprise Manitoba) be
tween the federal government and Manitoba.s" The Manitoba exam
ple is especially significant because it attempts to establish an 
overall sectoral approach to the development of the provincial 
economy. Most of the industrial subagreements signed with other 
provinces have either been concerned with a single industry or with 
general forms of financial or industrial infrastructure assistance (for 
example, constructing industrial parks). 
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Enterprise Manitoba is a five-year program which has been in 
operation since April 1978. It involves total financial commitments 
on the part of the two governments of $44 million, of which 
Manitoba's contribution is $17.6 million.U Enterprise Manitoba's 
major objective is to assist in expanding Manitoba's manufacturing 
base which encountered serious difficulties in the 1970s. The pro
gram is the latest in a long series of attempts, starting in 1961 with 
the Roblin government's Committee on Manitoba's Economic Fu
ture, to improve Manitoba's manufacturing sector.s- These attempts 
have included the creation of several industrial development agen
cies - the best known being the Manitoba Development Corporation 
(MDC). 

The subagreement itself is broken down into seven program 
components, the most interesting of which are concerned with the 
creation ofIndustrial Sector Advisory Boards (ISABS), the provision of 
technology development centres, and a program to support new 
manufacturing firms through Enterprise Centres. The ISABs, consist
ing of private sector executives assisted by civil service committees, 
essentially perform two functions: the integration of private sector 
advice into the policy development process and the identification of 
new industrial opportunities. A total of six ISABs has been estab
lished for key industrial sectors including health care products, light 
machinery, electronics, aerospace, transportation equipment and 
food products. It is hoped that private sector involvement and the 
focus on a few key sectors of the economy will give Enterprise 
Manitoba's other support programs a sense of coherence and direc
tion. 

This emphasis on specific sectors has been reinforced by the es
tablishment of two technology development centres, one for food 
products at Portage la Prairie and a second for general industrial 
technology in Winnipeg which has specialized, at least initially, in 
health care products and electronics. The centres are designed to as
sist in the dissemination of technological information to firms, test 
products and assist with product development. They are advised by a 
board which is drawn, in part, from ISABS' membership. Comple
menting the technology development centres are two enterprise cen
tres, one in Brandon and one in Winnipeg. These enterprise centres 
offer consulting and management services to small business and pro
vide factory space and on-site services for firms starting operations. 
New firms located in the centres' factory spaces will have daily ac
cess to business advisory services (and technical services in Win
nipeg) for up to two years. Although the enterprise centres are open 
to all types of firms, it is clear from the linkage in Winnipeg to the 
technology centres that they are intended to encourage technology
intensive projects in the six sectors identified as priorities in the En
terprise Manitoba agreement. 
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One final point concerning Enterprise Manitoba: integrated into 
the agreement is a coordination and assessment function involving 
both officials from the DREE Manitoba office and senior officials from 
the Manitoba Department of Economic Development, the provincial 
department responsible for the subagreement's implementation. 
The objective of this assessment function is to provide a constant re
view of the programs in the subagreement and to provide joint anal
ysis by the two governments on changing economic conditions which 
could affect the program elements. 

It is too early yet to assess the extent to which Enterprise 
Manitoba will make a positive contribution to the provincial 
economy. But some judgements can already be made on the viability 
of the agreement from an intergovernmental perspective. In the first 
place, it is important to emphasize that both governments have 
gained something substantial. In Manitoba's case,43 it is obvious that 
the subagreement has brought in a significant level of federal fund
ing. Equally important, however, has been the implicit federal com
mitment to recognize Manitoba's special industrial development 
problems. This more political objective was viewed as important by 
provincial officials because of what they saw as the federal tendency 
to identify the problems of Canada's manufacturing industry with 
those of Ontario and Quebec alone. This recognition is particularly 
relevant for Manitoba, for of all the western provinces, Manitoba's 
economy is the most dependent on manufacturing. 

From the federal viewpoint, the subagreement also has a num
ber of important advantages.v' Like their provincial counterparts, 
DREE officials saw the subagreement as an opportunity to introduce a 
regional element into federal industrial policy. The subagreement 
helps DREE fulfill its mandate and also helps to involve IT&C in re
gional concerns - officers from IT&C'S Manitoba regional office sit on 
many of the committees which are responsible for overseeing the 
agreement's operation. The federal department also signed the sub
agreement and will contribute to the costs of the technology develop
ment centres. 

Equally important, the subagreement allows Ottawa to influ
ence provincial priorities and directions in an area, industrial policy, 
in which it has a vital interest. Further, because the negotiation of 
an industrial development subagreement requires both govern
ments to reach some consensus on the nature of the province's eco
nomic problems and the types of policy instruments required, it pro
vides a mechanism for ensuring that some harmony and 
coordination exists between the two governments' industrial poli
cies. In this sense, the industrial development subagreement can en
sure some coherence in the development of industrial policy for a 
specific province. 
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However, difficulties exist with such subagreements as well. In 
the first place, negotiations for, and operations of, subagreements 
are highly bureaucratic. An average subagreement takes about a 
year to approve and sign following its first proposal, usually by the 
provincial government.sf The potential agreement must not only 
pass through the DREE provincial office but must also be approved at 
the regional office and national headquarters in Ottawa, all ofwhich 
requires consultations with other departments in Ottawa. This 
makes it difficult for the various governments to react quickly to spe
cific proposals and can cause difficulties if a subagreement program 
is intended for a specific industrial project. More generally, there 
tends to be difficulties in the negotiation process between DREE and 
provincial officials because of differences in political outlook and 
function. Part of the problem is due to the natural suspicions which 
emerge as a result of two rather different bureaucracies having to 
work together. However, it also reflects the different political com
mitments of the governments concerned, particularly over such a 
contentious issue as industrial policy. 

Such "political" problems are also compounded by the rather 
different functions which provincial and federal officials carry out. 
For example, senior federal officials in DREE provincial offices are in 
some ways more autonomous than their provincial counterparts. 
They usually have greater authority to make expenditure commit
ments under a GDA. On the other hand, provincial officials are much 
more closely integrated into their own political process. The small 
size of a provincial bureaucracy also provides its officials with a 
wider view of policy issues, especially with respect to the relation
ship with federal departments and the federal government in gen
eral. 

The distance from Ottawa, and the general mandate ofDREEfor 
regional development, has also meant that federal officials tend to 
stress longer-term structural issues in their proposals and analysis 
of subagreements. Provincial officials, in contrast, tend to stress 
short-term, or more immediate development projects such as the at
traction of a single major investment to the province. In Manitoba 
and British Columbia, provincial officials frequently complained 
that they did not have the staffor time to conduct the thorough mac
roeconomic analysis that was available to DREE officials. They also 
noted that federal officials concerned themselves too deeply with 
long-term issues. DREE officials, on the other hand, thought that too 
much provincial attention was focussed on industrial promotion and 
new investment and not enough on long-term issues. In Manitoba, 
this contention was reinforced by the fact that macroeconomic anal
ysis is conducted in the finance department and not in the Depart
ment of Economic Development and Tourism, the ministry responsi
ble for industrial affairs, a not uncommon practice in smaller 
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provincial governments. Thus, a considerable gap remains between 
the two governments' officials in terms of their approach to economic 
development questions - a gap derived from different roles and dif
ferent analytical perspectives. This tension will always be present, 
even if there are few overriding disputes between the two govern
ments on the form and nature of economic development in 
Manitoba. 

A more fundamental issue with respect to Enterprise Manitoba 
concerns the degree to which such a joint exercise in industrial 
policy making leads to one government having undue influence over 
another. This issue may be of no concern to some observers who feel 
that the coherence ofindustrial policy is increased ifone level ofgov
ernment alone predominates. But from a political perspective, the 
question is important. If one assumes that provincial and federal 
governments represent important, but different constituencies that 
should be represented in any policy-making exercise with respect to 
industry, then balancing federal and provincial influence is neces
sary. Certainly in the Manitoba case, and in instances where other 
provincial governments need federal financial assistance, sub
agreements tend to become a crucial source of funds and heavily in
fluence provincial spending in the policy area covered by the agree
ment. For example, the Enterprise Manitoba subagreement now en
compasses virtually all the provincial Economic Development 
Department's industrial programs. 

Despite this, it is difficult to say that either government has 
dominated the policy formulation process with respect to the sub
agreement. Both governments have made significant contributions 
to the overall shape of the subagreement, and in all cases the result
ing proposals were the product ofjoint decision making. If there was 
any inherent bias in terms ofthe types ofprograms each government 
wished to encourage, it was that DREE was more in favour ofstressing 
specific growth sectors ofthe economy and in providing industrial in
frastructure to municipalities which could not otherwise afford it. 
The province, in contrast, was interested in establishing technology 
and enterprise development centres and programs to support indus
trial promotion activities. Naturally, the province would have pre
ferred a block transfer of funds for industrial development on an un
conditional basis. Both Manitoba and British Columbia (where DREE 

also has a significant industrial development subagreement), ex
pressed concern that DREE was influencing provincial priorities. 

Whether provincial priorities have in fact been interfered with, 
and whether this is always a bad thing, is open to question. There is 
evidence on both sides. One recently published study of the effects of 
GDAS on the Maritime provinces indicates they caused significant 
changes in both the way provincial programs are structured and the 
political roles which provincial governments play.46 Internal DREE 
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reviews of the GDA system, however, suggest the reverse - provincial 
policies are not influenced sufficiently by the GDAs and their sub
agreements and they do not sufficiently stress national economic de
velopment objectives, particularly the promotion of selected growth 
centres or sectors. Recent announcements on economic policy indi
cate that the federal government will move away from the GDA's for 
exactly those reasons (see chapter X). 

The Manitoba case clearly lies somewhere between these two 
extremes. Provincial priorities have obviously been influenced by 
the federal government, but much of Enterprise Manitoba's pro
gram content originates in the province. Indeed, it is doubtful if 
Manitoba's development policies would have their present stature 
without the federal financial resources made available through 
DREE. The result, it would seem, has been a genuine compromise 
based on an agreed view of the problems facing the provincial 
economy. And that compromise has allowed the two governments to 
take a joint initiative which addresses, in a coherent manner, many 
of the structural problems of the province's manufacturing sector. 

The Enterprise Manitoba model is obviously a limited one, and 
does not encompass all the issues which would be associated with a 
major intergovernmental effort to rebuild a provincial economy. But 
it certainly demonstrates the potential for bilateral cooperation on 
industrial policy issues. 
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IX.	 Can 
Intergovernmental 
Coordination Work? 

The previous case studies show that intergovernmental coordination 
of industrial policy issues is, to say the least, uneven and varied. 
However, the reason intergovernmental relations are under
developed seems to be due to an underlying conflict between the na
ture of the decisions required in industrial policy and the kinds of 
substantive collaboration possible within the intergovernmental 
framework. 

Industrial policy decisions should be based on an economic ra
tionale that determines what resources are allocated, or which in
dustry is assisted. Ideally, the objective is to favour the most efficient 
producers or to encourage the concentration ofscarce resources in a 
particular sector, or firm, where opportunities may lie in the future. 
This is true whether a government uses market-based criteria for in
dustrial policy or relies on some form of national strategy in which 
firms or sectors are "picked" by government. Of course, this ideal of 
economic efficiency is never entirely realized because industrial 
policy is also heavily influenced by social concerns. For example, 
policies are frequently set in place to maintain or rationalize firms in 
declining industrial sectors simply to preserve jobs. 

The intergovernmental process, on the other hand, is not con
cerned with the functional efficiency of industrial policy so much as 
with equitable regional distribution of industrial activity and bene
fits. As already mentioned, from an intergovernmental perspective, 
industrial policy is very often seen as a zero-sum game. Inevitably, 
the decision to encourage a particular type of industrial activity has 
implications for specific regional interest groups; in a country such 
as Canada, with industries unique to different regions, one area will 
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be favoured over another. The fact that provincial governments 
represent relatively homogenous economic interests only tends to 
heighten this inherent conflict. 

In the analysis of the preceding case studies of intergovernmen
tal collaboration on industrial policy, we attempted to determine if 
the manner in which intergovernmental relations are structured 
has any impact on reducing the degree to which industrial policy is 
seen in such contentious terms. This problem was seen most clearly 
in the discussion of the 1978 First Ministers' Meetings on the 
Economy when the inability to generate meaningful action on indus
trial-policy issues was in large measure due to the conferences' struc
ture which exacerbated the inherent tendency for industrial policy 
discussions to produce adversity. A combination ofa large number of 
participants representing many divergent regional economic in
terests, and a conference agenda that attempted to deal with a var
iety ofsubjects on which the participants' views differed greatly with 
respect to their importance and their need for a solution, resulted in 
a rather limited level ofcooperation. The conferences thus presented 
the fundamental problem facing industrial policy and intergovern
mental relations: how to get all regions to agree on the tremendous 
variety of issues which necessarily compose an industrial strategy. 

A number of attempts have been made to overcome this prob
lem. One solution is to limit geographically the participants in the 
intergovernmental process in the hope that through similar, or 
shared, regional interests, common strategies could be worked out. 
As seen in the case ofcMP and WPC, this solution has met with limited 
success. While both organizations have been able to generate cooper
ation at a practical level in a diverse number of areas, neither was 
capable of addressing broader questions relating to the economic de
velopment of their regions. This is partly attributable to the still sig
nificant differences among the provincial economies within each re
gion, a fact which tends to limit cooperative action on industrial 
questions to issues concerning common external problems faced by 
the regional members. But such difficulties in initiating intrare
gional cooperative action are also due to the lack of a regional politi
cal community which would benefit from joint projects that, in the 
short term at least, may not distribute benefits equally in each mem
ber province. At present, each premier is responsible to his own 
political constituency alone and, within that framework, a premier's 
political future rests on his ability to maximize the home province's 
benefits from any federal or interprovincial economic project. Until 
a regional political constituency appears, it is unlikely that regional 
collaboration will move much beyond what we have seen so far. 

Another way of overcoming the hostility inherent in intergov
ernmental relations to industrial-policy decisions has been to limit 
the subject matter ofdiscussions to those problems which all govern
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ments have a significant interest in solving. This strategy has been 
tried in the case ofcCREM and the forest products initiative. In these 
situations, the presence of a common concern, or set of issues, al
lowed some indepth collaboration, although the presence of other 
factors also seems to be required. For example, there were, in both 
cases, existing professional commitments which helped to depoliti
cize the policy environment and encourage collaboration, and an in
stitutional setting that created patterns of cooperation encouraging 
the pursuit ofcooperative initiatives (in CCREM'S case the existence of 
a permanent secretariat and in the forest products case, the FIDC and 
the DREE subagreement system). 

A further strategy has rationalized the collaborative process by 
limiting the number of participating governments to as few as possi
ble in order to avoid conflicting regional interests. This strategy can 
be seen most clearly in the DREE-GDA system: limiting the intergov
ernmental process to two major actors not only allows effective ac
tion, but expands the subject matter which such cooperation can ad
dress. As mentioned before, this is an important attribute when 
seeking mechanisms which can effectively formulate and implement 
an industrial policy. 

There does, however, seem to be an inexorable logic to the whole 
nature of intergovernmental relations and industrial policy. That 
logic is simply that, to be effective, relations should either be based 
on specific issues where there is some acceptance of the need for a 
common policy, or be primarily bilateral in nature in order to sim
plify the negotiations and limit conflict. This is not to say that other 
forms of collaboration (for example, federal-provincial ministerial 
meetings) do not have their place. Indeed, they foster the communi
cation that allows cooperation to develop, even though they often do 
not permit forceful and coherent action. 

Attempts to structure intergovernmental relations are doomed 
to fail if they do not recognize the fundamental problems ofreconcil
ing regional economic differences. Such strategies as building up for
mal organizational structures or increasing the level of consultation 
can provide little benefit on their own. These procedural or organiza
tional innovations only bear fruit when arrangements effectively 
reduce economic conflicts (for example, limiting the issues under 
consideration or the number of governments participating). This is 
why establishing permanent federal-provincial economic councils or 
committees will have little impact on improving federal-provincial 
economic cooperation. It would be hard to imagine, for example, how 
a permanent federal-provincial body to prepare agendas and present 
policy proposals to the 11 governments would have improved the re
sults of the 1978 First Ministers' Meetings on the Economy. It might 
have ensured a more coherent and less contentious agenda, but 
would it have resulted in more substantive cooperation? A more 
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complete knowledge ofother governments' policy positions may ena
ble governments to find a compromise, but it could also convince 
them of the futility of compromise and encourage independent ac
tion. The major advantage of such permanent organizations is their 
ability to keep governments thinking about cooperation, and their 
ability to isolate and promote cooperative actions not foreseen by in
dividual governments. However, they fail to create the political con
stituency across a nation or region which allows government to take 
industrial policy initiatives which, of necessity, may not always dis
tribute benefits in a regionally equitable manner. 

A dilemma remains. At the intergovernmental level, effective 
action is elicited only by limiting the subject matter or the number of 
participants - clearly an insufficient basis for a national industrial 
strategy because it severely limits the range of policies which can be 
developed. Further, intergovernmental collaboration is very de
pendent on one level of government recognizing a particular prob
lem or opportunity and seeking out intergovernmental collaboration 
to meet the challenge. Except in unusual circumstances, such initia
tives are unlikely to come from provincial governments as they in
creasingly pursue their own economic interests. And intergovern
mental organizations do not have the necessary scope or resources to 
tackle the problem of industrial policy on a broad front. 

This opens up the question of what is the appropriate role for 
the federal government in industrial policy? Given the birth of pro
vincial strategies and the mixed record of intergovernmental col
laboration, to what extent should Ottawa seek independent action as 
a counterweight to provincial industrial strategies? To what extent 
should it playa role in promoting intergovernmental collaboration? 
It is to these questions that we now turn. 
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x. The Federal 
Government and 
Industrial Policy: 
Facing New Realities 

Serious problems confront the implementors ofa national industrial 
strategy. The provinces are now able, indeed anxious, to implement 
their own local strategies and naturally, these initiatives call the 
federal government's traditionally dominant role into question. Fur
ther, as we have seen, the usual mechanisms for encouraging inter
provincial and federal-provincial cooperation have significant limi
tations. At a time when foreign governments are moving forcefully 
in industrial policy, Ottawa's legitimacy in the economic sphere is 
increasingly being questioned. At the same time, the instruments it 
has relied on primarily for economic management - Keynesian de
mand management, and recently, monetarism - are shopworn and 
discredited because oftheir failure to cope with the stagflation ofthe 
1970s. 

The Past Role 
It is important to remember that the federal government has not al
ways been seen as a weak or indecisive economic actor. Beginning 
with the National Policy in 1879, the federal government has played 
a key role in shaping the country's economic development. Indeed, 
many historians have claimed that Confederation was designed, in 
part, to unify the economies of British North America.' The federal 
government was given all the functions regarded as necessary for 
the development of industry and commerce, including responsibility 
to build a national railway. 
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Because of the physical structure of the country and its staples 
economy, government has always played a relatively large role in 
providing infrastructure. Originally, it was canals and railways; now 
it is telecommunications and airlines. However, new pressures have 
expanded the federal role in economic management. Some of these 
have been experienced by most western governments, particularly 
employment maintenance through Keynesian demand manage
ment. Others were unique to Canada. The weakness ofour secondary 
manufacturing has, on occasion, encouraged the federal government 
to assume a more vigorous industrial-policy role than that taken in 
other developed countries. That role, for example, was bolstered by 
the impact of the two world wars and the reconstruction periods that 
followed.f 

During World War II in particular, Ottawa's role in managing 
the country's economy was unsurpassed. Under the authority of the 
War Measures Act and the Munitions and Supply Act, the federal 
government assumed total control of the economy in 1940, including 
many functions normally exercised by provincial governments. The 
provinces surrendered their taxation powers to the federal govern
ment, for example, in return for support grants. In the industrial 
sector, the Munitions and Supply Act allowed the minister ofMuni
tions and Supply to "compel manufacturers and construction con
tractors to do whatever the exigencies of war demanded, for such 
prices and on such terms and conditions as the Minister might con
sider to be fair and reasonable."3 Through the Department of Muni
tions and Supply, a series of mechanisms, such as production boards, 
instituted to supervise the manufacture of war supplies, were estab
lished to facilitate the exercise of the minister's power. Many of 
these mechanisms were headed by a group of senior, private-sector 
executives (the "dollar a year" men) recruited by C.D. Howe. 

It was testimony to Canada's underdeveloped industrial system 
that the government had to create a total of 28 Crown corporations 
to undertake activities in virtually every aspect of war production. 
The government also monitored war profits through the control sec
tion of the Department of Munitions and Supply and ensured that 
all the economy's resources were devoted to the war effort. Measures 
instituted by the federal government included export and import 
controls, commodity price fixing and, of course, rationing. 

The cost was great: by the war's end the federal government had 
spent $800 million on industrial expansion, 75 per cent of that in the 
Crown corporation sectors: and government procurement on war 
supplies amounted to something in the order of$ll 000 million. But, 
the effects on the economy were remarkable; by 1945 Canada was 
the fourth largest manufacturing country in the world.f Employ
ment had risen by several orders of magnitude in many industries 
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(employment in the aircraft industry, for example, increased 30 
times), and exports jumped dramatically.f 

Wartime industrial expansion was premised, of course, on ex
ceptional circumstances not to prevail in the postwar period. Never
theless, the wartime experience did provide the country with an aug
mented industrial base, particularly in many aspects of advanced 
manufacturing, and furnished the federal government with the 
necessary experience to playa significant role in industrial develop
ment after 1945. 

Conversion to a peacetime economy also required a strong fed
eral presence both to manage the physical transition and to provide 
the fiscal policies conducive to high growth and full employment. In 
addition, the outbreak ofthe Korean War and the general expansion 
of defence expenditure resulting from east-west tensions ensured a 
strong federal role in the first half of the 1950s. However, it was the 
content of federal industrial policy in the first postwar decade that 
later led to difficulties. 

The government's postwar approach to industrial development 
was based on a rapid growth of the country's industrial base through 
tax incentives (for example, double depreciation) and, expansionary 
fiscal policy to encourage high demand and a rapid increase in capi
tal investment. The idea was to reduce direct intervention and re
place it with macroeconomic fiscal and monetary policy. In addition, 
traditional policies such as tariffs were used to protect expansion in 
secondary manufacturing, and on one occasion, import controls were 
used to ensure that such expansion was accomplished without drain
ing exchange reserves. These policies were accompanied by a mas
sive sale offederal war production assets (for example, factories, ma
chine tools, etc.), frequently to foreign subsidiaries. In fact, these 
assets formed the backbone ofsuch new industries as aircraft manu
facture and electronics." 

The emphasis on tariff-protected domestic manufacturing was 
parallelled by an attempt to encourage resource exports and im
prove the country's sagging current account position. This was ac
complished through investment tax credits and a trade policy which 
sought, through GA'IT negotiations, to open up foreign markets for re
source products. These initiatives also meshed well with US policy 
during the 1950s which identified Canada as a primary, and secure, 
source of strategic resources.f 

The approach was reminiscent of the National Pclicy.f the coun
try's resources were to be its primary source of export earnings and 
domestic employment was maintained by manufacturing for import 
substitution. However, given the overwhelming strength of the US 
economy, it is hardly surprising that such policies also dramatically 
increased direct US investment in Canada's manufacturing and re
source sectors.J" High tariffs on imported consumer goods, lower tar
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iffs on capital equipment, extremely attractive fiscal incentives to 
capital investment and administrative programs designed to encour
age foreign investment all worked to this end. 

Unfortunately, this approach to industrial development became 
more and more tenuous by the 1960s because ofchanges in the struc
ture of the Canadian economy and the international economic sys
tem. Industrialization by branch plants and import substitution had 
become increasingly impractical because the relatively closed, trad
ing environment of the early 1950s had given way to a more open, in
ternational economic system. The inability of many branch plants to 
exploit foreign markets while remaining heavily dependent on im
ported components led to increasing import penetration in the 
manufacturing sector.U But the approach had other problems. Its 
emphasis on branch-plant industrialization reinforced regional an
tagonisms by forcing western Canada and the Atlantic provinces to 
purchase expensive tariff-protected manufactured goods rather than 
cheaper foreign-produced ones. While all Canadians had to pay 
higher prices, it seemed, once again, that central Canada was being 
helped at the regions' expense. Perhaps even more important for the 
long-term structure of the economy (and its tendency to promote re
gional differences), was that the massive inflow of foreign, direct in
vestment in manufacturing increased the concentration of second
ary industry in Ontario and Quebec. As subsequent studies have 
shown, branch plants are more likely to be located in central Canada 
than domestically owned manufacturing plants, thus adding to the 
problem of diversifying industrial development and generating em
ployment outside central Canada.l-

Even the emphasis on resource development, which did benefit 
western Canada, again helped central Canada because many of 
these developments, particularly those which supplied the Ameri
can market, were located in the central provinces (for example, 
aluminum and iron ore in Quebec, uranium and nonferrous miner
als in Ontario). Thus, while the international political and economic 
circumstances of the 1940s and 1950s encouraged a prominent fed
eral role in industrial development, the approach that emerged not 
only weakened the economy, but was also regionally disruptive. 

The Present Dilemma 
More recent changes in Canada's economic and political structure 
have undermined the federal government's role in industrial policy. 
The increasing bureaucratic and political competence of provincial 
governments, along with the growing importance of social issues 
during the 1960s, increased the provinces' importance in policy ques
tions. In the 1970s, a burst of regional self-awareness over resource 
questions in the west and economic dependency in the Atlantic prov
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inces shifted public attention away from national policy issues, and 
encouraged a more regional perspective, particularly on questions of 
economic development. As well, due to the nature of the electoral 
system, the federal governments of the 1970s did not effectively 
represent regional interests; this failure called into question the 
political legitimacy of the federal government when acting on eco
nomic issues characterized by significant regional differences of in
terest. Finally, Ottawa's declining share of total government ex
penditures in the 1970s demonstrated, in rather stark terms, that it 
was playing a less central role in the Canadian political scene. By the 
end of the decade, therefore, the federal government was suffering 
from an identity and legitimacy crisis. 

Concern about decreased financial, political and constitutional 
power has been reflected in recent attempts by the federal govern
ment to free itself from some funding commitments to the provinces 
in the social-policy area. The objective here is to reduce the federal 
deficit and increase the government's direct, and discretionary ex
penditure on economic development including secondary industry.If 
A similar trend can be seen in Ottawa's move to provide itself with 
more defined economic powers under the Constitution. 

But,just how serious is this decline of federal power in economic 
policy making? To answer this question it is necessary to look at sev
eral aspects of the federal role in industrial policy: the discretionary 
financial resources it can devote to industrial development; the ques
tion of its present constitutional authority on matters relating to the 
management of the economy; the political problems it faces in indus
trial policy; its existing approach to the development and implemen
tation of industrial policy; and, finally, its capacity to deal with 
federal-provincial relations on industrial-policy questions. 

Financial Resources 
The government's ability to influence corporate decision making 
through taxation and expenditure policies has long been a central 
element of industrial policy. Traditionally, the federal government 
has dominated the taxation system in Canada, particularly during 
the postwar period. Throughout the 1960s and 1970s, it transferred 
tax "points" to the provinces in lieu ofdirect grants to assist with the 
costs ofsocial programs which were established, in part, through fed
eral initiatives (for example, medicare and postsecondary educa
tion). Most of these transfers have been on personal income tax, but 
corporate income tax points have been transferred as well.H In 
consequence, the proportion of total government revenue collected 
by Ottawa declined to a low of 45 per cent in 1978 from about 58 per 
cent in 1958.15 
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Despite this decline, the federal government still controls the 
taxation system because of its ability to define the corporate-tax base 
upon which both itself and the provinces collect taxes. By defining 
the tax base, Ottawa has been able to influence fiscal policy beyond 
the level of the corporate tax it levied (for example, by determining 
what corporate expenditures qualify as tax deductions). However, 
this ability has been seriously undermined in recent years. Ontario, 
Quebec and Alberta have established corporate-tax collection sys
tems in which each province determines the tax base for its share of 
the corporate tax independently of the federal government. Apart 
from complicating the administration of tax collection, this system 
weakens the federal government's control and reduces the influence 
it can exert on corporate behaviour through the tax system. 

While these defections from the federal tax system are impor
tant, it is difficult to know if they have seriously weakened the fed
eral government's taxation power. In the first place, corporate tax is 
declining in importance as a revenue source for all governments. 
And in the future, it may be of decreasing importance to the im
plementation of industrial policy because of the difficulty involved in 
effectively targeting tax-based incentives to specific firms of possible 
interest to policy makers. As well, tax incentives offer less control, 

Figure X.l - Federal and Provincial Government Spending on Trade and 
Industry, 195&-1980 in 1971 dollars, 3-year Rolling Average 
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and/or influence, over the specific form of corporate activity being 
encouraged. In addition, despite the establishment of separate pro
vincial corporate tax systems, to date the manner in which the tax is 
levied has not varied significantly from the federal system. 

In the area of direct expenditure on industrial development, in
cluding transfers (that is, grants) to industry, the federal govern
ment still retains the undisputed lead. It is very difficult to make 
comparisons between federal and provincial expenditures on indus
trial development because of differences in reporting conventions. 
Nevertheless, the available data seems to indicate that the federal 
government spends, on the average, about three times more on trade 
and industry than the 10 provinces combined (see Figure X.I). For 
example, in 1979-80, federal expenditure on trade and industry 
amounted to $865 million compared to a provincial total of$333 mil
lion.lf In addition, a significant proportion of federal expenditure in 
this area has gone to the provinces on a transfer basis. In 1970-71, 
of $360 million of federal expenditure on trade and industry, 
about $98 million was transferred to the provinces; by 1977-78 this 
had grown to about $300 million out of a total federal expenditure 
of$767 million.!? Such figures indicate the degree to which provin
cial spending on trade and industry itself depends on federal fund
ing. Even removing the sums transferred to the provinces, federal in
dustrial expenditures are still over twice as large as the provincial 
total. It is important to note as well that, at all levels ofgovernment, 
the percentage of expenditure devoted to industrial development 
rose during the 1970s, although in all cases it remained a small ele
ment of direct government expenditure. 

Table X.l - Federal and Provincial Expenditures on R&D, 1981 

Funding Sector Performing Sector 

Federal Provo Industry University Other Total 
Govt. Govt. 

Federal 
($ million) 

% 
827 

66 
2 150 

12 
274 

22 
1254 

100 

Provincial 
($ million) 

% 
114 
52 

35 
16 

60 
28 

---------------

8 
4 

217 
100 

Source: Statistics Canada, Annual Reoieio of Science Statistics 1981, 
Cat. No. 13-212, May 1982, p. 7. 

In the important area of support for R&D, the federal govern
ment is also dominant. As can be seen in Table X.l, overall expendi
ture by the provinces on R&D is less than a fifth of Ottawa's. Fur
ther, their support for private sector R&D is also considerably less in 
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absolute terms. Because provincial expenditure is spread over 10 
governments rather than one, it tends to be more diffuse in its im
pact. And when it comes to large, strategically important R&D pro
jects, virtually no provincial government (with the possible excep
tion of Alberta and its Heritage Fund) can match Ottawa's 
resources. In addition, recent commitments by the federal cabinet to 
increase the share of government expenditure on economic develop
ment indicate that the federal government's role in direct R&D as
sistance to industry is likely to increase. 

One defect of the federal role, however, has been its tendency to 
reinforce the regional concentration of industrial activity (especially 
manufacturing) in central Canada. A large proportion of federal in
dustrial assistance (exclusive of regional development assistance 
funded by DREE) is provided mainly on a passive basis - that is, the 
government relies on firms coming forward with proposals or re
quests for assistance. It should come as no surprise, therefore, to see 
that during the period 1975-1980, 72 to 83 per cent OfIT&C's program 
expenditure on trade and industry went to Ontario and Quebec.lf In 
R&D funding, the department's science-related expenditures were 
even more heavily concentrated in central Canada - Ontario and 
Quebec accounting for 87 per cent of total expenditure in 1978-79.19 

To some extent, DREE broke this pattern, especially in the Atlantic 
region; but the statistics point up the traditional problem of federal 
industrial policy. When the federal government attempts to channel 
funds to the existing industrial structure, regional inequities emerge 
that undermine the legitimacy of federal policy. It was not for lack of 
provocation that the regions often referred to IT&C and its industrial 
policies as "central Canada's DREE." 

Constitutional Powers 
The increasing challenge to federal constitutional authority on eco
nomic matters seems, at least on the surface, to be a far more serious 
problem. Concern over this issue has focussed almost entirely on the 
federal government's inability to prevent the provinces from hinder
ing the operation of a functioning common market in Canada. This 
has led, as well, to an examination of provincial economic practices 
that create barriers to the movement ofgoods, services and people in 
Canada, as discussed in chapter V. However, the present limitations 
to the federal government's economic powers are due less to resur
gent provincial economic protectionism than to a history of succes
sive judicial decisions limiting or circumscribing the federal govern
ment's economic role. 

The original BNA Act gave the federal government virtually all 
the powers considered important in economic management (for ex
ample, control over money and banking, tariffs, etc.) as well as a gen
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eral responsibility to manage trade and commerce. The provinces, by 
contrast, were left with such limited powers as jurisdiction over 
property and civil rights, the ownership and mangagement of pro
vincial lands and a number of social functions such as education. 
Since Confederation, however, a series of court interpretations have 
limited federal economic powers while giving a much broader inter
pretation to the provinces' "property and civil rights' " power, ex
tending it to encompass the regulation of much business activity, in
cluding labour relations. The courts interpreted even the federal 
trade and commerce power, intended to give Ottawa a supervisory 
economic role, as applying only to interprovincial and international 
trade and commerce, rather than to activity within a single prov
ince. This has particular significance because many provincial juris
dictions are so physically large that much economic activity can be 
considered intraprovincial. Indeed, Ottawa may be correct in claim
ing that of all the federal governments in developed countries, 
Canada's probably has the least comprehensive economic powers. In 
most other federations, the central government has been given, 
either constitutionally or as a result of judicial interpretation, ove
rall responsibility for trade and commerce.s" 

Given increasing regional tensions, a case may be made for ex
panding, or strengthening federal economic powers. However, as we 
have seen, most economic reform proposals have been directed at the 
federal government's ability to ensure a common market rather 
than widening the scope of its economic powers. Thus, federal 
proposals tabled in the summer of 1980 at the Continuing Commit
tee ofMinisters on the Constitution aimed to strengthen Section 121 
of the Constitution Act which prohibits restrictions on the free 
movement of goods and persons by the provinces.s! Rather than ex
pand its power over trade and commerce, the federal government 
chose the ostensibly less contentious position of simply prohibiting 
the provinces from erecting economic barriers. And even this 
proposal met with considerable provincial opposition. This is hardly 
surprising, given that a simple reinforcement of the Canadian com
mon market is unlikely to be attractive to any province other than 
Ontario, and possibly Quebec, because it limits a provincial govern
ment's ability to control the negative effects of the common market 
on the provincial economy. 

If preservation of the common market creates division, the only 
strategy left to the federal government is to expand, or strengthen, 
its own powers. Then, two questions arise: Are such initiatives neces
sary? Or, are existing federal powers adequate to implement an in
dustrial strategy? 

These are very difficult questions. As has been pointed out, 
many important economic functions, such as the regulation of busi
ness activity and labour relations, are predominantly provincial. In 
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addition, the growing importance of resource developments to the 
Canadian economy, especially in the energy sector, and the fact that 
the provinces in the main own and are responsible for supervising 
the development of those resources, has considerably increased the 
importance of the provincial economic jurisdictions. Despite these 
changes, however, the federal government still retains a wide var
iety of economic powers. Even in the energy sector, it was able to go 
ahead with the NEP, thanks to its control of interprovincial and ex
port trade, corporate income tax and its ownership of a major oil 
company. 

In fact, in spite of its limitations in relation to the provinces, the 
federal government's economic powers are still formidable. They in
clude: the regulation of federally incorporated businesses; predomi
nant control ofthe tax system; control of international and interpro
vincial trade and commerce; management of the money supply; 
credit and banking; weights and measures; and absolute jurisdiction 
over certain industrial activities as a result of its ability to declare 
that they are for "the general advantage ofCanada" or that they are 
required for it to carry out its responsibility for "Peace, Order and 
Good Government" under the Constitution Act. These activities 
have included canals, atomic energy, aeronautics, railways, broad
casting and the wheat trade. In addition, in those industries or busi
nesses under federal jurisdiction, many of the provinces' traditional 
areas of responsibility (for example, labour relations) are governed 
by federal legislation. Perhaps most important over the past few 
years, are Supreme Court rulings on the constitutionality of federal 
legislation on economic affairs which have extended (although in a 
tenuous fashion) the federal government's jurisdiction by expanding 
the interpretation of the federal "trade and commerce" power and 
allowing the use of the federal emergency power in peacetime for 
economic purposes (for example, wage and price controlsl.s-

The federal government also has at its disposal another useful 
mechanism which can extend the range of its policy instruments, 
namely to use a constitutionally entrenched economic or regulatory 
power to achieve an industrial-policy objective in an indirect man
ner. For example, the ability to regulate interprovincial trade, and 
hence to regulate the construction of the northern pipeline, has al
lowed the federal government to lay down Canadian content require
ments covering the procurement operations of the companies build
ing the Alaska Highway gas pipeline. This enabled the federal 
government to create a new market for a growing number of 
Canadian firms supplying the international oil and gas industry and 
to provide those firms with a significant domestic market in which 
they could build an export capability. 

However, such formal legislative powers, which usually involve 
some right to regulate an industry, are only part of the tool kit a gov
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ernment requires to implement an industrial policy. Other mech
anisms at the federal government's disposal can be used to alter in
dustrial behaviour and structure. Much industrial policy, in fact, 
relies on the power of the purse which, in turn, affects the federal 
government's ability to: 

•	 offer financial incentives to encourage certain forms of cor
porate behaviour; 

•	 provide certain services or infrastructure which can encour
age selective forms of industrial activity; 

•	 purchase or create an industrial enterprise to serve some 
public purpose; 

•	 place conditions on the procurement of public goods to elicit 
favourable responses on the part of firms; or 

•	 provide tax exemptions for certain forms of industrial ac
tivity (that is, «tax expenditure"). 

Indeed, a good deal of the federal government's strengths in the 
industrial-policy field can be attributed to its ability to spend money 
for specific industrial purposes. Much of the federal government's 
role in manpower policy relies on its ability to finance manpower 
training programs and employment referral centres. Similarly, 
while the federal government has no constitutional authority to con
trol the emerging microelectronics industry, federal funding for 
such firms and the provision offederally developed technology in the 
form ofTelidon is encouraging the emergence of'a new and indepen
dent industrial capability in Canada. In fact, most of the federal gov
ernment's policies with respect to regional industrial location, R&D, 
improving productivity and expansion of exports rely on programs 
providing tax incentives, cash grants or loans to attain their ends 
and not on any specific regulatory authority granted in the Constitu
tion. 

Perhaps the most interesting use of federal expenditure powers 
to achieve industrial objectives has been the establishment of com
mercial Crown corporations. The most notable recent example was 
Petro-Canada, but the concept is not limited to energy. The federal 
government has invested in civil airframe manufacturers (deHavil
land and Canadair) to ensure that promising aircraft designs are 
marketed. These nationalized firms have also guaranteed a continu
ing market for high-technology aerospace component suppliers. 
Telesat Canada, a joint public-private sector corporation was de
signed to establish a domestic satellite telecommunications facility 
in Canada. Through the corporation, and government R&D assis
tance to selected firms, our country now has a viable space communi
cations capability. 

Apart from their inherent attractiveness as industrial-policy 
instruments (they are able to act directly and nonbureaucratically 
in the market place to achieve goals that would be impossible either 
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through regulation or direct financial assistance), Crown corpora
tions have an added advantage. Because they can work in provincial 
areas when a province needs and wants assistance, they are a useful 
intermediary for federal-provincial collaboration. Although the only 
case of such intermediation to date is the creation of DEVCO in the 
mid-1960s (set up to help restructure the Cape Breton economy fol
lowing coal mine closures),23 it is conceivable that the federal gov
ernment could use Crown corporations to achieve industrial-policy 
goals in traditional areas of provincial jurisdiction. Also, in situa
tions in which the provinces may be unable to agree upon joint inter
provincial action and where federal regulatory control may not be 
suitable, Crown corporations could intervene. For example, if the 
Maritime provinces were unable to cooperate on the development of 
technology to exploit offshore resources, Ottawa could create a fed
eral oceans development corporation. Clearly, such an initiative 
would only be successful if it were created before an interprovincial 
conflict arose; but it could serve as a useful device, focussing national 
resources on a specific technology development program that could 
not be duplicated by simply establishing a grant program to support 
marine industrial research or by regulating the industry. It could 
even be used to encourage the provinces to pool their resources. 

The point is that the federal government's capability to imple
ment industrial policy really depends on its ability both to spend or 
invest creatively to influence the private sector, and to utilize its ex
isting jurisdiction imaginatively. Admittedly, the current expendi
ture constraints suffered by the federal government limit its free
dom and may force it to meet its industrial policy objectives through 
regulation. Because of the federal government's jurisdictional weak
nesses in some areas relating to industry, this situation may cause 
future difficulties. However, the shift of federal spending priorities 
to industrial development and initiatives such as the NEP indicate 
that more limited financial resources need not be a significant bar
rier to innovative, federal industrial initiatives. What is needed is a 
political commitment to a strong industrial leadership role, and 
some coherent priorities concerning the objectives and content of a 
federal industrial policy. 

If jurisdictional issues are not a substantial barrier, and if lim
ited financial resources can be overcome, why isn't Ottawa a strong 
presence in the industrial-policy arena? At present, it would seem 
two significant barriers exist. The first is the federal political com
mitment, or lack of it, to address both the regional distribution and 
the interventionist implications of a strong, industrial-policy role. 
The second is Ottawa's institutional weakness which hinders its abil
ity to develop and implement an industrial strategy. 
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Political Barriers 
In many respects, Ottawa's political problems in developing an in
dustrial strategy are intractable and multidimensional. As discussed 
a number of times already in this study, the federal government's re
gionallegitimacy when acting on industrial-policy issues is in ques
tion. Briefly, in our highly regionalized economy, the federal govern
ment has difficulty when addressing specific aspects of industrial 
strategy, such as not being seen as favouring one section of the coun
try over another - particularly when the manufacturing sector is in
volved. The inherent potential for conflict because of regionally spe
cific economic interests is aggravated by the central government's 
need to be seen by the electorate as acting in the long-term interests 
of the country as a whole. The difficulty here is that our electoral sys
tem, and patterns of regional support for particular political parties, 
have prevented significant regions from participating in the federal 
government and its institutions.24 The result has been a widespread 
bitterness towards the federal system, by those in the regions (espe
cially western Canada) who feel that not only are they denied a place 
in government, but that the federal system is primarily designed to 
serve the interests ofcentral Canada. Obviously, these problems will 
not be overcome without a significant change in the representational 
character of federal institutions. Given the long struggle to patriate 
the Constitution, it is unlikely that any such change will come either 
quickly or easily. Until such changes do occur, improving the re
gionallegitimacy of the federal government will be an uphill battle. 

The picture is not all black, however. While regional loyalties 
and dissatisfactions make the construction of a national consensus 
on industrial policy difficult, there is also recent evidence that 
Canadians are rather ambivalent about their regional and national 
identities. In a lengthy and detailed study of the growth of "provin
cialism," David Elkins and Richard Simeon concluded that, despite 
growing loyalties to provincial governments, similarities were in
creasing in both the policy preferences of provincial constituents 
and the problems they faced. Such developments may lead to in
creased political conflicts, but they may also be a force for the crea
tion of a new national consensus on issues. The authors therefore 
caution: 

~~ ... we have seen that loyalties to region and country (not to 
mention, city, family or profession) are not necessarily incom
patible. Canadians do have multiple loyalties - and this is one of 
the forces that sustain a federal system. Strong ties to a provin
cial government do not preclude support for a strong federal 
government. For many, if not most Canadians, a strong federal 
Canada entails or presumes a strong province, and vice versa. 
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This suggests the inadequacy of two extreme positions: on one 
hand that regionalism or provincialism is somehow the "prob
lem" whose solution requires that it must be replaced by an 
overarching Canadian loyalty; and on the other hand, that we 
should fundamentally shift power to the provinces."25 
Canadians, we might conclude, are not innately hostile towards 

a federal government, provided that government is able to demon
strate its regional sensitivity. 

The more elusive political problems of federal industrial 
strategy relate, as Richard French has noted, to two problems: first, 
the political risks for a government when it proclaims goals for 
which it can be held accountable; and second, an ingrained hostility 
in the upper reaches of the federal bureaucracy to the concept of in
dustrial strategy. French argues that most political systems are 
averse to risk. Faced with a policy that has uncertain prospects, but 
which creates high public expectations, politicians will lose their re
solve without significant outside support or pressure. The shrinking 
away from commitments to industrial strategy by the federal gov
ernment in the early 1970s make this clear.26 According to French, 
this withdrawal has been compounded by a hostility to the more 
positive, or dirigiste, proposals for industrial strategy centred in the 
Department of Finance and in senior levels of the IT&C.27 

Opposition was partly ideological and partly policy oriented; in 
the case of the Finance Department, it was an objection to the inter
ventionist nature of industrial-strategy proposals which originated 
in the reo in the early 1970s. The Finance Department, in keeping 
with its role as the chief exponent, until recently, of Keynesian eco
nomic orthodoxy, preferred a mainly tax-based system which relied 
on the market and was largely neutral in its effects on individual 
firms. IT&C, on the other hand, opposed interventionism because the 
reo's emphasis on a coherent and rational selection of priority sec
tors and firms ran against its traditional policy-making approach 
which was largely incrementalist and designed to support industry 
evenly on a sectoral basis. This position also largely supported the 
status quo in terms ofboth the location ofindustry and the process of 
industrial adjustment. 

The result of the opposition was an approach to industrial policy 
that was, in French's view, incrementalist, centralist and continen
talist. Incrementalist in its reluctance to pick particular sectors or 
firms for special attention, centralist in its status quo approach to in
dustrial location which inevitably favoured the further concentra
tion of industry in central Canada, and continentalist in its con
tinued reliance on primary markets which de facto accepted 
Canada's heavy dependence on US trade and investment.28 
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Conflicting Approaches to Industrial Policy 
Ideological and political problems at the federal level were also re
flected in the development of institutions for industrial policy mak
ing. During the late 1960s and early 1970s the policy-making process 
for economic and industrial issues gradually spread out from Fi
nance and IT&C to a whole series ofagencies inc! uding DREE, Employ
ment and Immigration Canada (EIC), Ministry of State for Science 
and Technology (MOSST), the Department of Indian Affairs and 
Northern Development (DIAND), and EMR.29 Not only did the policy
making process become more fragmented, but also more diverse as 
many of these departments held very different views about the objec
tives of industrial policy and the appropriate instruments for imple
menting such policies. The most notable examples of conflicting ap
proaches were those ofIT&C and DREE. IT&C has favoured support for 
industries showing the best commercial performance, whereas DREE 
has preferred industrial policies that seek to help modernize and ex
pand industries (often weaker ones) in developing regions, or to at
tract new investment into such regions. 

These conflicts were not only a product of interdepartmental dif
ferences; IT&C itself encapsulated a number of divergent industrial 
interests, as it was the result of a merger in the late 1960s of the De
partment of Trade and Commerce and the Department of Industry. 
The former, was a senior member of the bureaucratic establishment 
and the latter, a new department which had emerged from the insti
tutional innovation of the mid-1960s.30 Not surprisingly, these two 
departments had very different views on the content of industrial 
policy; Trade and Commerce saw trade relations, export promotion 
and access to the international trading system as the cornerstones of 
industrial policy; the Department of Industry, on the other hand, 
was more directly concerned with the health of domestic industry 
generally and with the fate of the individual industrial sectors in 
particular. As Richard French has stated: 

«The formation of Industry, Trade and Commerce, brought to
gether in a single entity instruments for structural intervention 
informed by an intellectual position which ultimately led to 
technological sovereignty, and instruments for trade promotion 
premised on assumptions largely consistent with those for free 
trade."31 
In the late 1970s, partly as a result of the need to cope with the 

problems ofmanaging wage and price controls and the readjustment 
period following the removal of controls, the government attempted 
to increase industrial coordination in the federal system. After ex
perimenting with a number of informal civil service committees,32 
the government created BEDM in November 1978 to act as a central 
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coordinating mechanism for economic policy. With two changes of
 
government in the following three years, BEDM evolved into a cabinet
 
committee on economic development serviced by a secretariat
 
known as the Ministry of State for Economic Development (MSED).
 

Unfortunately, the role of coordinator assigned to both BEDM
 
and MSED33 did not lead, in and of itself, to any profound elaboration
 
of industrial strategy. MSED's role was largely that of a mini
Treasury Board for the economic development expenditure envelope 
and its policy capacity was very limited. Considering its status as a 
small, new ministry, MSED'S senior management chose a role which 
focussed on harmonizing departmental initiatives in the economic 
development area. The ministry reacted to initiatives from senior 
departments rather than developing its own economic and indus
trial policy.34 Existing as a mechanism to lessen the divergent ap
proaches of the various economic policy departments, MSED had not 
taken on a positive role with respect to developing overall economic 
strategies. 

Regional Awareness and Federal-Provincial Relations 
Perhaps just as important as the weaknesses of the federal ap
paratus was the limited integration of regional issues into federal
industrial policy making, and the low-key nature of federal
provincial relations management. With the exception ofDREE, none 
of the federal economic departments had significant regional input 
into their policy making. 

With its regional development mandate and its obvious need to 
be in contact with the provinces, DREE had a highly decentralized 
policy-development mechanism. As observed in the DREE-Manitoba 
case study in chapter VIII, program proposals were often developed 
between the provincial office ofDREE and provincial economic or in
dustrial development departments. Further, much of the depart
ment's regional economic analysis and monitoring was conducted at 
four regional headquarters, each headed by an assistant deputy min
ister. The national headquarters in Ottawa was mainly concerned 
with assuring the coherence of regional programs, and with process
ing and assessing the subagreement program proposals and the 
larger requests for regional, industrial-development grants. Conse
quently, national headquarters had only about 40 per cent of the de
partment's staff, and programs funded under the GDAs (that is, pro
grams which involved a substantial level of consultation between 
DREE and the individual provincial governments) consumed the larg
est part of the department's program expenditures.35 

IT&C, on the other hand, had a highly centralized structure even 
though it was the main industrial development agency. Until re
cently, the department did not even have an adviser on federal
provincial relations and virtually all of its policy development work 
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was done in Ottawa. The department did have a network of provin
cial offices; however, these offices, performing a program delivery 
and promotional function, had little input into the policy-making 
process. IT&C attempted in its most recent major program initiative, 
the Enterprise Development Program (EDP), to increase the input 
from provincial government departments. Provincial officials were 
regularly consulted on funding applications and provincial depart
ments cooperated with IT&C in making the program known in the lo
cal business community.36 EDP also had a system of provincial 
boards, the members ofwhich included local businesspeople and pro
vincial officials (as observers), to assess applicants up to a specified 
limit of loan and grant assistance. However, apart from the informal 
day-to-day contacts of IT&C and provincial officials, and a limited 
number of federal-provincial working parties, the EDP represented 
the department's most significant attempt to regionalize its policy 
development and implementation. It was not a strong record. 

It would, however, be wrong to blame IT&C for deliberately seek
ing to ignore provincial input. Unlike some federal departments that 
share jurisdiction with the provinces (for example, Agriculture and 
Labour) or have close relations with the provinces as an operational 
necessity (for example, DREE), IT&C had no pressing need to cooperate 
with the provinces. The department's traditional organization along 
industry branch lines did not encourage a regional or provincial ap
proach to industrial policy questions. In some ways, this relative iso
lation from the provinces was useful to the federal government. It 
provided an opportunity to work out a totally independent federal 
position on industrial development and obviated the problem, which 
the DREE policy-making process raised, of the diminished control that 
the federal government perceives it has over policy development 
when a provincial government is intimately involved in a project. 
However, as was made clear earlier, the growing importance of the 
provinces in the industrial-policy field meant that federal appro
aches dealing with specific sectors were more likely to result in pro
gram conflicts with the provinces. Such a situation can lead to seri
ous political resentments as one province, or many, feel that their 
regional interests are not being reflected in federal industrial policy. 

This problem was compounded by the fact that, until recently, 
Ottawa had no central agency either to coordinate the planning of 
industrial policy or to determine its federal-provincial priorities in 
this area. Despite the establishment of MSED, there was still no cen
tral, policy agency to deal with industrial strategy as such. A parallel 
problem existed in federal-provincial relations. The federal ap
paratus which dealt with federal-provincial relations was highly de
centralized compared with provincial intergovernmental affairs' ad
ministrations. Some federal departments have quite elaborate 
federal-provincial relations' mechanisms, but many do not. At pres
ent, most federal departments have taken the fashionable route of 
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establishing federal-provincial relations divisions to inform depart
mental policy makers ofprovincial policy positions and the likely re
sponse to departmental initiatives. In many cases, the influence of 
these sections is quite limited, particularly in departments where 
technical or professional considerations weigh heavily in policy for
mulation or where jurisdictional authority and tradition have dic
tated a unilateral federal approach. 

Further, Ottawa's ability to coordinate each department's rela
tions with the provinces was very limited. Unlike many provinces, 
the federal government does not really have a central intergovern
mental affairs agency. The Federal-Provincial Relations Office 
(FPRO), which is now effectively the secretariat to the prime minister 
on federal-provincial affairs and the Constitution, does have a coor
dinating role. It ensures that the departments take federal
provincial relations considerations into account in the formulation 
of policy papers for cabinet; it also helps to arrange first ministers' 
meetings and attempts to act as an information clearing house on in
tergovernmental activities in a number of key areas of federal gov
ernment policy. However, on a day-to-day basis, the departments are 
really free to act on their own. For example, FPRO does not have the 
same control over intergovernmental negotiations, or even agree
ments undertaken by departments, that its counterparts in Alberta 
and Quebec do. 

A New Federal Initiative 
Not long after the November 1981 budget, the federal government 
acted on the above concerns. In January 1982, the prime minister 
announced a major change in the federal government's departmen
tal organization for economic and regional development.v? In an at
tempt to dramatically increase attention to regional development 
questions, IT&C and DREE were combined into a new Department of 
Regional Industrial Expansion (DRIE) (see Figure X.2). Trade promo
tion and trade policy were removed from IT&C and placed within a 
newly expanded Department of External Affairs. Finally, in keeping 
with the renewed emphasis on policy coordination, MSED was re
named and expanded into a Ministry of State for Economic and Re
gional Development (MSERD) with a network ofprovincial offices each 
headed by a federal economic development coordinator.38 The minis
try would also have a special responsibility for managing large re
source or industrial development projects. 

The impetus for this change arose, it would seem, from a wide
spread concern within the federal government that the public per
ception in the regions of its economic policies was poor. Federal 
policy makers also felt that in areas of regional collaboration (for ex
ample, in DREE's GDA'S), too much credit for federal funding and 
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initiatives went to provincial governments. The reorganization at
tempted not only to make industrial policy more regionally sensi
tive, but also to create a direct link between regional economic actors 
and federal departments. 

The changes also reflected federal dissatisfaction with DREE's 
ability to impact significantly on regional disparities. In the eco
nomic development white paper39 released with the November 1981 
budget, and the January 1982 reorganization, the federal govern
ment indicated that regional development could now be contained 
more effectively in a general drive for economic development based 
on resource exploitation outside central Canada. There was less 
need, therefore, for a specific regional development department.s" In 
future, all federal departments would be required to organize both 
their policy development and program delivery functions to reflect 
the government's new emphasis on regional development. 

It is too early to know how the reorganization will fulfill the gov
ernment's stated objectives, let alone solve the broader federal policy 
problems. There are already indications that the resource-based eco
nomic development policy contained in the November 1981 budget is 
not working. This is partly due to the recession and high interest 
rates making large-scale, capital-intensive projects such as Alsands 
too expensive and risky, and partly because of uncertainties about 
the long-term trend in resource prices. These problems, of course, 
question the validity of federal strategy assumptions, namely, that 
in the 1980s, resource products will increase in value relative to 
manufactured goods and provide Canada with a comparative advan
tage internationally. 

However, other concerns remain about the logic of the reorgani
zation. The first, centres on the manner in which responsibility for 
industrial policy has been divided among the various departments. 
There has always been some uncertainty within the federal govern
ment over the relationship between trade and industrial policy. By 
placing these two important aspects of economic policy in two very 
different departments, conflict seems certain. DRIE is now concerned 
almost entirely with regional, resource and industrial development
in short, with internal domestic industrial policies. On the other 
hand, External Affairs, primarily responsible for the smooth func
tioning of Canada's international relations, will be mainly inter
ested in the implications of trade policy on those relations. With 
these two very different perspectives, there are bound to be continu
ing differences. In fact, completely independent and mutually exclu
sive policies may evolve. 

There is also some confusion about how DRIE will effectively com
bine its regional and industrial development roles. Frequently, the 
process of encouraging certain types of industrial activity is seri
ously weakened by a parallel effort to ensure a balanced regional dis
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tribution of that activity - this dual effort leads to difficult and poten
tially impossible policy trade-offs. In its reorganization, the 
department has attempted to give greater priority to regional devel
opment by increasing the number of its regional offices and allowing 
the regions to administer programs. It also hopes to increase the in
volvement of the regional offices in the policy-making process. How
ever, in large measure, IT&C's industrial sector branch organiza
tional structure has been maintained as well as its emphasis on the 
functional, as distinct from the regional, dimension of industrial 
policy (see p. 165, Figure X.2). It is far from clear how the two dimen
sions will be merged. At present, it seems as ifits primary emphasis 
on specific industrial sectors will remain, although softened by a 
more regionally decentralized method of administering programs. 

The second area of concern surrounds MSERD'S place in the new 
structure. There seem to be a number of contradictory signals about 
the ministry's true role. In its previous form, MSERD was primarily re
sponsible for coordinating departmental expenditures, eliminating 
overlapping or contradictory programs or policies, and helping to 
bring the collective resources of a number of departments together 
to deal with specific, large, economic development issues (for exam
ple, the development of the Alsands project). It had, however, little 
policy-making capability of its own and lacked the incentives to gain 
it, if for no other reason than, as a central agency, it lacked the 
hands-on knowledge of the operation ofspecific industries and indus
trial programs, typical of a line department such as IT&C or DREE. 

In its new form, MSERD gains a policy branch transferred from 
DREE, the greater part of which is located in the regions and is con
cerned with gathering information on regional economic trends and 
conditions. The ministry also has established a series of provincial 
offices headed by a federal economic development coordinator who 
serves as a focal point for the coordination of the federal depart
ments' regional economic development activities. This reorganiza
tion will allow MSERD to be well informed on regional economic devel
opments; however, whether it will have enough experience in the 
development and delivery of regional and industrial programs to as
sume a leadership role in initiating policy is difficult to discern. Sig
nificantly, DRIE has maintained a large regional and industrial policy 
capability under an assistant deputy minister. Its objectives are to 
increase regional contributions to decision making and strengthen 
"the department's role as the principal centre in government for in
dustrial policy, industrial intelligence and relations between indus
try and government."41 Because of this, it is less than clear whether 
MSERD or DRIE will have overall responsibility for industrial policy. 

This lack of clarity is most obvious when the implications of the 
reorganization for federal-provincial relations are examined. Both 
DRIE and MSERD will now have greatly expanded regional offices. In 
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DRIE's case, not only will it have an office in each province, but in 
some cases several offices in the larger provinces. As mentioned ear
lier, the intent of both decentralization moves was to make federal 
policy more responsive to regional interests, but not necessarily to 
provincial governments. When the reorganization was announced, 
the government stated that instruments such as the federal
provincial GDAs would be phased out. In their place, the federal gov
ernment would attempt to make its own policies more regionally ap
propriate, guided by regional economic strategies drafted by MSERD'S 
regional offices and implemented by all federal departments. Such a 
policy of using a bureaucracy to inject regional sensitivity into fed
eral policies, and, in effect, attempting to "end run" the provinces 
while dealing with regional economic interests, almost guarantees 
continued intergovernmental conflict. 

In summary, the federal response to the problems ofan incoher
ent industrial policy and the need to integrate regional interests into 
the policy-making process may be seriously misdirected. The federal 
government still lacks an institutional mechanism capable of ad
dressing industrial strategy questions. The attempt to construct 
such a policy, contained in Economic Development for Canada in the 
1980s, already seems to be coming to grief, primarily as a result of its 
outdated assumptions about world economic trends. Furthermore, 
the institutions which have been created have the potential for real 
conflict and confusion. The greater attention to independent federal 
action, combined with the attempt to create stronger linkages with 
regional economic actors, seems likely to provoke hostility among 
the provinces and could well intensify federal-provincial conflict. 
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XI. A Time For Change 

The Canadian economy faces a very trying and uncertain future. 
The issues we must confront in the coming decade go far beyond the 
daunting problems of the current recession with its high rates of 
unemployment and low economic growth. Over the next decade, the 
challenge for Canadians will be to transform the economy structur
ally in order to compete effectively in what can only be called a radi
cally altered, world-trade environment. There is no alternative to 
significant structural change. Our continued reliance on staple ex
ports, combined with the weakness of much of our manufacturing 
sector, and our relatively underdeveloped capacity to innovate suc
cessfully, places us in a highly vulnerable position. We are unlikely 
to benefit from even the current, let alone future shifts, in the pat
tern of international trade.' 

To face this new challenge, most governments in the industri
ally advanced countries are intervening substantially in their econo
mies in order to promote and hasten the necessary structural 
changes. This is being done, almost without exception, in close col
laboration with industry (and frequently labour). Industrialized 
countries all face considerable difficulties in this transition process, 
and confront obviously significant domestic political differences as to 
what are the appropriate measures to take. However, their commit
ment to change is undeniable, as is seen in the concrete actions they 
are taking at present to prepare themselves for a more difficult fu
ture. 

By contrast, Canada's situation could hardly be more disturb
ing. As discussed earlier, at the very time when Canada needs effec
tive leadership on national economic policy questions, our govern
ments seem to be moving in opposite directions. At the federal level, 
leadership has been lacking for a variety of complex reasons out
lined in the previous chapter, not the least ofwhich has been the dif
ficulty of implementing industrial policies in an economy that is 
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highly differentiated from region to region, and where political con
sciousness of those regional differences is growing. At the same time, 
in large measure in response to the vacuum created by weak federal 
leadership, the provinces have become more aggressive and expert 
at promoting the industrial expansion of their own economies. The 
result has been a form of paralysis, an inability to forge a national ef
fort to restructure industry at a crucial time in the country's eco
nomic development. It is a situation Canada can hardly afford at this 
stage in the evolution of the international economic system. 

We are at a crossroads. What role will Canada's 11 governments 
play in promoting structural change? Industry's central role in most 
industrially advanced countries in shaping the content of national, 
industrial policy is largely premised on a significant and coherent 
commitment by government to the process of structural change. As 
we have seen, this commitment is the missing element in Canada 
and is why this study has concentrated so heavily on the role of gov
ernment. Indeed, a good part of this study has been directed to deter
mining just how decentralized, and directionless, economic policy 
making in Canada has become. 

Clearly the provinces are key actors in industrial policy today. 
They do not possess all of the industrial-policy instruments at the 
disposal of the federal government, particularly the macroeconomic 
levers to manage the economy. However, they are building up a sig
nificant level of experience in many of the types of firm-specific and 
microeconomic industrial policies that are becoming the hallmark of 
the leading edge of industrial policy as practised elsewhere in the 
world. The provinces are also becoming increasingly aware of their 
own regional economic interests, an awareness that has found ex
pression in their attempts to establish provincial industrial strate
gies. 

Further, there has been a growth in recent years of a number of 
barriers to interprovincial trade and the movement of capital and 
workers. These barriers, along with provincial incentive schemes for 
industry and the increased perception by the provinces of their own 
territorial economic interests, pose a potential threat to the future of 
the Canadian economy as an integrated whole. The successful at
tempt by British Columbia to prevent the takeover of Macmillan
Bloedel by Canadian Pacific, the bidding wars between Ontario and 
Quebec for new industrial capacity in the automotive sector, and dis
putes between Ontario and Alberta over petrochemical plant expan
sion, all illustrate the potential severity of the situation. 

The extent to which we do not have wholesale economic warfare 
between the provinces probably has more to do with their limited fi
nancial resources than to any commitment on their part to national 
economic harmony. As we have seen in chapter V, there is also rea
son to suspect that the high degree of regional specialization in eco
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nomic activity, characteristic of each provincial economy, has to 
some extent limited the scope for competitive provincial industrial 
policies, as has the high level of integration which exists in the na
tional economy in some important sectors (for example, the banking, 
transportation and retail systems). To date, it seems that the prov
inces have been diverging from one another, creating policies that 
essentially reinforce their existing, and very different, economic spe
cializations, rather than seeking to directly compete with one 
another in a systematic manner. 

In light of the international imperative facing the Canadian 
economy, however, this is not an encouraging situation. Even if 
nothing but the current state of affairs continues to exist, with dif
fuse leadership at the federal level and a gradual divergence in pro
vincial industrial policies, we will be unable to address creatively the 
problem of structural change in the Canadian economy. Indeed, the 
current trends could mean that neither level of government will 
have the financial, technical or political resources required to pro
mote such change. 

Moreover, it is dangerous to assume that this drifting apart of 
economic interests will remain a benign process. In a contracting 
economy facing severe foreign competition, conflicts could become 
fierce. On the one hand, we have a manufacturing centre demanding 
public money and a protective trade policy to help restructure its in
dustry, and, on the other, a staples-based periphery needing sizable 
government assistance to provide a transportation infrastructure 
for resource exports and advocating a trade policy favourable to the 
importation of inexpensive manufactured goods, as an alternative to 
its present reliance upon more costly domestic producers. Further, 
the state of the art in federal-provincial relations indicates that we 
can expect very little from the current structure of intergovernmen
tal cooperative arrangements to help solve these difficulties. 

We are - it bears repeating - at a crossroads. To survive or adapt 
to the new international imperatives, we must take stronger collec
tive action. Without a fundamental change in the direction of fed
eral-provincial decision making on industrial questions, however, 
that action will be seriously compromised. Harnessing the energies 
ofour two levels ofgovernment to focus on the problem of industrial 
change in a more coherent and mutually reinforcing manner than is 
at present the case will be the linchpin of success for an industrial 
policy in Canada. 

Finally, there is the role of the federal government. In the past, 
it has been able to provide strong economic leadership for the coun
try: first, by creating a continent-wide economic system in the last 
century; and second, in this century, by ensuring the successful tran
sition from a wartime to a peacetime industrialized economy. Since 
the early 1960s, its leadership role has atrophied - for reasons al
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ready explained. However, as events have recently demonstrated 
(for example, the case of the NEP), Ottawa can move swiftly and effec
tively to meet national economic objectives ifit has the political will. 
As we have seen, there need be no jurisdictional, or really any finan
cial, barrier to a stronger federal presence in the industrial policy 
field. 

The primary challenge facing the federal government is to de
velop policies and instruments capable of correcting the structural 
problems of the Canadian economy, and to do this in a way that gar
ners political support by demonstrating that such policies serve the 
interests of all Canadians. Undeniably, a strong federal role is re
quired. The process of structural change is a long and difficult one, 
and a harnessing of provincial or even regional energies will not be 
enough to effect this change. Provinces on their own, or working to
gether, cannot provide a national focus for industrial policy; they 
will miss opportunities which may be out of their own individual or 
joint areas ofeconomic interest. Even if they do act collectively, they 
often lack the resources, or capacity, to act quickly or forcefully 
enough to seize an opportunity. Only the federal government can an
swer these needs and provide the required national leadership. 

The solution to these problems will not be reached overnight; 
but some action must be taken now ifit is to be effective. The follow
ing proposals could provide a basic point of departure. Although not 
a complete answer to the problem, they may form the basis for fu
ture and more substantial initiatives. The proposals relate to the 
three principal issues addressed in this study: the rise of provincial 
industrial strategies; the promotion of intergovernmental collabora
tion; and finally the role of the federal government. 

Some Proposals for Change 

Provincial Industrial Strategies 
A great deal has been written about the rise of the provinces as ag
gressive advocates of regional self-interest. Terms such as "province 
building" have been coined to describe the increasingly explicit link
age now emerging between provincial governments and indepen
dent, regional economic strategies. While some of the rhetoric is 
overblown, during the past decade the industrial-policy capabilities 
of the provinces and their willingness to act in the industrial policy 
area to achieve provincial objectives have considerably expanded. 

Perhaps the best way to deal with the more active industrial
policy role played by the provinces is to view provincial industrial 
strategies as an opportunity rather than a liability in the creation ofa 
stronger and more aggressive response to restructuring the national 
economy. As we have seen, most provincial strategies are highly spe
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cialized and some are being implemented with considerable vigour. 
Indeed, there are very good political reasons why provinces should 
be considered effective in this area. The relatively homogeneous 
economy of each leaves less potential for conflicting demands that 
would dissipate their financial and policy resources. Alberta, for ex
ample, is in a good position to develop an industrial policy based on 
hydrocarbon developments - as indicated by its aggressive moves in 
the petrochemical industry and in energy technologies (for example, 
AOSTRA). Quebec, on the other hand, with the problems ofa declining, 
and labour-intensive, manufacturing sector, has a greater political 
incentive than, say, the federal government, to concentrate on the 
problems of such a declining sector. Provincial governments, in 
other words, will be among the primary agents for ensuring struc
tural change in Canada, especially if the federal government finds it 
impolitic to act on more than one regionally contentious policy area 
at a time. 

It is clear, however, that this approach cannot constitute the 
sum total of an industrial strategy. First, there have to be mech
anisms to help resolve the nascent problems of interprovincial con
flict over industrial policy and to encourage intergovernmental col
laboration. Second, as mentioned above, often cases arise where 
provinces are unable to take advantage of industrial development 
opportunities because these opportunities emerge outside their in
dividual areas of interest, or if the provinces share an interest, coop
eration cannot be arranged quickly enough, or on a sufficiently large 
scale to ensure success. 

Intergovernmental Collaboration 
Canada needs consistent and coherent industrial policies to adapt 
successfully to a radically changed international economic system; 
but, with 11 separate governments, the potential for inconsistent ac
tions is great. Unfortunately, the intergovernmental process offers 
limited opportunities for the development and implementation of in
dustrial policy. The interprovincial environment tends to turn ques
tions of industrial policy into a zero-sum game in which the benefits 
are seen on a case-by-case basis and in highly regional terms - one 
province wins, another loses. At the federal-provincial level, a con
test to see which level ofgovernment will gain control over a specific 
area often tends to frustrate cooperative action, making intergov
ernmental collaboration on industrial policy modest and slow. In
deed, the case studies indicate that the only way to overcome the 
problem of the zero sum game is either to limit the number of gov
ernments involved in collaboration, or confine the industrial-policy 
objectives under consideration to areas of common interest. Only in 
these circumstances will the provinces and the federal government 
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cooperate satisfactorily. It would seem, therefore, that intergovern
mental collaboration will probably playa limited role in industrial 
policy making given the fact that a national approach is required 
and a wide variety of issues must be dealt with. 

Further, these problems are likely to be compounded by the evo
lution ofindustrial policy itself.2 Because of the increasing failure of 
traditional macroeconomic policies, industrialized countries have 
shifted gradually to policy instruments that seek to directly modify 
the activities of firms and industries.3 In addition, there is a growing 
awareness by governments of the need to act decisively and quickly 
in industrial restructuring because of rapid changes in technologies 
and international comparative advantage. The trend in policy inst
ruments towards more directed and specific action (for example, iso
lating a particular firm or industrial sector for attention), indicates 
that the territorial implications of any particular policy are likely to 
be more evident, and hence more difficult to cope with, in interpro
vincial or federal-provincial bargaining given the regionally special
ized nature of the Canadian economy. Further, the speed and force
fulness required by governments when acting on industrial
development questions make it unlikely that the intergovernmental 
arena, with its slow and generally diffuse decision-making process, 
will provide a suitable environment for the development of effective 
national, or even regional, industrial policies. 

This is not to say, however, that intergovernmental collabora
tion will be unimportant in the development of an industrial policy. 
At the very least, it will allow politicians and civil servants in differ
ent governments to communicate effectively - a necessary first step 
towards avoiding conflicts and duplication of policies. It is, therefore, 
unfortunate that even the most elementary institution of intergov
ernmental cooperation, the federal-provincial industry ministers' 
meeting, has been allowed to atrophy in recent years. Such confer
ences are incapable of producing industrial strategies, but their de
cline is an indication ofhow poorly equipped we are to deal, even in a 
very elementary way, with some ofour industrial policy differences. 

We should be concerned at the lack of a continuing mechanism 
to encourage consultation on industrial-policy issues for another im
portant reason. A decentralized federation such as ours needs some 
form of organizational structure to encourage officials from different 
governments to collaborate. When governments meet infrequently 
and then usually to deal with a specific problem or crisis - there is lit
tle incentive to seek broader cooperation. Simply then, intergovern
mental consultation on industrial policy has to be much more regu
lar. 

A number of proposals have been made in recent years to create 
permanent organizations that could improve specific aspects of in
tergovernmental collaboration.s Ontario, for example, has proposed 
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creating a Canadian domestic market development agency to help 
foster cooperation on government purchasing.f Unfortunately, these 
and other attempts at interprovincial or federal-provincial coopera
tion have met with resistance. Some provinces fear that such cooper
ative ventures will do little for them, and simply reinforce the exist
ing distribution of economic activity in Canada. This suspicion is 
unfortunate, as it isjust this type ofproject or subject-specific cooper
ation that can, with good will, build the necessary trust and experi
ence to allow larger and more comprehensive forms of industrial
policy cooperation. 

While the track record is not strong, two areas where the prov
inces and the federal government should try to cooperate are govern
ment procurement and R&D policy. Conflicting provincial initia
tives can be especially damaging in these areas because, ofall forms 
of government industrial assistance, R&D and procurement policy 
can be made almost totally ineffective when there are competing 
government initiatives in the same country. One area for practical 
cooperation could be major resource projects where both levels of 
government exercise some leverage over a developer's procurement 
policies. Cooperative action in steering developers' procurement to 
Canadian suppliers could provide an excellent opportunity to ex
pand a national, industrial capacity in resource extraction equip
ment and technology. But initiatives such as these must be taken 
now before potentially competing procurement and technology poli
cies are embedded in the industrial strategies of our various govern
ments. 

To guard against such unproductive competition, the federal gov
ernment and the provinces should move rapidly to re-establish regu
lar meetings of industry ministers and senior officials responsible for 
industry. Collectively they could be known as the Canadian Council 
of Industry and Technology Ministers. If possible, this group should 
have a small, permanent and independent secretariat providing a 
basic organizational capability for the council and acting as a re
source group to explore possible areas of intergovernmental collabo
ration on industrial policy. The secretariat need only consist of a 
handful of senior civil servants seconded from various federal and 
provincial departments and the appropriate support staff. The coun
cil would provide the necessary infrastructure to pursue intergov
ernmental initiatives and ensure that some administrative pressure 
is brought to bear on the governments to pursue cooperation. 

All too often, proposals for collaboration in this area whither 
and die for want of long-term bureaucratic resources. Sadly, the pri
ority assigned to such activity within individual government depart
ments is usually quite low given the pace ofday-to-day issue manage
ment. Such an intergovernmental agency would help to solve this 
problem and make an important start in expanding and regularizing 
in tergovernmental collaboration. 
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The Role of the Federal Government 
Ottawa will carry the heaviest burden of adaptation in our more de
centralized federal system. In the future, it will be called upon to 
playa difficult and sophisticated role. The federal government will 
have to be the effective leader in industrial policy making, but of 
necessity this role will require a great deal more regional sensitivity 
than before. At the same time, many of the problems resulting from 
decentralized decision making, such as the growing potential for 
contradictory or divergent policies, will be left for the federal gov
ernment to solve. 

In this new environment, the federal government's industrial
policy role will have to expand beyond its traditional concern with 
macroeconomic policies to embrace much more specific, and highly 
targeted, industrial programs capable of addressing individual re
gional problems or opportunities. At the same time, the government 
must cope effectively with the problem of fostering structural 
change in the economy to meet an increasingly competitive interna
tional environment in which highly targeted, national industrial 
policies playa large role. Indeed, given the realities of a decentral
ized political and economic system, and the requirement that poli
cies in such an environment be highly specialized, the federal gov
ernment will have to take on a dual role. Many of the industrial 
policies it develops and implements will have to be carefully tailored 
to meet the diverse strengths ofa highly regionalized economy. At the 
same time, it must act in the context of an overall national strategy 
addressing Canada's international competitive position. Thus, the 
federal government will have to be more activist, both in seeking out 
opportunities for regional cooperation, and in anticipating structural 
change in the economy. At times this may require unilateral federal 
action. Indeed, external threats to the Canadian economy and the 
emergence of increasingly assertive provincial regimes will some
times make this unilateral federal action mandatory - though Ot
tawa will have to be cognizant of regional needs and politic enough 
to recognize the important economic and political role the provinces 
now play in the industrial-policy process. 

These imperatives imply that some major innovations will be re
quired if the federal government is to deal effectively with decentral
ization in economic policy making. Such innovations would relate to 
two aspects of federal industrial policy: first, regional perspectives 
must be integrated into both the making and implementing of 
policy; and second, industrial planning needs a new institutional 
base so that it can be much more activist - capable of identifying fed
eral industrial priorities and ensuring coherence in the formation 
and implementation of a wide variety of national and regional pro
grams. 
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Integrating Regional Perspectives 
To date, only one federal department, DREE, dealt extensively with 
the dual problem of integrating provincial input into its policies and 
implementing those policies in conjunction with the provinces. 
Other departments, such as Agriculture Canada, have well
developed informal working relationships with the provinces, partly 
because of shared jurisdiction. Unfortunately, in the industrial 
policy area, and, in particular, in the case OfIT&C, the federal govern
ment tended to act alone and to collaborate with the provinces only 
when immediate problems emerged in the implementation of policy. 
Clearly, this was an unrealistic way to proceed. 

DREE's "provincialist" approach may have been inappropriate 
to the more national orientation required of industrial policy today. 
However, the new department, DRIE, will have to be much more 
aware than IT&C of the need to seek policies and instruments appro
priate for the regions. There may also be room for provincial input 
into the implementation ofDRIE'S other programs in addition to what 
informally existed forEDP.6 More important, when creating new pro
grams to assist industry, the department will have to seriously con
sider mechanisms which build in a greater level of consultation and 
collaboration with the provinces. An example of this form ofcollabo
ration can be seen in the Enterprise Manitoba project where DREE 
and the Manitoba Department of Economic Development jointly de
signed and implemented a coherent approach to the province's in
dustrial problems. Significantly, IT&C played a minor, if reluctant, 
role in this project. 

Based on the evidence of intergovernmental cooperation pre
sented in Part Three, there is good reason to believe that bilateral ap
proaches to industrial policy by the federal government offer the 
greatest opportunity for harmonious cooperation. They allow the fed
eral government to tailor its policies to the needs of a specific prov
ince and to avoid introducing potentially conflicting objectives into a 
program - a danger when a number of provinces are involved. Bilat
eral approaches also allow the federal government to encourage only 
those aspects of provincial industrial policies which are most suppor
tive ofnational industrial development objectives. Such an approach 
can allow the federal government to have a much more direct influ
ence over the content and direction of provincial industrial strate
gies. This implies, therefore, that the federal government's approach 
to the formulation of industrial policy in the future should be highly 
specialized. For example, Ottawa would have industrial policy 
instruments designed specifically for Alberta which would focus on 
resource-extraction technology; in Nova Scotia, by contrast, federal 
support might be directed to marine industries and offshore tech
nology. 
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There are some indications that the creation of DRIE reflects a 
greater interest by the federal government in integrating regional 
concerns into the policy-making process. However, it is not yet cer
tain how the regional and industrial sector approaches to policy 
represented in DREE and IT&C will be integrated in the new depart
ment. Further, as noted in chapter X, the rationale for the reorgani
zation - to ensure a presence in the regions which would allow the 
federal government to more accurately assess the needs of the eco
nomic interest groups in each province and directly deliver pro
grams to meet those needs - does not adequately address the prob
lem of dealing with provincial governments and their industrial 
development policies. 

The attempt to make federal policy responsive to economic con
stituencies within each province seems designed more to increase 
federal bargaining power with provincial governments than to fos
ter genuine collaboration with them. While both MSERD and DRIE will 
have an extensive network of provincial offices, it is far from clear 
that they will engage in joint policy development with provincial 
governments. Indeed, in a recent report on governmental policy and 
regional development, the Senate National Finance Committee was 
so concerned at the direction the new federal reorganization was 
taking that it recommended that both DRIE and MSERD be given a spe
cific, regional development mandate. This committee also recom
mended that the federal government reconsider its stated intention 
to phase out the GDA system in light of the fact that such agreements 
offered a significant opportunity to assist in the coordination of fed
eral and provincial economic policy making." 

Perhaps the new regional planning frameworks to be designed 
by MSERD'S regional offices will provide an opportunity for solving the 
problem of regionalizing the federal government's industrial-policy 
planning process. The planning frameworks were originally de
signed to provide the analytical basis for new economic development 
agreements with the provinces which would supersede the GDAs. It 
was hoped that this planning process would act more as a device to 
tailor federal policy to regional interests, as distinct from simply pro
vincial government interests. There are now indications, however, 
that the new economic development agreements may be used by the 
federal government to discuss and develop industrial policy on a 
bilateral basis with individual provincial governments. It is recom
mended that they, in fact, be used in this way. 

In many cases, ofcourse, it may not be possible to obtain provin
cial cooperation for industrial development, either because the prov
ince may not be interested, or because of interprovincial conflicts. In 
these situations, unilateral federal action will obviously be required 
and should be pursued with vigour. To be effective in any case, there
fore, the federal role must be increasingly activist, focussed and se
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lective. However, the current federal structures for intergovernmen
tal relations and industrial policy making are unsuitable to this 
approach. 

New Institutions 
In essence, what is required is an institutional mechanism which can 
combine a more regionally tailored set of industrial-development 
programs with an integrated and coherent approach to national, in
dustrial development. Given the federal government's present de
partmental organization, it would mean charging an existing de
partment with overall responsibility for both industrial policy and 
an accompanying federal-provincial relations strategy. Ideally, such 
a positive role could be assumed by MSERD. However, the ministry's 
role as manager of the economic development expenditure envelope 
has meant that it has focussed on budget allocation and program 
coordination rather than on proposing new economic-development 
initiatives. This latter task has been largely left to the existing line 
departments in the field. It is hard to determine whether the addi
tion of a regional policy unit from DREE and a series of representa
tional offices in each province headed by a federal economic
development coordinator will make MSERD more effective in the 
development of an industrial policy. Ifit means, as seems likely, that 
MSERD will concentrate more on injecting regional perspectives into 
policies of the departments in the economic-development expendi
ture envelope, rather than developing an industrial policy, then we 
may only have half the solution to the integration ofindustry and re
gional policy. Indeed, MSERD'S involvement in the broad range ofeco
nomic policy from energy and mineral development to agriculture 
means that its ability to concentrate on explicitly industrial policy 
questions is, of necessity, limited. To be an effective industrial policy 
ministry today, it is essential to combine both an appreciation of the 
detailed workings of industry and an ability to plan at the mac
rolevel for industrial restructuring. Without both of these elements, 
such a department is unlikely to succeed.f 

What is needed at the federal level is just such an integrated de
partment, whether it is fashioned out of existing departments (for 
example, DRIE), or is an entirely new body. The department, what
ever form it assumes, will have to pioneer methods of devising and 
implementing industrial policies that will integrate regional per
spectives into individual programs and policies. At the same time, it 
must also build a strong central policy-planning mechanism to en
sure that the initiatives taken by the department fit into a broader 
industrial strategy. More than a think tank or policy ministry, it will 
need to have administrative and budgetary control over a significant 
share of the federal government's industrial development programs 
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and be in a position to make the necessary policy trade-offs among its 
various programs. The department would also require a well
developed, in-house, federal-provincial relations capability, which 
will have to be embedded both in its policy apparatus and in the 
branches concerned with program implementation. This feature 
would be essential as many of its programs could involve significant 
levels of federal-provincial collaboration. 

We must be realistic, however, about the possibility of such a 
new department being able to promote both regional and industrial 
development. It should be clear that what is being advocated here is 
not a fusion of regional and industrial development policy, but 
rather an institutional device which could more effectively tailor in
dustrial policy to regional specializations without losing sight of the 
overall national strategy. It is probably more sensible to rely on a 
traditional regional development agency such as DREE to overcome 
the structural difficulties caused by uneven regional development. 
The result may be some overlap in the provision of industrial assis
tance (as was the case between IT&C and DREE), but at least such an ar
rangement could help to avoid a situation in which one department 
attempts to carry out the impossible task of making tradeoffs be
tween the regional equity/industrial efficiency aspects of policy 
proposals - a situation which would result from any attempt to com
bine industrial and regional policy in a single agency or department. 

To be effective, this new or restructured industry department 
would be required to seek out imaginatively opportunities for indus
trial development and cooperation. This would involve the federal 
government in a catalytic role with the private sector and/or with 
one, or several, provincial governments. This implies not only that 
the policy-making capability of the department would have to be 
well developed, but also that a more entrepreneurial and anticipatory 
attitude to the development and implementation of industrial policy 
will be required. In short, to be successful the department would 
have to take a leadership role in framing and implementing indus
trial policy, both with industry and the provinces. As the evidence 
from this study indicates, if the federal government is to make a seri
ous effort to solve the twin problems ofindustrial decline and region
alism, it cannot base its industrial policy on reactive or passive poli
cies and instruments. Unless it assumes an activist role, it will be 
doomed to irrelevance. 

Objections to this integrated department will, of course, be 
forthcoming. For example, there would be reservations that, after a 
major reorganization of the federal government's economic develop
ment departments, another reshuffling would be wasteful. However, 
the changes could be accomplished primarily through some modifi
cation to the existing structure ofDRIE to incorporate a strengthened 
federal-provincial relations and industrial planning capability. 
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It is important to remember that to be successful, the changes 
proposed rely not so much on institutional reform per se, but more 
on a change in the attitude towards the development and implemen
tation of industrial policy in the federal government - an attitude 
that is both activist and sympathetic to regional and provincial am
bitions. For national policy to be successful, however, the provinces 
must also become more aware of the negative consequences ofa tire
less pursuit of regional self-interest for our future industrial viabil
ity as a nation. In short, both sides need to re-examine their attitudes 
and actions. 

The first step towards the improvement of industrial policy 
making in Canada is to understand the problems generated by the 
regional differences arising from our staples economy. Action based 
on this understanding is next. However, as in all problems based on 
fundamental differences in economic interest, progress will be slow. 
Indeed, without some form of political commitment to overcome our 
difficulties, no amount of tinkering with the machinery of govern
ment or sophisticated approaches to policy making will solve our 
problems. 

We must come to terms with the problems of effectively ensur
ing a positive and creative solution to industrial restructuring. And 
that solution will have to satisfy our ambition to remain an industri
ally advanced country with a reasonable level of regional equity. If 
we do not, we will be in grave danger not only of condoning the de
cline ofthe Canadian economy, but also ofcontributing to the demise 
of its underlying rationale. 
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Glossary 

AEC 
AGTL 
AHSTF 
AOC 
AOSTRA 

BEDM 
BILD 

CAD/CAM 

C-CORE 
CCREM 

CDP 
CDP 
CMP 
CRIQ 
DEVCO 
DREE 
DRIE 
EDF 
EDP 
ECC 
EIC 
EMR 
FIDC 
FPRO 
GAIT 
GDA 
IDEA 
Corporation 
IREQ 
ISABs 
IT&C 

MEC 

Alberta Energy Company 
Alberta Gas Trunk Lines 
Alberta Heritage Savings Trust Fund 
Alberta Opportunity Company 
Alberta Oil Sands Technology and Research 

Authority 
Board of Economic Development Ministers 
Board of Industrial Leadership and Develop

ment 
Computer-Aided Design/Computer-Aided 

Manufacturing 
Centre for Cold Oceans Resources Engineering 
Canadian Council of Resource and Environ

ment Ministers 
Comprehensive Development Plan 
La Caisse de depot et de placement 
Council of Maritime Premiers 
Centre de recherche industrielle du Quebec 
Cape Breton Development Corporation 
Department of Regional Economic Expansion 
Department of Regional Industrial Expansion 
Employment Development Fund 
Enterprise Development Program 
Economic Council of Canada 
Employment and Immigration Canada 
Energy, Mines and Resources Canada 
Forest Industry Development Committee 
Federal-Provincial Relations Office 
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade 
General Development Agreement 
Innovation Development for Employment Ad

vancement Corporation 
Institut de recherche d'Hydro-Quebec 
Industrial Sector Advisory Boards 
(The Department of) Industry, Trade and Com

merce 
Maritime Energy Corporation 
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MOSST 
MSED 
MSERD 

MTNs 
NEP 
NICs 
NORDeO Ltd. 

PEC 
PCO 
SDI 
SEDCO 

SGF 
SODICC 

VACRED 

WEOC 
WPC 

Ministry of State for Science and Technology 
Ministry of State for Economic Development 
Ministry of State for Economic and Regional 

Development 
Multilateral Trade Negotiations 
National Energy Policy 
Newly Industrializing Countries 
Newfoundland Oceans Research Development 

Corporation Ltd. 
Prairie Economic Council 
Privy Council Office 
Societe de developpement industriel 
Saskatchewan Economic Development Corpo

ration 
Societe generale de financement 
Societe de developpement des industries de la 

culture et des communications 
Voluntary Advisory Committee on Regional 

Economic Development 
Western Economic Opportunities Conference 
Western Premiers' Conference 
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The Industrial Policy Imperative 
If Canadians spent as much time 
developing industrial policy as they 
do discussing it. this country could 
be well on the way to becoming an 

international economic power. As it is, while we 
fret about our declining competitive position, 
other nations hone policies and practices that can 
help tum individual firms - and indeed entire 
industrial sectors - into world leaders. Where we 
are confused and incoherent, they are focussed 
and aggressive. 

Just as clearly, time is running out. Our small, 
open economy has a structurally weak manufac
turing sector that, in an increasingly free interna
tional trade environment, is bound to be hurt by 
import competition. Merely to stay even, we will 
need a coherent and forceful national effort to 
restructure our economy. The aim need not - and 
indeed should not - be a grand, national indus
trial plan; instead it should be a systematic 
attempt to help firms and sectors identify and 
exploit growth prospects. 

It will not be easy. Our regionally specialized 
economy means that industrial policy is often a 
zero-sum game where a policy designed to help a 
specific industry is seen as assistance to one 
region or province over another. But our prob
lems are not simply ones of regionalism; they 
are a product of the evolution of the Canadian 
economy over the past 100 years and the way in 
which federal and provincial governments have 
come to represent particular economic interests. 
As is the case with so many issues in Canada, 
framing an effective industrial policy means 
coming to terms with our decentralized, and 
often contentious, system of intergovernmental 
relations. 

Note: This paper is a summary of Background Study 50. The 
Cballenge of Diversity. For an outline of the study and an 
order form, see coupon on p. 11. 

Figure I-Gross Domestic Product (GDPl Accounted for by 
Manufacturing Activity, 1979 
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Unequal Partners 

In a real sense, the industrial policy 
problems we face are the legacy of 
our unequal economic development. 
The fathers of Confederation tried to 

create an integrated national economy, but in the 
process regional economic specialization, with all 
its attendant conflicts, was institutionalized. 
Southern Ontario and Quebec became entrenched 
in the role of producers of manufactured goods, 
while the Western and Atlantic provinces concen
trated on the production and export of raw and 
semiprocessed materials. Usually to their chagrin, 
the other provinces provided captive markets 
thanks to tariffs - for Central Canada's goods, 
while their own economic bases were far from 
secure. Provinces such as New Brunswick, which 
watched helplessly as its lumber-based economy 
collapsed late in the last century, and Saskatche
wan, devastated in the 1930s when its wheat 
economy literally blew away, have learned the 
precarious nature of a staples-based economy. 

Central Canada has not been invariably 
blessed. In periods of high world commodity 
prices, other provinces have been better off. 
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Generally though, the outlying regions have paid 
the costs of weathering the boom-to-bust cycles 
of a staples economy, all the while resenting a 
political and economic status quo that seemed 
designed to benefit Ontario and Quebec. 

It was only in the 1960s that the tide began to 
shift sufficiently to encourage provinces to take a 
more active role in promoting the development of 
their own economies. Partly, this was due to a 
growing focus on local or regional issues which 
enhanced the political profile of provincial govern
ments. The expansion of the social service and 
education systems to cope with expanded growth 
in the postwar era (for example, the implementa
tion of medicare and expansion of postsecondary 
education), gave provinces a larger public profile 
and provided them with greater expenditure and 
policy-making roles. Further, the increased con
cern with distributional issues in the 1960s also 
heightened awareness of regional development 
questions and, coincidentally, the inherent eco
nomic disparities and conflicts present in the 
Canadian economy. The stage was thus set in the 
1970s for the provinces to become much more 
involved in industrial issues, a process that was 
reinforced by a growing divergence in the eco
nomic difficulties or opportunities facing each 
province (for example, rapid r~sourc~ devel~p- . 
ment in western Canada and industrial decline In 
Quebec, and laterly, in Ontario). In this process 
of change, the federal government's role came to 
be seen as less central. In fact, the growing 
variety of the economic issues facing the country's 
regions meant that the federal government had a 
more difficult time developing national industrial 
policies that appeared coherent and forceful. 

Strength from Fundamentals 

.................• If the western provinces often seem 
iii. to be the most alienated from 

•.........•.........•..••.•..•...................
 Canada's industrial centre. it's also 
fair to say that they have carried the 

notion of building self-reliant and industrially spe
cialized economies to great lengths. And in all 
cases, they have based their strategies on natural 
resources. 

The focus of their policies is hardly surprising 
given the reliance on developing and exporting 
resource products. What is interesting is that the 
western provinces of British Columbia, Alberta 
and Saskatchewan have sought to use provincial 
policies both to strengthen their ability to develop 
their resource base and to seek industrial diversifi
cations based on an existing resource strength. 
Thus, these provinces are investing heavily in 
R&D to improve resource extraction techniques 
(for example, in oil sands projects) and in the 
effective management of renewable resources, 
including research into such areas as genetic 
engineering, to improve crops for the west's 
shorter growing season. 

In terms of industrial diversification, these 
provinces are looking not only to increase the 
degree to which their resources are processed (for 
example, Alberta's moves to establish a local 
petrochemical industry), but also to seek industrial 
specializations that complement their resource 
industry, such as the production of dry land 
agricultural implements in Saskatchewan, remote 
sensing technology in British Columbia and 
speciality steel products for pipelines in Alberta 
and Saskatchewan. 

Often, innovative instruments have been used 
to accomplish these objectives. These instruments 
have ranged from research councils, supporti~g. 

provincially specific industrial R&D, and specialist 
technology development agencies (such as 
AOSTRA) to government-private sector joint 
ventures and Crown corporations, formed to 
control resource development and encourage 
resource processing. 
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Unlike its western neighbours, Manitoba has 
been less able to concentrate on resource-based 
industrialization. In this province, the resource 
base is smaller - hydroelectric power and nickel 
are the keystones - and the small-business
dominated manufacturing sector is facing increas
ing competition from Ontario and Quebec, as 
well as foreign imports. 

Manitoba's success in manufacturing stemmed 
mainly from its geographic position as the gate
way to the West, and its future wellbeing will 
likely depend upon this factor. For this reason, 
the provincial government has shifted emphasis 
from large-scale projects to a number of specific 
ind ustrial sectors. 

A similar shift is apparent in the Atlantic 
provinces. In fact, for New Brunswick and Nova 
Scotia, one of the factors underlying efforts to 
broaden their industrial base is a sense of unease 
about the prospects in the late 1980s for tradi
tional staple industries such as forestry and fish
ing. For both provinces, the road to prosperity 
now seems more likely to be paved with incen
tives for high-technology companies, cooperative 
ventures among smaller firms and government
funded manpower training programs. 

Newfoundland, however, is the exception. Still 
the nation's poorest province, and with a small 
industrial base, it is forced to rely most heavily on 
its resources. Not surprisingly, it has concentrated 
on winning control of those resources, in the 
hope this will lead to better opportunities for 
increased employment. For that reason, many of 
its policies resemble those in western Canada
using instruments such as the Petroleum Direc
torate to gain control over the pace and direction 
of offshore oil development, and encouraging the 
emergence of industrial specialization linked to 
fishing and oil and gas through Crown corpora
tions such as NORDCO. 

The Troubled Heartland 
One of the ironies of the early 1980s 
is that Ontario and Quebec, the 
traditional economic cornerstones of 
the nation, have been lagging indus

trially. Ontario, of course, is still a major power 
it retains more than 50 per cent of Canada's 
manufacturing capacity - but recently it has fallen 
on hard times. High energy costs, burgeoning 
offshore competition and a severe recession have 
combined to slow its growth to less than the 
national average. Also, Ontario's manufacturing 
sector has' a high proportion of US-owned branch 
plants. These plants are becoming less competitive 
and, to some extent, geographically disadvantaged 
as the industrial base in the US shifts from the 
northeast to the sunbelt. 

So far, the province has been uncertain about 
how to respond. It has attempted to bolster the 
general business environment by adjusting taxes, 
exercising fiscal prudence and promoting exports. 
More recently, it has also concentrated its broad 
industrial development efforts under the Board of 
Industrial Leadership and Development (BILD), 
constructing (among other things) technology 
centres where expertise can be developed domes
tically rather than imported. But there seems to 
be an assumption that manufacturing is funda
mentally strong and that only fine tuning is 
needed. Industrial policy, in other words, has 
remained unfocussed. 

Quebec, on the other hand, has not been 
falling behind for want of a policy-making effort. 
Arguably, the province is the most aggressive 
industrial planner in the country. Quebec's prob
lems, however, stem from an industrial decline 
that really began in the late 1950s. Today, more 
than 40 per cent of its manufacturing employment 
is still concentrated in less competitive, labour
intensive industries such as clothing, textiles and 
pulp and paper. What's more, it has basic 
resource industries such as forestry and mining 
that have been damaged by international reces
sionary cycles. Added to all this has been the 
impact of a social revolution, as the francophone 
majority has risen to the fore in the commercial 
life of the province. 
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It is not surprising then, that since the govern
ment's major economic white paper Batir le . 
Quebec a few years ago, there have been strong 
moves to do such things as create linkages 
between resources and manufacturing industries 
to ensure that the province obtains more of the 
benefits from its resource developments and to 
expand the range and amounts of government 
assistance to small and medium-sized businesses, 
especially in technology-intensive activities such as 
microelectronics and biotechnology. The effort 
seems justified by the need. 

How Many Industrial Policies? 
Nominally, provincial industrial 
strategies appear to have significant 
points in common. In varying 
degrees, they all stress the notion of 

developing their own economic specializations, 
whether in resources or manufacturing. Also 
(unlike Ottawa, which still relies in large part on 
broad fiscal and monetary policies to achieve its 
ends), they depend substantially on policies that 
are microeconomic in focus and that directly 
affect specific industries or even specific firms. In 
this sense, the provincial policies resemble those 
found in many of the developed European 
economies. 

But superficial similarities should not mask the 
real problems of conflict that would emerge in 
any national planning effort. Almost inevitably, 
there would be quarrels over any modification of 
federal industry and trade policies, simply because 
such changes would playoff the interests of 
central Canada against those of the outlying 
provinces. Even attempts at promoting national 
economic integration such as strenghtening the 
national common market can often be seen by 
provinces who have not benefitted from market 
integration in the past as measures against their 
interests. 

There should also be no mistaking the fact 
that provinces could do much to thwart integra
tion. Their ability to restrict or influence the flow 
of capital and labour both through regulation and 
tax incentives, in addition to their ability to halt 
the flow of goods and services through such 
devices as marketing boards and regulating the 
production of resource products. are highly potent 
weapons. 

Fortunately, the impact of these policies has 
been limited to date mainly because the regionally 
specialized nature of the Canadian economy has 
encouraged provinces to promote very different 
types of industrial development. Indeed, the real 
threat provincial industrial policies pose is not so 
much that they promote regional conflict, but 
that they encourage the development of regional, 
rather than national, approaches to the solution 
of our industrial problems. Allowed to expand, 
such policies could diminish any hope of pro
moting collective, national action on industrial 
policy. 
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A Nation of Governments 
To bridge these, at times, profound 
gaps, all we can fall back on is inter
governmental cooperation. But 
despite the vast network of inter

provincial and federal-provincial organizations and 
contacts that exists (ranging all the way from 
large, formal, permanently staffed bodies such as 
the Council of Maritime Premiers, to small infor
mal working groups tackling specific issues) the 
whole process is uneven and often ineffective. 

Experience has demonstrated that intergovern
mental cooperation works best, as the following 
examples will demonstrate, when it focusses on 
highly specific, technical subject areas in a well
organized fashion. When governments attempt to 
cope with broad economic issues, though, discus
sions. often become confrontational and usually 
embittered. 

In the interprovincial sphere, one of the most 
enduring institutions has been the Council of 
Maritime Premiers (CMP). Founded in 1971, it 
has to its credit the establishment of several 
regional agencies that provide common services 
for such provincial government activities as higher 
education and municipal training. CMP commit
tees have also done much to provide a common 
approach to technical issues such as highway 
safety standards and vehicle registration. 

But on the broader economic issues that 
count, the three Maritime provinces have gener
ally had competing interests so that development 
questions have become a zero-sum game. Perhaps 
their biggest failure in this regard was their inabil
ity to agree on setting up the Maritime Energy 
Corporation, which would have helped to alle
viate the high energy costs faced by all three 
provinces. 

Much the same could be said of the Western 
Premiers' Conference (WPC) , an outgrowth of the 
old Prairie Economic Council that was founded in 
1965. The WPC has been successful in promoting 
cooperation on technical questions, and it has 
even produced common western positions on 
major issues vis a vis Ottawa; for instance, on the 
question of national transportation policy prior to 
the 1969 federal-provincial constitutional confer
ence. But partly because of their intrinsically 
different economic concerns and partly because of 
ideological differences among the western govern
ments, broader cooperative economic develop
ment agreements have not been forthcoming. 
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A Mixed Record 
The track record in federal-provincial 
relations is also very uneven. Certain
lyon a multilateral basis, the odds 
seem to be weighted towards failure. 

For example, the 19-year-old Canadian Council of 
Resource and Environment Ministers (CCREM) 
has gradually devolved into an information 
exchange and meeting ground for governments, 
despite the fact that it was founded on common 
concerns to promote strong collective action on 
the management of renewable resources and, 
later, pollution abatement. 

Even on specific events (such as the two First 
Ministers' Meetings on the Economy which took 
place in 1978) sheer numbers of bureaucrats and 
politicians, coupled with intricate organization, do 
not necessarily guarantee success. In these particu
lar meetings, the broad effort to move towards a 
common industrial policy was overwhelmed by 
the number of complex issues on which decisions 
were needed. As a result, the preliminary meet
ings and the main conference itself were unable 
to do any more than deal generally with the 
question of monetary and fiscal restraint. Ulti
mately, the only concrete thing that emerged was 
that the provinces and the federal government 
had, just by holding the meetings in the first 
place, managed to establish a comparatively 
sophisticated process for intergovernmental con
sultation. They set up an effective mechanism for 
discussion - not for action. 

By comparison, the highly specialized federal
provincial forestry strategy that developed through 
the late 1970s was a marked success. The aim 
here was to modernize and improve efficiency in 
a key export industry, and, despite the fact that 
the eastern and western forestry sectors had 
different needs, federal and provincial officials 
developed a coherent and noncompetitive 
approach to restructuring the eastern industry. 

I?- fact, most real progress in federal-provincial 
relations has occurred at the bilateral level. Main
ly, Ottawa and the provinces have worked individ
ually through General Development Agreements 
(GDAs), which provide an umbrella under which 
a series of smaller cooperative agreements can be 

reached on everything from road building to tour
ism promotion. One of the more successful of 
these cooperative agreements was Enterprise 
Manitoba, a five-year program begun in 1978 that 
channelled $44 million ($26 million of it in federal 
funds) into specific sectors of the province's 
manufacturing sector. One can criticize the fact 
that the program was bureaucratic, drawing in a 
large number of federal and provincial depart
ments. Nevertheless, it did involve both levels of 
government, working together in a cooperative 
effort to develop an effective industrial policy for 
secondary manufacturing in Manitoba. 

The only safe generalization one can make 
about the effects of intergovernmental cooperation 
on industrial development is that it is uneven. 
That is primarily because the intergovernmental 
process in Canada is not designed for it. Inter
governmental relations are really geared towards 
ensuring an equitable regional distribution of 
economic activity and the resulting benefits from 
such activity. By definition, however, industrial 
policy making is aimed at a very different, and at 
times contradictory objective - the efficient alloca
tion of resources to, and encouragement of, the 
most viable producers, regardless of location. 
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Figure 3-Federal and Provincial Government Spending on Trade and Industry 1956 to 1980 in 1971 dollars, 

Millions of Dollars Provincial 

Source: Statistics Canada, Provincial Government Finance (68-207), Fedkral Government Finance (68-21 1) 
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Perhips even more important, there ' 
g9 are grave doubts about the ability of 

the federal government to provide 
leadership in the development of 

industrial policies needed in the 1980s. Ottawa is 
still undoubtedly a powerful force for industrial 
change as witnessed by its direct spending relative 
to that of the provinces and by its ability to enact 
initiatives such as the National Energy Program. 
As well, it still retains effective control of the 
national taxation system and regulates many 

-,' important industries. But the federal government's 
, *> leadership and control of industrialization is now 

significantly less than it was during the Second 
World War and the decade following it. Similarly, 
the number of federal departments that are now 

3 .  

involved, each with its own particular view of the 
nature of industrial policy, or indeed the advisa- m 
bility of having such a policy, diffuses federal 
efforts. Given the competence that provinces 
have built up, as well as the kind of ambivalence ! 
Canadians have about their national and regional , 
identities, it is not very surprising that Ottawa" , 

role is in question. . \ r  . . .J 



Towards Industrial Leadership 
Canada, despite the grave interna
tional economic challenge it faces, is 
out of step with the rest of the devel
oped world. While the governments 

of other industrial nations are involved more 
extensively in their domestic economies and are 
working in cooperation with business and labour 
to promote structural change, our federal and 
provincial authorities form a confused and at 
times fractious national community, dissipating 
our strength and squandering what little time we 
have left to transform our economy. 

There is no doubt, however, that the only way 
out is to harness the energies of the two levels of 
government so they can deal coherently with 
industrial change. Here are some of the ways this 
could come about: 

D	 The provinces' move towards more aggres
sive policies of their own should not be 
seen as a problem; rather, it should be 
seen as a key force in promoting industrial 
change in Canada. It is an asset, not a 
liability. Nevertheless, there is no question 
that leadership must also come from the 
federal level. 

D	 The overall thrust of federal industrial 
policy will have to undergo a substantial 
change. In keeping with Canada's major 
trading partners, policy will have to 
become more microeconomic in focus, 
stressing the promotion of industrial 
change at the level of the industrial sector 
and the firm. While such a move will 
improve the government's ability to deal 
with many of the structural problems 
facing Canadian industry, it also provides 
the opportunity for the federal government 
to tailor its industrial policies more effec
tively to the specific needs of each 
province. 

D	 As federal policy will increasingly focus on 
specific sectors and regions, the federal 
government will have to improve its indus
trial planning and coordinating capacity 
substantially, if it is to develop coherent 
policies for the country and avoid a whole 

collection of incremental and ad hoc initia
tives. This will require placing most of the 
policy development and planning capabil
ity for industrial development in a single 
federal government department whose 
primary responsibility is industrial policy, 
rather than attempting to do this within 
the context of a central policy ministry 
concerned with the country's overall 
economic development. Such an industry 
department must have enhanced budget
ary power and the capability to coordinate 
its work with that of the provinces. 

D	 While multilateral collaboration among 
Ottawa and the provinces does not yield 
direct benefits, some mechanism is needed 
to ensure adequate contact on industrial 
policy. Ottawa and the provinces should, 
therefore, move immediately to re-establish 
regular meetings of industry ministers and 
their senior officials. Collectively, they 
could be known as the Canadian Council 
of Industry and Technology Ministers, 
and, with the backing of a permanent 
secretariat, their job would be to explore 
and develop areas of industrial 
collaboration. 

D	 Two areas where Ottawa and the prov
inces should be collaborating are govern
ment procurement policies and research 
and development policies. Both these areas 
are becoming central elements of provin
cial industrial policy and will offer the 
opportunity for the implementation of 
imaginative initiatives. However, if no 
attempt is made in the near future to pro
mote collaboration, these policies could 
become the focus of quite bitter disputes 
between the two levels of government. 

D	 Given the character of intergovernmental 
relations, Ottawa will have to rely primar
ily on bilateral initiatives for the bulk of its 
collaboration with the provinces. The aim 
here would be to tailor policies for specific 
regions of the country, which would be 
compatible with national industrial goals, 
for example, petroleum extraction technol
ogy in Alberta or marine industries and 
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offshore technology in Nova Scotia. 
Ottawa must aim for policies that are 
more regionally specific.but which are also 
designed to fit in with a national 
planned industrial policy for the economy 
as a whole. 

Ultimately. of course, none of these changes 
will work unless there is a significant change in 
government attitudes at both levels. If Ottawa is 
expected to see the error of ignoring the regional 
dynamics of the Canadian economy, it is equally 
incumbent on the provinces to realize that the 
tireless pursuit of regional self-interest is the route 
to decay rather than industrial vigour. 
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